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PREFACE

This collection of the papers of the Third Annual Colloquium of the
Council of Graduate Students in Education represents some of the work of
the students of the School of Education of the University of Pittsburgh.

The purpote of the annual COLLOQUIUM -is to provide- graduate students,
.an -opportunity to formally present, discuss, and receive criticism on
their recent_research. In addition, the COLLOQUIUM brings together the
students of the diverse-'programs of the-School of Education for a sharing
of their research =and ideas. The papers reflect the different interests
and approaches -of the different_ disciplines -which are part of the School_
of Education. The members of the -Council of Graduate Students in Educa-
tion believe it is important for the professional-development of graduate
'students that they have an opportunity to gather" outside the _classrooms
and publicly demOnstrate their academic skills.

The theme of the Panel Discussion of the Third Annual ColloquiUm was .

"The Purposes and .Goals-of the School of Education." Dr, Barbara !Dompa,
School- Librarian of the -HemPfield_ Area= School District, Dr. Eugene Lincoln-,
-Associate-Profe4sor of Education_ at the University of Tittsbuegh, and
Helen Hazi, a .gqaduate -student in turriculuill- and_ Supervision at the nil-

"Nersity- Of Pittgburgh pre§ented papers- as _part Of the'panel dtscustion.
The panel -discugsion was followed_ by- the presentatiOns of .-the -papers.' The
four concurrent sessions were- moderated: by Gregory -LeRoy _Celletti ne- Cheeks,
Richard Cooper, and 'Stan Yoder. Thtse -meetings -were =wen attended and the
presenters created lively di cussion -affing the students 'and faculty-. The
final part of the toamopm -was the citation- of -outstanding-facul ty -memr
-bees- of the School of Education.

The Council of Graduate Students in Education would like to express
its sincere thanks for the individuals wild made the COLLOQUIUM possible,
especially the Colloquiuni Committee:

Qamar -Baioch

Cellestine Cheeks
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Tom Geminel 1

John Gui sti
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John. McDonough

C. Dianne Colbert - Advisor
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INTRODUCTION

Subsequent to tracing. the.development of educational

programs at Carnegie Institute, I surveyed current prevailing

attitudes on the function of the museum as an institution of

education and current philosophies on education as a role of the

museum. The focus of this paper concentrates on the school/museum

relationship for the school-age child. Where applicable, out-,

reach programs of significance are described.

Interviews with museum staff have revealedthe particular

concerns and interests.of the Museum of Art, Carnegie Institute in

museum education.

This limited survey on the current prevailing attitudes

on 4.1e function of the museum as an institution of education has

disclosed several pertinent needs: the need for better communication

between schools and museums in the area of curriculum, the need

for communication between museum educators and programming, and the

need for further research and evaluation of educational programs

in museums.

1
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a

Attitudes on the Function of the Museum as An Institution -of Education

The American Association of Museums, for the purpoSes of

the professional accreditation of museums, has adopted the following

definition:

A museum is defined as an organized and permanent non-profit
institution, with professional staff, which owns and utilizes
tangible objects, cares for theM and exhibits them to the
public on some regular schedule.1

Richard Grove of the Arts and Humanities Program, Office of Education

stated:
Anyone who sets out to talk about museums is instantly faced
with the task of tryj.ng to figure out just what sort of
creature this is. It is a nearly unique peculiarity. A hos-
pital is a hospital. A library is a library. A rose is a rose.\
But a museum is Colonial Williamsburg, Mrs. Wilkerson's
Figure Bottle Museum, the Museum of Modern Art, the American
Museum of Natural History...This diversity is, in a sense
strength.2

Turning to the educational responsibility of the museums,

Edgar P. Richardson, Director of the Winterthur Museum has stated:

-..the educational responsibility of museums is vast, extremely
complex, and touches every aspect of our intellectual life.
It cannot be met only by either popular education or by
childreie's education. It presents great challenges to museum
staff...3

He cited the Pittsburgh Board- -of Education- which - sponsors classroom

visits to Carnegie Institute as an example Of a program sponsored

jointly by the museum and local education department. In addition

to programs oriented toward the school, Patterson described classes

1

American Association of Museums, Museums: Their New Audience,

Washington, D.C.: American Association of Museums, July 1972, p. 28.

2

3

p. 21:

Richard Grove in Larrabee (ed.),. Museums and Education, p. 79.

Edgar P. Richardson in Larrabee (ed.) Museums and Education,

10



and courses for elementary age children designed to supplement the

work of the school. He felt that the most typical areas would be

bound in studio art work or natural history subjects. 1
It is of

interest to note that Carnegie Institutejlas long offered courses of

study in both of .theSe areas.

Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr.,focuses his attention on the relation-

ship of art exhibitions to education, he stated that.the more successful

programs shared by schools and museums are those directly related

to class work. He indicates that this opportunity occurs most

fruitfully at gradelevels where the broad histotical or cultural

studies occur. For example, fifth or sixth grade for geography

and world history in seventh grade.grade. He concludes by saying"...

these are areas where museum objects provide evidence of the character

of the subject under study."
3

In the''area of secondary schools and museums, Ruth Zuelke

states, "I would like to see curriculut experts from the field of

art education working with experts in the museums."4 She sees

as an area of prime importance the ways to discover the best means

for schools and museums to work together in making their resource

.taterials mutually available. 5

1

Edgar P. Richardson in Larrabee (ed.), Museums and Education,
p. 22.

2

Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr. Larrabee (ed.), Museums and Education,p. 55.

3

Ibid.

4

Ruth Zuelke in Larabee (ed.), Museums and Education, p. 89.

5

Ibid.-
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Barbara Y. Newsom, project director; The Council on

-Museums on Education in the Visual Arts relates her pbint of view:

Museums, of course, have always been important educational
esources,in this country...Now, perhaps more than ever.
before, these institutions are being regarded by the educa-
tion officialdom as partof 'the educational system. The
individual inquiry for which museums are so well equipped is
the subject of growing speculation and research. Thus,
museum educators and the planners and theorists of theschools-

. and Colleges of,education have even more reason to put their
headsftogether.'

The author' describes the basic purposes of The Council on Museums and

Education in the,Visual Arts. The first is to assemble a series,of
V

case studies in a variety of educationar.areas in which art museums

'are operating.and the second is -to help museums educators enlarge- the

range and raise and level of discourse with each other.
2

Education in the Art Museum. the proceedings of a Conference

of Art Museum Educators he in Cleveland, Ohio in 1971 studied the

status of education- in,e museum. In a questionnaire sent-out before

the Conference, 5 of the museums replying indicated that the major_

prioritywanvolveMent with the elementary leyel, 11% with the

3secondary leve-and-5%- related to the college level, A summary of

the=main points in answer to the question; "What should the educational

priorities of your museum be five years from now? include:

(a) External movement towards a community resource,, centre
servicing a broading segment of the community with a growing
adaptation and awareness of the present and future social
needs of the urban environment. Included in the resource centre

1

Barbara Y. Newsor. "Bridging the Information Gap", Museum
News, Vol. 52 o. 7, (Apr 1974), P. 32.

2

Ibid. p. 31.

3

Education in the Art Museum, The Association of Art
Museum Directors, 197-2' P. 42.

12
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-were more em_ phaois on community-needs, displays of community
creativity, digs, trips, library facilities, and the traditional
lectures, films, and concerts.

(b) 3 .Alaginative, varied educaticv.al curriculum within the
museum. Tours more challenging to the individual, more re-
flective with folloW-ups to docent tours. Many expressed desire
for one permanent collection that could show overall chronological
survey of artistic styleS:% Other:I stressed more emphasis on
contemporary art.

and(c) Bette' co-ordination n communication with schools. Re-
organizatson.to include tours-on a more regular basis, more
related to school are curricula ; consultant work with art
departments in schools;- more emphasis on exhibitions of stu-
dents' work; circulatili, exhibitions for -chcols wdth trans-
portation problems.

(d) More,contemporary'audio-visual media. Greater sharingsof
innovations and experiments, and sharing evaluations of the
-success of these programs among museum education departments.

.

(e) Spedialized teacher training, staff expansion, continual
evaluation and up-dating of teaching, techniques, more pro-
fessional working conditions.1

In his doctoral dissertation, Rex Terry Lohmann focussed_attention

'on the school/museum program. He raises several important points

in this relationship.

Despite the fact that the museum profession has generally
accepted the idea that .one of basic functions and-
responsibilities is education, the public is asyet largely
unaware of what that means ="even that it is an imptirtant
issue... The schools must act, museums can actand together
they Can virtually transform at least some aspects of public
education in a time of crisis.2

1

Education in the Art Museum, The Association of Art
Museum Directors, 1972, p, 41.

2

4 xRe Terry Lohmaniy, The-Theoretical INDUndations of Museum
Interaction: Museums of Man's Experience and the Educational Process,
unpublished dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1975, p. 136.
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History of Education at Carnegie Institute

From its inception, as recorded in Annual Reports beginning

in 1897, Carnegie Institute has shown concern for the educational

aspects of its exhibits.. As succeeding reports show, the two Museums have

always been concerned with their role as educational institutions.

In the First Annual Report, 1897, John Beatty recorded

the establishment of:afi Annual International Exibition. He stated:

"The international_character-of =the exhibition made it peculiarly.
------

important asan educational influence and the intent of the-col- ./

lection was enhanced by the fact that works, with few exceptions

-aPresent contimporaneous art. '11 From this first year,-the pattern

of student utilization of Carnegie Institute's resources began.

Mr. tIEW:ty reported:,"Nearly all the, educational_institutions of

Pittsburgh:in which art is taught'sent school parties on sPecially

appointed days, and a number of city" ward schools- and public schools

of the-near neighborhood were represented..." 2

*In July 1897, Mr. Beatty purposed a plan to circulate an

exibition of large reproductions representing industrial ar, ob-

jectS to branch library buildings in the city. His idea was to

exhibit ,pictures of objects made of malleable iron, textile fabrics,

wood carvings, measured drawings of furniture, porcelain, etc. He

wished to have the museum sell'duplicates at cost to students and°

mechanicS to Serve as models for the industrial arts.
3

a ,

First Anntial Report, 1897, Carnegie Institute, p. 4.

2,

Ibid. P.5..

3

.Ibid.
14.
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In the report he states:

This would at once bring to our young artisans the
wealth, in design and construction, of the entire world,
and should, in time, exert a great influence upon our
city as a manufactdring center. It is in exactly this
'direction that Our city has failed to encourage art
education, forgetting that in influence of this kind
would tendrto raise the standard of many of our manu-
facturers.

The reports through 1900 chart the growth and expansion

. of Carnpgie Institute in its early years. In01899, the total

attendance for the Annual International was 240,000'people. The

total estimated population of the city was 298,620 people and the

director considered the attendance an "unprecedented showing 2

The Pittsburgh Public Schools were :invited to hold an

exhibit ofidrawings and artwork in themain and east galleries

during the spring 'of 1901. The exhibit was CoOrdinated under the

direction of the Supervisor of Art Instruction in the Pittsburgh

Public Schools.,

Director Beatty describes in 1901 the first formal

cooperation between the Institute and the Pittsburgh Public Schoolb.

Early in November, a committee from the Pittsburgh High
Schools, comprisin.4 five members of the faculties of the
Academic and Normal Departm?mts called at the institute for
the purpose of asking me to give the teachers and advanced
students of Pittsburgh Schools informal talks in the
galleries about the paintings in the exhibit. As a result
of this conference, a sub-committee was appointed 'by the
faculties and a comprehensive schedule was prepared which
brought to the,Institute, twice a week of the remaining period-

1

,John Beatty, Repogrt to the Directors, July 1897.
, .

2' (

3

Third Annual Report, Director of .Fine Arts, April 1, 1899.

Fifth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1901.
p.5.



of the exhibition, large parties'of educators and advanced
students for the purpose of studying the paintings. This is
the first attempt to secure to the pupils of the'city schools
and art students generally, tht benefits of any direct
instruction concerning the works exhibits at the Institute.
Through these lectures,, the pupils of the city schools were
brought directly into contact with the works-of the painters
of the-day and the teachers still further stimulated
interestby requiring pupils in the public schools t1 make'
sketches of paintings and write .descriptive essays.

It is interesting, to note that many teachers today use the same
S

kind of "follow-up activities" as were used in 1901.
41.

8

\:Agaln in 1902, the drawings of pupils from t'Ae Pittsburgh

Public Schools were exhibited. Visits by school'children to the

Sixth Annual International Exhibition were cooperatively planned by

the Museum and the Superintendant Of Schools. Teachers and

advanced students toured in groups of one to one hundred per lecture.

May S. Garretson, Superintendent of Instruction in Drawing in
,

Allegheny City Schools arranged for similar visits for teachers.?

Although there is no documentation ihat proves whether

or not Director Beatty's proposal' in 1897 to circulate photographs

of industrial arts objects was ever adOpted,his next plan, sub-

mitted to the Directors of the Museum in 1902 was accomplished by

1903. fie states in the report:

...a plan has long been contemplated looking to an except-
ionallyclose union of the educational work -in the public
schools with thatof work being done by the Department of
Fine Arts through its ,permanent collection of painting and
statuary. This plan contemplates, first, circulation of
complete, sets of large, framed photographs representing
the permanent collection of paintings and sculpture through

1

F34tll Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1901,
pp. 8-91

2

Sixth Annual Report, Director of pine Arts, March 31, 1902,
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the schools of Pittsburgh, for exhibition and stuiy.1

As further evidence of the early cooperation between

the Museum and the public schools, Mr: Beatty reports that five

9

hundred catalogs were sent to the-principals of the public schools

for distribution amoung the advanded pupils "with a view of plac-

ing directly in their hands a list of institute resources, of art

interest during the vacation.
2

On September 21, 1903, the prints

of the permanent collection were lent to Mrs. ILE. Van Wagohen,

Supervisor of kit in the,Pittsburgh Public Schools for circulation

and study in the schools. Here-Mr. Beatty describes the collection:

The set consists of finished reproductions of 46 paintings
of various sizes, uniformly mounted and framed and sufficiently
large to gii.re details. . Each bears a label, stating title and
artist and gives brief biographical notes, including a.list of
celebrated works. Thephotographs consitute a beautiful and
instructi=ve collection. The chief value of this school work
lies in the fact that the Minds of-pupils are peculairly open
to instruction.3

In succeeding years, additional copies were made to serve Allegheny

Public SchoolS. Each year they were updated to include new

acquisitions. The director estimated that the sets would be

studied by more than sixty-five thousand students and one. thousand

',lour hundred teachers in one year. 4
Mrs. Van Wagonen's report to

flr. Beatty was included in the 1905 Annual Report.

1
Sixth Annual,Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1903,

p. 14.

2

Ibid. p. 15
3

Ibid. p. 16
4

Nineth,Annual Report, Director of Find Arts, March 31,.1905,

p. 10.
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Ars. Van Wagonen writes: -"The work has brought the schools into

closer relationship with the galleries, and many pupils who hakre never

had any- desire to view the exhibit, have been most anxious to visit

the gallerie's during the annual exhibition; which is, indeed, amost

valuable consideration. 1

During 1906, the sets continued to circulate throlighout

the schools. A series of informal lectures was given for

inStructors_in'the department-Of, art-inthe-public schools and also

for all,teachers of ward schools in the two' cities. (Pittsburgh and

Old- Allegheny),
2

In-1912, the director states that "...a series of informal

talks are to be given, before students of the public schools -,:by

some one,conversant with art an familiar with the painters who

are represented in the confection of photogrlphs now being circulated

throughout the schools."3 He further notes that attendance was

exceptional at the Annual InternatiOnal Exhibition- ...it is inter-

esting to note that students from Carnegie Institute of Technology-,

University of Pittsburgh, public schools; alone or accompanied by in-

structors vere to be seen in the gallery every day. This is the best

possible evidence of the educational value of the work being done..." 4

"On MAy 31, 1913, the education work-of the Department of

1

Tenth Annual Report, Director, of Fine Arts, March 31, 1907,

p. 7.
2

3

Ibid. p. 9-

Sixteenth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1912

P- 8.

4

Ibid.
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Fine Arts was taken up with renewed activity, the aim being to increase

the efficiency of Carnegie Institute as an educational factor,in the

city of Pittsburgh and the vicinity." 1

Alice Pulnam, a new member of the staff lists the functions and goals

of the educational work:

1. Guidance and-instruction offered to schools, clubs or
. individuals in the galleries.
2. Assembling and typing the biographical and critical notes on the

painters and paintings' represented in the permanent collection.
3. Lectures to women's clubs or at schools.
4. The establishment of a series of illustrated' lectures on

matters pertaining to the fine arts, free to children'of
Pittsburgh'.2

As the educational activities of the Museum expanded, so the

curriculum of,the Pittsburgh. Public Schools expanded and changed.. With

the adoption of the School Code of 1911, a reorganization took place

in the schools. An art department was established with Mi. C. Valentine

Kirby as the director. High school curricula were expanded to provide

electives in arts and crafts. Art was included in the School Code as
. 4

part of the regular course of Study in the public schools. A new

"course of Study in Art: was proposed in 1917 - 1918 -. The study gave

a monthly out -line of what was to be done in grades one through eight.

The students studied drawingas well as color and principles of design.

Each month the students studied a painting by an established artist. 3

(It would- seem logical to assume that the paintings studied came from

the museum case collection although I cannot substantiate any direct

references citing this.)

1
Eighteenth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1914,

PP. 14-15_
2

p. 16.

Ueannine C. Meikskin, The Evolution of Education in Art In the
Public Schools of the City of Pittsburgh, unpublished graduate paper,
University of Pittsburghi 1974 pp. 20-22.

13
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.1'

On the high school level, drawing was emphasized. Drawing

from nature, life drawing, 'with the study of human proportions,

action and character of poses were some of the units of study included.

Art history ancrappreciation was studied one day every week and color

and design were included in the curriculum. Illustrations were

drawn by the students from literary works and folklore stories.

Other courses offered on this level were: Commercial Art, Industrial

Arts, Interior Decoration, Costume Design,-General Art Appreciation

and a crafts course which included modeling in clay, pottery,

stenciling; block( printing, leather work, book-binding, metal and

jewelry-1

During-the 1914-15 year a series of talks about art entitled

"The Children's Hour." were begun. The talks were illustrated by lantern

slides, chalk drawings or clay modeling. 2
"The program was planned to

direct the attention ofthe children to the collections of the Depart-
,

ment of Fine Artg, so they might acquire, a sense of Appreciation

tempered with discriminatiOn." 3
In 1916, under the direction of May

Redd the attendance at these- iectures increased to. 3,862 students.

Miss Redd noted in her report that manyof the children walked from

three to five miles to attend the talks. "The effect of the brief

talks has been to give the children information and to form, on their

part, the habit of, coming to Carnegie Institute, a habit which will

doubtless be continuous for many years."4 the Children's Hour Pro-

grams for 1916 and 1917 are on the folloWing pages. It is interesting

to note that 'Mr. C. Valentine Kirby, Director of Art Education in the

Pittsburgh Public Schools

1

Meikskin, . 22. 3
2 Ibid.
Eighteenth Annual Report p. 16. 4

Twentieth Annual Report 1916
i?or 12-3.

20
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was involved in giving some of the lectures of the Children's Hour.

The Pittsburgh Public School Visiting Program was inaugurated

in 1916 with eighth grade classes from Delworth, Allen and Roosevelt

Schools. They had .come for an art appreciation lesson to be pre-

sented in the galleries and illustrated with the paintings, architecture,

and sculpture on display, and to spend an additional period browsing

through the building. 1
The tours were conducted by Euphemia

Bakewell, under the general direction of Mr. C.F. Ramsey, of the

Department of Fine Arts. The docents' instructions were "to stress

appreciation, to give the young visitors some points of view from

which to_enjoy art while acquainting them with the Institute's

collections; to avoid history of art, to put no emphasis on technique ".2 -

With some'moditicationt, the ublic School Visiting Program has con-.

tinued up through 19:76: Eor the first year's School Visiting

Program the following materials were printed and distributed by the

Museum of Fins Art:

Cards Announcing Docent service
School Children's Outline
Postcards of Paintings given to school
children

Postcards announcing lectures and
Children's-Hour talks a.

Poster announcing Docent Service

1

Twenty-first Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1917
p. 22.

2,000
1,500

12,500

13_,275
220

3

2

3

Ibid, p. 24

Ibid, p. 59.

O

O
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The program,fot the Children's Hour lor talks about art

_presented in 1916.

April 3 The Sculptor and his Clay (concluded): Talk by Mr.
August Zeller, of the Department of Fine Arts, Carnegie
Institute.

10 The Potter and his Clay. The first of two demonstrations
and talks by Miss Mabel C. Farren, member of the faculty
of the Margaret Morrison Carnegie School for Worsen.

17 The Potter and his Clay (concluded), by Miss Farren.

24 FlowerS: 'Talk and demonstration on the artisticarrange-
ment of flowers, by Miss May. Redd, Of the Department of
Fine Arts-,-Carnegie- Institute.

Dec. 1 Illustration: Chalk talk by Mr. Charles J. Taylor, Member
of the faculty of the School of Applied Design, Carnegie
Institute of Technology.

8 The Pictures of the_Old Stone Age: Talk by Miss May Redd.

15 The Story of Ornament: Talk by Mr. Vincent P. Sollom, member
of the faculty of the SChool of Applied Design,`Carnegie
Institute of Technology.

22 The Christ Child in Art: Talk by Miss May Redd.

Jan. 5 How to .Make our City More,Beautiful: Talk by Mr. Frederick
Bigger, Assistant Secretary of the Art Co-mission of Pittsburgh.

12 Pompeii: Talk by Miss May Redd.

19 Cheops, Builder of Pyramids: Talk by Miss May Redd.

26 Assurbanpal and the.-Pictures in his Palace: Miss May Redd.

Feb. 2 The House of the Forest of Lebanon: Talk by Miss May Redd.
9 Athens in the Time of Pericles: -Talk by. Mr. Frederick T.

Bigger.
16 Famous Paintings of Children: _Talk by May Redd.

23 The People and'Houses of George Washington's Tome: Talk by,
Miss May Redd.

26 Famous Drawings of Children and How They Were Made: Special
talk by Mr. Charles J. Taylor.

Mar. 1 Rome in the Time of Augustur: Talk by Miss May Redd.

The Sculptor and his Clay; Demonstration and talk by Mr.
August Zeller.

15 The Paintings of John W. Alexander: Talk by Mr. C. Valentine
Kirby, Director of Art Education in the Pittsburgh Public
Schools.

22
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Page 2 Children's Hour 1916

March 22 tBeautiful Lettering: Talk by Mr. Frederick T. Bigger.

29 The Panama-Pacific Exposition: Talk by Mr. Will J. Hyett,
of the Department .of Fine Arts, Carnegie Institute.'

'1

The Twentieth Annual Report of the Director of Fine Arts, for the
Year Ending March 31, 1916, pp. 20-1.

J2



The\prog am for the Children's Hour for talks about art
preSented n 19174

April 5 Potter and his Clay. The first of two demonstrations
and talks by Miss Mabel C. Farren.1

1 12 The P4)tter and his .Clay (concluded) by Miss Farren

May 3 The At of the American Indian'. 'TheVfirst of two talks
by Miss May Redd, of the Department o! Fine Arts, Carnegie

16

10 The Atrt-of the-American Indian (conclUded) Miss Redd.

17 Moving Pictures of Swedish _Life. The first of two demonstra-
tions in connection 'With ethe-Swedish goup of paintings

tidedincluded in the Founder's Day Exhibition.
4,

i

Nol-p. 10 The Art of the Cave an: Talk by Miss May Redd.
-.1

Dec. _15 The Sculptor and hiS Clay: Talk by AbguSt Zeiler, of the
Department of Fine ArtS, Carnegie Institute.

Jan. How to make Plaster Casts: Demonstration by Mr. Ross Polis,
of the Department of Fihe Arts,= Carnegie Institute,.

Feb. 2 illudtrations and How to Make Them: Chalk talk by Mr.
Charles J. Taylor, Member of the faculty of the School of
Applied Design, Carnegie Institute of Technology-.

23 Child Life in Colonial Times: Talk by Miss May Redd.

I 'Mar. 6 Child Life in Colonial Times: =Talk by Miss May Redd;
repeated at the Snodgrasst School

Total attendance at the Children s Hours for the year, 2,081 1

1

The Twenty-first Annual Report of the Director of Fine Arts, for
the Year Ending March 21, 1917, p. 47.
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The Pittsburgh- School Board votedlin 1917 to_pay, for-the

Icarfare_of all children coming to the institute for art instkuction. 1

The Annual Report from 1918 states:

ThiS I believe is a more liberal plan than has, been
adopted in .any other city. The significance of this
work lies- in,the-fic.t that the eighth grade 'students
who are about to ente-i-aeTa.W-§UNWITpr'l\illpon.the
active duties and work of life, eagerly seek instruction
and the opportunity to aCTiire some knowledge with refer-.
ence to Art and\its appreciation.2

s

Each eighth grade visited the Museum's permanent collection three times

during the course of the school year. The first visit was to the

painting section, the second to the Hall of Architecture and the

third to the Hall'of sculpture. There was close cooperation between

Dr: William M. Davidson, Superintendent of Public Schools, Mr. C.

Valentine Kirby, Director,of Art and the Department, of Fine Arts

Carnegie Mdseum in setting up a visiting schedule and coordinating

material for the tours. Over five thousand students visited the

museum under the auspices of this program.
3

. Mr. John Beatty, Director of the Department of Fine Arts described

rationale of the program:

The- time thesestudents are permitted to give to this
study in the last year of their public school work is
unfortunately,limited. For this reason, it is our pur- -

pose in this work to teach the appreciation of art solely,
.

by explaining in a very simple' way the essential qualities
possessed by all good works of art. To define the subtle
qualities that belong to all.good works of art and to rivet
.the attention'of the students upon these qualities, even

1
-3

The Twenty-second Annual Report of the Director of Fine Arts, for
the Year Ending March 31, 1918, p. 13

' 2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.
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thcTgh it be but for a comparatively brief time, is the
purpose of the lessons prepared for this work. 1,

The Children'S Hour series continued, although programs -

were curtailed in 1917=18 because of poor transportation Service.

Mr. Kojiro.Tomita, Curator of Japanese Art, at the Museum of Fine .

Arts, Boston, described the life of Japanese children, and illustrated

his talk with drawings and objects. The .number of children who

came to hear the talk was so great that the lecture hdd to be

repeated. 2

, In the Annual Report of 1920, Robert B. Harshe, assistant0-
.

---
director of the Mus6um of Arts reported that &series of cases

illustrating processes in the fine and applied arts had been circu-

lated in high schoolS, techni6a1 schools and branch libraries. "The,

Children's Dluseimil of Art" opened on May 15, 1919. The opening

exhibit consisted of modern sculpture and twenty of the'dases that

had been circulated in the schools. The second exhibition was a

series of paintings thatillustrated children's books 'by Wyeth.

Drawings by children from Boston were the third exhibit,and then,

"Silhouettes". This exhibit showed sJ.lhouettes from figures on Etruscan

pottery t6 portrait silhouettes and Edouart afid iron sculptures by

Hunt Diederich. The,condluding exhibit was modern paintings and

:sculptures representing "Children in Art ". 'Lectures in the

1

Twenty-second Annual Report, Director of Arts, March 31, 1918, P.1 -4.

Ibid. p: 2 2 .

4
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Children's Museum- were related to the exhibits. For the last

exhibit, Signor Moretti demonstrated the processes involved in
_

making a statue. ,-----
_ .--

.--

As part of the school/museum program, all eighth graders

who visited the museums received a printed lesson entitled,

"Appreciation of Art". An essay contest Was sponsored by the museum

relating to the lesson on painting and there were over 1,000 entries.
1

Miss Margaret Lee in 1923 organized the newly formed

Education Section which combined science and fine arts. The eighth

.graders formerly had toured the Museum of Art for forty-five

Ininutes and-then had browsed through the museum by, themselves for

forty-five minutes. With the reorganization, the science tour

was forty-five minute's and the art appreciation tour was forty-five

-
minutes.--

In a recent 'interview with Miss Lee,- she was kind enough 'to%

trace for me the development of the Tam O'Shanters and- the. Palettes,

which are the Saturday creative art classes for children. Miss Lee

had heard of a group-of gifted high- school students in New York City

who = received special training in 'art at one-of the high schools.

' She went and visited the school and felt that the program idea would

be ideally suited for Carnegie InStitute. In 1928, she asked supervisord'

from,the Pittsburgh Public Schools to-recommend ten or twelve students

that showed "special ability" in the arts. These children would.come

to the museum for art classes on Saturday- morning. They were in the

Twenty-fourth Annual Report,.Director of Fine Arts, March 31, 1920
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fourth, fifth and sixth grades. The first teacher of the program

was Mr. Kennedy, according to Miss Lee. The second teacher was Mr.

Elmer A. Stephan, Director of Art of the Pittsburgh Public Schools.

Mr. Stephan described his philosophy and the goals of art education

in Volume V of Carnegie Institifte Magazine, 1931-2. (See Appendix)

He Stated: "It is the aim of:art education in the public_schools today

to direct leisure time and to cultivate the taste of the masses that

-their money may be spent intelligently and withcit waste."1

According to Miss Lee, the classes were expanded in number

each year until 1935 when there were six hundred children from the

fifth, sixth and seventh drades. By this time, county, parochial and

private schools were sending recommended students. During the

Depression, when budgets were lowered drastically, the program grew.

Miss Lee was able to obtain.theuse of the lecture hall after the

class outgrew the Hall of Sculpture.. It was Miss 'Lee's rule td

never invite more students than could be taken care of. Attendance

in the Music Hall was expanded to 3,200 students in 1966 2
and

by 1974 the average Saturday attenciance'was 3,657 students from

fifth to tenth grade.3.

Miss Lee wrote an article for The Carnegie Magazine in

1935 describing a typical class on Saturday mornings. Mr. Stephan's

lecture demonstration for the morning is written with attention to

all details. (See Appendix B) After the lecture demonstration the

1Elther A. Stephan, "Saturday Morning Art Classes", p. 275.
2

Dr. Arthur C. Twomey, "Creativity and a Master Teaching
Program in Art at Carnegie Institifte", p. 14.

3

bivision of Education, Carnegie Institute, Annual Report, 1974 p. 13.

2S
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students would work on their projects. According to Miss Lee a

sequence of lessons might be - drawing animals in the gallery one

week, drawing imaginary animals in the lecture hall and the next and

drawing animals in design the third week. Miss Lee stated that as far

as she knew, the Saturday Morhing Creative Art lessons were completely

unique to Carnegie Institute for a long period of time.

" Thomas Fralic of the Docent Department, Museum of Art described

recent changes in the Saturday Morning Classes. In September 1976,

the large classes were broken up into groups of no more than twenty-

fiVe students with.artist/teacher instructors. The dress code was

relaxed and the students allowed to wear casual clothes for the first

time. All students in the Pittsburgh Public Schools must be recommended

for the classes.

Writing in The Carnegie Magazine in 1928-9, Andrey Avinoff,

Director of Carnegie Museum describes the =total educational program of

the Museum. He mentions the special course organized for the Teachers

Training SchoOl of the Board of Public Education.- He states: "The

aim is primarily to acquaint teachers with the fundamentals underlying

the work in the various sections of the Museum... to give them an

idea of how the collections and exhibitions at the Museum might be

used in their own work in the public schools..." 1
(See Appendix C)

Two articles written for The Carnegie Magazine in 1936-7

further chart the growth and development of the education-programs.

(See Appendix D and E)

1

Andrey Avinoff, 11-Educational Work in the Museum",

The Carnegie Magazine, p. 71

4 \



The Thirtieth Annual Report describes the functions of

the Education Department:

22

"The niain_province of the Education Department is not to
analyze and to instruct, 'but to provide added enjoyment
for those who visit the galleries. An art museum should
not be an end in itself'' a mausoleum *of dead-riches, but
A means by which we stimulate our emotions and exercise
our imagination. For the enjoyment of beauty is not at
best as an erudite performande, but as an unhampered
expression of emotion." 1

In 1974, James Kosinski,' Assistant Director writes in the DiA.sion

of Education Annual Report:

"The Carnegie Institute is a service organization in
finest sense of the work..the Institute has become
an integral part of its mind and spirit, serving its
many needs-social, cultural, scientific and educationa.

-A central and distinctive aspect of the Institute; the
resources of which respond to all of these needs,: -is
the Division of Education. In joint dooperationwith
the Board of Bducation,"it incorporates and integrates
educational materials and facilities with the curriculum
of the community's schools." 2

4

The education programs continued to flourish during

the Depression and World War DI. In 1944, museum educators along

with Miss Mary McKibbih, Senior Superintendant of Art in the Pitts-

burgh Public Schools reorganized the school tours and resources of

Carnegie Institute with,- "relation -to thechild

and classroom activities. "3 The fifth, sixth and seventh grades

interests, abilities

each spent an-afternoon at the museum: The art part of the tour

was called "Who's Who and What's What at Carnegie InstitUte'and

was designed to make children feel at home among the art collection

and arouse a desire in them to ,return of their accord. The sixth .

7

1

Thirtieth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March-31, 1927,- p.6.
2

Division of Educatioh Annual Report, December 31, 1974,'p: 7.
3

Forty - eighth Annual Report; Director of Fine Arts, March 31,
1944, p.9.
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grade visited the permanent collection and were taught new ways to

look at pictures with a view of developing their powerscof apprec-

iation. The seventh grade toured the Halls of.Sculpture and Arch-

, itecture and the teachers were able to choose from such topics as:

"Art of Early Civilizations", "The Parthencin's 2400 Exiting Years",

"Florence, the City Art Built" and "Nature as an Inspiration for

Creative Design " .1

Carnegie Institute sponsored for many years Scholastic

Magazine's National High School Art Exhibit. Virginia Donovan

writing in The Carnegie Magazine describes the exhibit and judging

procedures-. _.(See -Appendix E).

The Department of Fine Arts, Education Department was

responsible fortfourteen radio programs brbadcas.E in 1946. The,

programs related to the Institute's permanent collections 'and

special exhibitions on the -weekly broadcast. The program was called,

"Free to the People" and was broadcast over WCAE.
2

1

Forty-etighth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31,1944, p. 8. '

2

Fiftieth Annual Report, Director of Fine Arts, March 31,
1946, p. 9.
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During 1947 and 1948 plans were formulated to combine the

echicational prograns of Carnegie Museum of Natural History, the Museum

of Arts (M0A),.and Carnegie Library into one educational department under

the direction Of Dr. Arthur C. Twomey. Dr. Twomey was chairman of the

Education Department from 1948-until his retirement in 1974 at whiCh

time ,the Education Department was again divided into the Section of
A

Education MOA, and the Section of Education Carnegie Museum of Natural

History (CMNH). As Dr. Twomey states in the First Annual Report, Division

of Education, "the primary objective of the Division is fundamentally to

make the Carnegie Institute an integral -part of-the education, cultural,

scientific, and civics life of the greater Pittsburgh region."1 Through

joint meetings between the supervisors of the Division of Education and

'seven staff.members of the Pittsburgh Board of Public Education Dr..

Twomey stated that "we have been able to.greatly enhance the work of

incorporating and integrating educational materials and facilities of

the Institute to that Of the school Curriculum. 2

In addition to receiving an appropriation from the Pittsburgh.

Board of Public Education, the Howard Heinz Endowment made a grant of

$134,000 to the Division of Education for the deV'elopment of educational

programs:

The Natural HistOry department concentrated upon(developing

natural history as a vital part of the education and cultural

experiences of the students who visit Carnegie Institute.

1

First Annual Report - Director of Div,ision of Education, 1949,

p. 3.

2

Ibid. p. 5.

3

Ibid. p. 15.
32
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program has broadened service offered to schdols and has offered

the facilities of the museum to "junior Naturalists", Carnegie

"Nature Club" and."Bigh School Science Club".1 The Division

prepared exhibits and arrangements of study materials for instructionai

purposes in the form of,loari cases that were turnedover to*the

Pittsburgh Board of Public Education for distribution to city schools.
2

One of the goals of the Division.of Education is to build-

up a series of slides of art exhibitions that will be available to

schools, colleges and univeisities on,a lcian bagis. Slides were

photographed of the rtwo hundred and fifty paintings on exhibit in

"Painting in the U. 1949".
2

Since the o ganization of the Division of Education,

\E

ithasbeenfelt that Carnegie Institute has a great deal to offer

he community by-expan 1 g its educational function ima extension

'program. ,Dr. LeRoy Blac, supervisor of the se8tion states:

The aims of this service to the general ppblic Are twofcildi
As far as dhildrn are concerned, it is to.- provide for their
leisure time activities after school, Saturdays and during
vacations and to?erve children and adults in 'the tri-state
areas with progr s carried into the community itself and into
institutions cari ig for blind, deaf and other unfortunates. 3

Working in close collabotation with Park Naturalists of the Bureau ,

of Recreational Activities of the Department of Parks and Recreation,,

the Extedsion carried moving pictures, lantern slides, live and
..

mounted animals, plants' and other study materials. into

/
school classrooms, recreation centers, settlement houses, camps

\

1 1
First Annual Report Director of Division of Education, 1949

p. 27.
2 1

Ibid.
3

Ibid., p. 29.



and churches. Children and adults4ere taken in small groups to,

hillsides, playgroundS,

tory, industrial plants

conversation, community

The Traveling
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vacant lots',%city streets, and zoo, conseiva-
.

and factories, where the principles of

spirits and out-of door living were presented. ]

Museum, a gift to the city of Pittsburgh

by the Sarah Mellon Scaife Foundation; was made available to the

Extention%Section for operation-in the city of Pittsburgh to carry

exhibits and natu

1

e -education primarily to areas lacking any

natural environmenit. The exhibit and study materials were prepared
I.

by the Extension Staff. During its first five months, over 15,540-

children and adults viewed its exhibits and listened
.

to natural

history and Conversation talks.,2

The Section of Radio and TeleVision, under the direction

of Miss Marjorie Thomas initiated'a series of fifteen minute programs,

entitled "Open-House at the Institute". The thirty-three broadcasts

covered --the many departments of the Carnegie Institute. "The

Youth Review" on KQV radio was a series of half hour-teen-age-book

review programs. Each program was an original dramatization written-

Jay students with appropriate'musical backgrounds. A round-table

discussion fdllowed the dramatization.3

Dr. Twomey states in 1950, "The incorporating and integra-

tiriq of educational materials and facilities of the Iristitute to that

1

First Annual Report-Director of Division of Education, 1,49, p.32.

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., p. 35.

.OF
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of the school curriculum has been greatly enhanced by close and

understanding relationships between the supervisors of the Education

Division and Pittsburgh Board of Public ucation."1 The museum

staff attempts to correlate the gall ry lessons in both fine arts

and science with regular classroom Mork. The teaching materials

suggested are wide enough in Scope to allow for considerable flex-
.

ibility in presentation. Oh the basis of criticism and suggestions

by visiting teachers as well as observation and experimentation by

the Institute staff, the lessons are constantly changing and develop-'

dng. In 1950, the sixth grade tour "Arts And Crafts of the American

Indian" stressed man's need for beauty as its motive through direct-

ing the child to observe the Indian's ingenious use of materials

such as animals, vegetables and minerals. The seventh grade units

were closely integrated with the social studies and were centered

around three clatures: Egyptian, Greek and Renaissance periods.

The eighth grades toured the annual painting exhibit. The "Act

in Nature" lessons open to'all students oh Tuesday and Thursday

mornings .attracted a total of 2,063 students. 2

In Natural History, the students attended a lecture on

"Earth's Treasures" which was designed by the United States Steel

Company. Teachers were given samples of limestone, coke, and iron

ore, together with a pictorial outline of steel, from ore to finished'

product to take back to the'classroom.3'

1

Second Annual Report - Director of Division 'of Education,

1950, p.12.

2

Ibid. p.13.
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Dr. Akthdr C. Twomey stated in the 1951 Annual Report:

"Museums with their great wealth of accumulated art and
scientific treasures have grown up side by side with
schools as separate agencies serving the community;
But as in the' schools, the democratic society demanded
more of the museum; nodonger could it be primarily

.

a storehouse to possess and collect. This fundamental
evolutionary change in the educational function of the
Carnegie Institute has evolved in a few short years into
an active demonstration of.its facilities, thus to.be-
come the focal Point of the civic community in art, science,
and culture, not only as andndividual entity but also,as
a co-ordinating factor in the vital and expanding cultural
ecology of the greater Pittsburgh community and its

.environs." 1

This statement of philosophy on the educational function of Carnegie

Institute was implemented by Dr. Twomey and his staff in the

ensuing years. Auricle variety of programs were developed and

implemented both in.the museum and in outreach programs.

\ In Natural History, tours were planned to fit in, with the

1.4

curriculum of eachgrade. The eighth grade could choo"se a lecture

tour on'the "Transportation of All Ages:, while the sixth grade

might s 4dy birds and their value to man. In the Fine Arts Museum,

the sixth ,and eighth grade toured the l952'-International and the

inte4retre exhibition, "What is Abstract Art?" designed by
/

,

Mrs. Katherine Kug of the Art Institute of Chicago served as an\
introduction

/ 1

to the International for high school groups.2

Lough the\Extension Services of the Museum, 5,000 teachers, leadeis

and lay adults worked in small workshop groups in their neighborhood

Na conservation
\

. They learned how to use the exhibits and collections

1

Third Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1951, p. 17.

2

IFourth Annual Report-Director -f Division of Education,

/

36.
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of the museums as part of a- long range program correlating their'

visits to the museum with history, geography and English. Part of

the goal was also to reach handicapped groups such as deaf, blind and

. mentally retarded. 1

.In 1959 a grant from the Pitcairn - Crabbe Foundation of

$3,000 'helped enable the Institute to carry out a program of employing,

retired high school teachers of high academic qualifications and

wide teaching experience to act 'as instructors to guide students

and -adults through the -Museum.

"... in taking-the children around the galleries and in the
practical art--,classes, the main aim is to develop and fix
the capacity of the child to see the world in visual terms
so that it can, survive conceptual analysis. In the galleries
the instructor uses a system of questions and answers about
the paintings and sculpture to stimulate the visual perceptions
and to provoke a reaction." 2

Miss Margaret Lee retired from the Museum after forty

years of service. Dr. Twomey stated: "Through her deep understanding

and organizational ability the creative Saturday art classes for

children have progressively expanded over the years until today
4.4

they are one of the country's leading creative art classes for children." 3

Over the years many different types of tours were

developed for the school childred. In the spring of 1963, the

seventh graders A.oured the 53rd Annual Assodlation Artist Exhibition.

An endeavor was made to correlate works in different crafts such as

1

Fourth Annual Report-Director of Division.of Education,
1953, p. 13.

2

Eleventh Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1959, p. 16.

a
3

Ibid. p. 22.
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stitchery, weaving metal work and ceramics with those that the

pupils practice and in their own art Classes and to broaden their
,

views for creative techniques in all fields. 1 .

The Junior Council of the Womem's Ccmmittee presented a

special exhibit "The Artist and the Tree" geared for *school age

children. Seven devices demonstrating-principles of line, form and

color were designed by Robert Cothran. After viewing and manipula-

,ting the devices the children viewed an exhibit of twenty7two art

"works all depicting the tree. Thus, the children had the opportunity

of comparing a,Rembrandt etching of a tree with.an abstract express --

ionist painting of a tree. 2 4

In all of the Division of EdUcation Annual Reports, Dr.

Twomey stresses the close relationship between the Pittsburgh.Public

Schools Administration and the Division of Education personnel. The

supervisors from the Board of Public Education and Museum personnel

met several times each year to evaluate the school program in science

and art. In 1968, after a meeting. with Miss Ruth Ebken of the Board

of Education, the art docents studied the new social studies text-

books being introduced into the elementary, junior and senior high

schools. The objective was- to become acquainted with

3

Afto-American

art and-history. It was also deciu.ld at a joint meeting between the

Art Supervisor of the Pittsburgh Public Schools and the Art Supervisor

of the Division of Education to introduce a new lesson on the history

1

Fifteenth Annual Report-Director of Division of Education;
1963, p.8. a

2

Ibid.

3

. Twentieth Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1968, p.9.

3 c3
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of sculpture for eighth grade students rather than conruing the,

lecturesonpairiting.ThefollOwingyear'sreportstatedthatthe
history of sculpture tour was successful with the studen s. 1

In the fall 'of 1968, the officers of the Parent-Teadhers

Associations of the city schools visited the Institute and,were con-

ducted on tours by the docents of the Section ofArt. The title of

the program was "Have Docent, Will travel". They were able' to see

the subject matter presented daily to. the school children and report

back to their PTA,organizationa. 2

On October 2, 1972, the Division of Education, in conjunc-

tion with the Women's Committee of the Museum of Art.initiated a

special course for volunteer docent, as well as for students in

art appreciation. Under the supervision of Mrs. Maryellen _Dwyer,

Supervisor of Art in the Division of Education-, prospective docents

took a course dealing with art from the cavesof Lascaux to modern

art. Quizzes, term papers, supplementary reading, discussions and-

a final-written ekamination were required to complete the course.
3

In a conversation with Mr. Leon Arkus, Director, Museum of Art, he

stated that he felt.that the volunteer docents were doing ansout-

standing job in the museum. (See Appendix for current Docent

Training Requirements).

1

Twentieth Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1968, p. 10.

2

Ibid.

3

1972, p. 11.
Twenty-Fourth Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
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In 1974 the Education Department for Carnegie Institute

= was divided into two separate education Departments. Alfred Bjelland

became Supervisor of Education for the Natural History Museum and

Anthony N. Landreau was appointed CuratOr of the'newly formed

Section of Education of the Museum of Art. Both men Work closely

with the Pittsburgh Public Schools in coordinating tours.

After teaching the Saturday Art Classes for forty years,

Joseph c. Fitzpatrick retired (See picture Appendix A) .

For a description of current educational programs,

see The Newsletter, (See Appendix G and H)

40



The Pittsburgh Children's Museum Project
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In 1970, a group, of Pittsburgh women started exploring

the possibility of establishing a children's museum in their city%

The Pittsburgh Children's Museum Project (PCMP) was successful in

.receiving sponsorship from Carnegie Institute; which included tax

exempt status, community recognition,.- access -to museum professionals,

advisory services, and financial and accounting services-
1

The

major aim of the project "was to provide partiCipatory axhibits'for

children that would foster learning through direbt involvement. ,2

Primary amoung PCMP' s goals. was to supplement educational prOgrams.

. Carnegie Institute which are geared, for the most part, to children

of the fifth to eight grade levels. Museums- or museum-related

programs for younger children exist in many other, cities and the

PCMP comm!.ttee felt that it 'Was time for Pittsburgh to become Part

of this trend.3 '4

During the summers ,of 1971, 1972 and 1973 more than 30,000-
r

,children had intensive contact with the exhibitions and workshops.of

the project and-approximately 20,000 more had some form of peripheral

contact. The various programs were initially designed for children

- -,in -the four to eleven year age group but ultimately involved young

people up to age sixteen in a sensory exploration of materials and

exhibits.
4

pans, Susan, "PCMP", Carnegie Institute Magazine, Vol. 48,
1974, 233.

2

Mid;

3
Ibid.
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Project director Susan Gans states:

"PCMP wanted to develop ajt3seum that would encourage
0 children to be aware of mans relationship to the arts
and,sciences through experience -based learning. How to
do that-and fulfill the/reOirements of an accredited
museum become a philosophic quandary which, coupled with q:
the financial pressures, caused an early shift away from V
seeking a building and.colleCtion," 1

In 1971, "Share and DiscOlipry" was b4ilt by graduates from

Carnegie-Mellon University on a trailer. The exhibit was an explore-

torium designed in the shape of octohedrons. contained two interior

levels, each made of materials ranging from hatd to soft. One level

consisted of natural materials and the other, synthetics. There was

a closed-circuit TV monitoring system, an observation deck outside.and

a ballon inflated with an air-cushioned floor- The exterior of the

exhibitwasdividedinto different surfaces. One side was covered

mdth octohedron shaped plexiglass mirrors of diffei-ent colors. Else-
,

where, the exterior as covered with earth colored polyurethane. In

scale, the interior provided only- enough sgace for young children.

It was not planned for active adul -t participation. The exhibit visited

thirteen sites in the city and county, and remained at each site a week.
2

"Light and Color" was designed. in 1972 by a local architect

and built by a- profession xhibits cmstruction firm. The program

operated in cooperation with the City of Pittsburgh's Department of

Parks and Recreation and visited forty eight sites usually for one

day only. 3

1

Gans, Susan,, "Three SuCcessful Programs Do .Not a Museum

Make", Museum News, Vol. 52, No. 8, 1974, p. 15.

2

Ibid. p. 16

3ibid., p. 17
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"Light and Color" consisted of six different artificial light
- .

sources installed throughout a snake -like corridor. Upon entering the

unit, children were given gels in the primary colors which they could

-put together in various combinations to see how color can change

through the use of color itself and in isolation from specific light'
,

sources. Then they were given a piece of masonite resembling part

of'a puzzle which had a primary color on one side and its complement

on the other. The children moved through the unit, activating light

sources under foot. After experimenting with the light sources

and'exiting from the exploratorium the children added their masonite

puzzle piece to the growing sculpture outside. 1

After the second summer program, the executive director and

committee spent time trying to re-explore its original direction .and

goals. Susan Gans in her evaluation of the first two exhibits stated:

"Shape and Discovery Was a more popular exhibit than Light and
Color. The basic goal of providing a participatory learning
experience was better achieved because of the exhibit's de-
sign. In addition, the many different facet of the 'design
enabled children to compare likenesses and differences
extensively yet without feeling-Stymied by complex concepts.
In the case oftight and Color, identifying colors could
become difficult for some children who had not learned the
word to describe a color...a good deal of explanation was
needed about different light sources...lacked sufficient
components to keep the Children interested for long periods
of time. The advantage'of Light and Colors'was its-- sturdiness
and scale. It permitted adults who were interested the oppor--
tunity to go throught it. Sometimes adult participation was
very- importantsince some children felt afraid of the Rnknown.
Parents could share the experience with their- children.4

1

Susan-Gans, "PCMP" Carnegie Magazine, Vol. 48,
1974, p. 234.

2

Ibid. p. 236.
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"Art and Environment" was utiliied as a theme in 1973

for Roving Art Carts., Basic art instruction was provided in a

wide range of workshop experiences utilizing "found objects" to

demonstrate the inter-relationship between art and environment.

Supportive visual aid, catalogues and a curriculum were also available

in a portfolio on each cart: There were five carts, three similar to

one horse vans, And 'two- about the size of a vendor -'s cart. The

program operated in cddperation. with the City's Department of Parks

and Recreation, visiting 56-Site's fiom two days to a week.
1

Miss Gans, in evaluating the three projects stated: "All of the pro-,

grams suffered from being short -term events. However, all three had

quality._ We found that having a staff especially adept at communica-

tion was more important than a.staff with impressive_ teaching qualifica-

tions, although we aimed for persons with both abilities. "2 Little

program evaluation was attempted during the first two summers. By the

third summer, this was rectified by having the summer staff keep daily

logs including statistical information, descriptions and projects,

and general observations. Reports were made by the regular staff,

which included photographic documentation. Committee members visited-,

sites as did professionals recruited as evaluators and their observa-

tions were incorporated 'into the final report. 3
In her final report,

Miss Gans reminds us that the programs were part of an experiment

and for that reasol could afford to be flexible and exploratory. 3

1

Susan Gans, "PCMP", Carnegie Magazine, Vol. 48, 1974, p. 237.

2

Ibid. p. 238.

3

238.
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Drama Section - The Extension Program

In the summer of 1968, a new phase of the Division of

Education community educational program was begun under the super-

visiOn of J. Brooks, bendy, III as an exploratory project. The

`summer workshops, called "Creatadrama" worked with children' from

ages five-to eighteen in three age groupings. Two original' plays

1were.produced at the end of the summer workshops. A grant from

the A.W. Mellon Educational and Charitable Trust enabled the

Division of Education to establish an expanded program for three-- ---7

years. Homewood and the Hill District were the target areas for

the Creatadrama Extension Program. -"The art of_ Environmental

bradatics was brought to the classroom, gym, or auditorium,

paintings, semi-precious arti-facts from around the world, and they

natural creative happening-s of environmental interaction of the

students with Mr. Dendy. Teachers at the gchoold were invited to

participate in workshop- sessions. "2
.

-The program was extended to other schools in the city as

well as the surroUnding suburban communities. At several of the

schools, the format was poetry and drama of Afro-American writers.

A festival of Original Musical- Dramas was held at Carnegie Institute

and in three other locations in conjunction_ with an art exhibition

of member's art at the East Liberty and Homewood Libraries.

As Mr.'Dendy sums up the first year of the program, he states -:

Twentieth Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1968, p. 15.

2

Ibid., p . 16.
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"Carnegie Institute provide the appropriate setting for-
teaching tI.e heart of the city's youth via Environmental
DraMa. The list of "friends "" of the Drama Section is far.
reaching and-constaht,ly growing. . The proof was the fall
sessions of in- service courses offered teachers and the,
opportunity to correlate to various university programs -

such as Library.Science, Speech and Drama, Sociology.and
Psychology, and the Humanities and "Aducation The grow-
ing pains, have been great and many, but the results of
our trials and errors have shown positive signs." 1

In January 1970,"the Drama Section's staff of fOur,moved

out into the community with eight structured presentations.* They had

developed material in the reldted arts Covering 'opera, puppetry, modern

ro-Americaxi dance classical poetry and modern literature which was

_structured to ±te levels of need of youngsters in kindergarten and

grades 1 through 12. -The. Drama Section staff participated in re-

medial reading workshops with the University, of Pittsburgh and Catlow
ry

*

College. Visits were made to nine cities. to study related educational

art _programs. -2_

The 1960 summer *activity involved sixty boys and girls

from Pittsburgh Upward Bound Program. College _students from

Duquesne University, Carnegie-Mellon University,-Slippery Rock

State College and the University of Pittsburgh participated in More

than twenty work sessions. 1

During they- concluding year of the program, "The Talking

Theatre" was-designed and-a renovation of a section of the Division's

ground-leVel area was renovated. The exhibit, "U S A 7 1971-72"

gave a Visual commentary on 125 drawings, paintings, Isrints,- and

1
0

Twenty-first Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,'
1969, p. 19.

2

Tkenty-second Annual Report-Director of Division of Education,
1970, p. 15.

3

Ibid. p. 15.
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sculptures. giving a visual commentary on Afro-American art. By, the

end of the year, a total of 101 artists had-visited Pittsbuigh to

participate in this exhibit. 1

Mr. Dendy states in his closing report:

"In summation, the Drama Section has attempted to explore newmethods ofsharing the creative arts, and at the, same time
broaden the scope of its basic concept, Environmental Drama...which now means to the museum - the educational process
by which yOung and old can find a fresh approach to the artof the natural sciences',the fine arts, and a means to
relate the content of the museums to the bommunity-atlarge." 2

I

1

Twenty-third Annual Report-Dire tor of Division of Education,1971, p% 12-

2

Ibid. 13.
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Dr. Selma- Burke .- 'Sculpture Outreach Program

Dr. Selma Burke, was sculptress in residence at Carnegie

Institute from 1970 to 1974. In, a Cooperative venture between

'- the Pittsburgh Public Schools dnd the Division of Education of
I

Carnegie Institute, Dr. Burke igavelecture/demonstrations in the ff
1 \ N

city schoOls. Her piogram also extended, into the prix6te, parochial if
/

1 //and suburban schools. 1
It was my privilege to observe Dr. Burke

give a lectureonstration at Knoxville Junior High School.

This obsevation w s written for The Pittsburgh Junior League

Magazine, April 1970 (See Appendix: F)

\Sponsored by Carnegie . Institute, Dr. Burke established

The Selma Burke Art Center in East Liberty. Adults and children

participate in classes and workshops oovering a wide rangeof arts

and -Crafts including dance, dra-la, photography, ceramics, weaving and

graphic de-sign. The Center also sponsors concerts, plays and poetry

readings-as -well as a Summer Enrichment-Program.

P. 19.

1

Seventy-ninth Annual Report, Museum of Art, December 31,- -1975,
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"FOR RING THE STRUCTURE OF A 11E11 SOCIETY

WITHIN THE 'SHELL OF -THE OLD:"

A STUDY OF THRSE LADO9 COMBOS AND

THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 4,110 THE AMERICAN LABOR MOMENT

--INTRODUCTION

fPublic education and labor organizations represented*two approaches

'-`to social amelioration. or the American working-class during the nine-

teenth century. When these two -opt4ons- proved to only solve social

problems in 'a piecemeal fashion, many elements of. the laboring class

sought a different, more encompassing solution of a new -social order

controlled by the workers. The proliferation of social theories among

American ,educators and the development of a prominent radical, ;ideological

-faction within the working-class during the early part of the twentieth

century further kindled this goal. An educatibnalprogram formulated

by workers' for workers functioned as the vehicle for this Social trans-

formation.

-ThrOugh case studies of three of these= educational experiments--

Brookwood- Labor -College, 'Commonwealth Labor College,: and Work -Peoples;

Collego..-this -study historically examines the purpose And the programs

of one-phase of -workers; education; the American Labor College Movement

of the 1920's and 193a6.

SCHOOLING -AND THE AMMICAN WORKING-CLASS

During the first half of the nineteenth century) public schools
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were created and promoted as a means of improVfng the social condition

of _American society through the promise of social Mobility. Horace

Mann's report for 1848, "Intellectual Education as a leans of Removing

Poverty, and Securing Abundance," emphasized this ideal:

Education, then, beyond all other devices of human orgin, is
the great equalizvof the condition Of men--the 'balance=qfieel
of the social machinery . it gives each man the indepen-
dence and the TANS by which he may resist the selfishness
of other men. .It does better than to disarm the poor of their

_ hostility towards the rich; it PREVENTS being poor.1

However, was Mann's dream of social mobility realized through the schools?

In The Social Condition of Labei, E. Z. L. Gould revealed in 1893,

that approximately eighty-five percent df the total income necessary to

sustain the typical working-class family was earned by the father.2

Children, for the most part, had to work in order to relieve this serious

. deficit. Thus, "by the early 1900's, about la Million boys and gias

under the age of sixteen Were hired for long hOurs of :-iork iii the fields

and factories.,"3 Education, in short, represented a bad investment for

the working-class family. Margaret Byirigton's 1910 contribution to the

Pittsburgh Survey, Homestead, cogently-illustrated this point:

My imOression was that the Slays(steelworkers) did not consid-
er- education a good invettment. Instead, they were anxious
to secure the addition of the children's wages to an income
that -:was truly slender enough.4

Worse yet hazardous job conditions often resulted in mutilation or

death for many of these young people.

Fbr those few working-class children who could attend the public

schools, the situation was not much better because these students were

usually channelled into programs which did not generate social mobility.

An example-Of-this was- the c_ooperalcive education movement, -depicted by Paul

McBride in ":The Co-Op Industrial. Education Experience: 1900-1917y" which
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involved -"a public school which cc_operated .closely-with lOcal industry
in the formulation, control, and staffing of its industrial education
program excused participating pupils to work as apprentices in
local factories usually ori a half time basis."5 Rather -than meet the
needs of the students, this innovation' served the interests of the,
employers:

-The induStrial education movement was clearly exploitative.StudentS or apprentices worked' for s *Mall fraction of-theirworth to the company. In some cases, industry literary, in-dentured _them under bond- or contract., The educators .any?-7industrialists carefialy plannJd the 'academic education forthe par._Gicipants in he industrial program to instill obe-dience and docilit-r.°

This _program not only - provided " "cheap labor -for the factory owners, but
it -trained- young men -to- be- workers4----The---formal sell-era's-Pe-owlet:ay

ignored the social mobility cont,ept iri thts case. In addition, the
academic segme nt of the school purposenally indoctrinated the working-
class_ students to respect :and- to- uphold the -ebonomic system which

-blatan tlY--rianipulated them.

THE_AMEF.ICAN FEDF11117011 OF LABOR
AND THE :IM MO-CLASS

While the formal school network did-notsubstanttally improve- the

social existonce of the trotters, many attempted to solve their plight
through labor. organizations. To -be sure, the American labor Illo

tide _not a monolithic experience. nevertheless, by the turn of the\ century,
the -American Federation of Labor assumed an important role among labor

-associati ons. Formed in 1886 as a -Confederation of craft unions, the

i pored unsk i.11ed, industrial and -farm wor!rers. This exclusion

-policy -applied- to women, Blacks, 'and immigrantS as well since they domi-

hated the unskilled ranks' of the workers.7 The M4,, therefore, functioned
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as an elite- organization since it only recruited the aristocracy of the

working-clais.

Moreover, the .11deration maintained close ties with the National

Civic liederatiOn. The NCF, created by Ohio industrialist Nark Hanna in

1900, consiSted of business leaders, clergy, academicians,_ politicians,

and ,conservative trade unionists.`. J. Ogden Armour. of 'Armour, and Company,

Loui's F. Swift of Swift and Company, Charles M. Schwab of United States'

Steel, Elbert Gary -ok the Federal Steel Company, and Cyrus if.

ItCormick of the McCormick Harvesting Company represented some_of the

prominent employers enrolled in the NU; Many had worked with J. -P. Morgan

in their attempts to eliminate unionism from- their respective industries.8

In addition to Samuel Gompers, who was a- charter member, the -NCF labor

.constituency included:

the heads of the Railroad Brotherhoods, th6' presidents
of the iron, 'steel arfd- tin workers, granite cutters,

shoremen, machinists, iron moulders, printers, garment workers,
carpenters and joiners,. bricklayers and masons, gtreet rail=
way employees, boot =and shoe'workers; bottle blowers, stationary
-fireMen, and. textile workers' unions.9-

The objectives of the IMF entr:iled the elimination of strikes and

direct confrontation as a hedge against radical unionism. When a labor

controversy occurred, business elites, labor leaders and representatives

of the general 'public assembled' at a conference or a dinner-banquet in

order to resolve their differbnces. It' was hoped that this friendly

atmosphere would produce a peaceful settlement T.Thich would benefit :all

of the paxtic-ilia:Its; "The objective was--clear.. Rather than smash

unionism, this section- of- the -employing class sought. to _emasculate it,

to _ensnare the :.abor leaders- into a conscious program _of collaborating-

with the employers, robbing the i../crkers' of their vigor, militancy, and

the spirit of their class."10 As,-a result, broad social reforms, such

5:b
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as 'wealth redistribution, did not become an integral part of the AFL,4

strategy. The AFL, instead, adhered to a policy of pure and simple

business unionism by only bargaining for higher wages as a moans of

.allemlating the economic hardships of its members?'

Although the AFL.constituted the largest labor assoptation during
the early 19001s, the majority of workers remained unorganized. By

1920, for example, scarcely nineteen percent of the 26,000,000 total wage

earners could claim membership in some type of labor orgainzation.I2

The. AFL only accounted for "a portion,of this percentage.

After years of struggle, the working-class maintained a frustrating

and futile existence within the prevailing economic system. The public

schools did.not benefit the worker and, in many ways, galvanized the

subordinate social position' of the workers. Moreover, the predominate

labor organization, the AFL, sidetracked working-class issues by attending

to the interests of ,capital. Becaus4 of the AVLts -weak stance, not only

were the grievinces of unorganized- workers ignored, but organized tIcikers

suffered many setbacks-as-uoll.

SOCIAL THECRTES OF AV.F,FICAU EDUCATORS

Best known for his child centered philosonhy in education, John-0

Iewey_also wrote-about many of the social and economic problems of his

day. In a 1918 article entitled
"Internal Social, Reorganization After

the War," Dewey outlined unemployment; the "degraded, and inhuman standard,

or scale, of living of the
working-class;" and,-;Torl,-,er alienation as the

major social and economic dcficiencies.13
Large-scale social and

economic reform such as the "socialistic" model of state guaranteed jobs;

k.ab

workplace

mwag7;-"health_and oldVago insurance;" and democratization of
.

through "industrial socialism" exemplified Deueyis rec-

5 '?



ommendations for correcting,the situation.14:

The school,sygtem, likewise, did not escape DeUey's scrutiny. As

the -saw it, the pubilc schools actually impedod social progress:

We are too apt to pride ourselves upon our-pUbliPandturiiver7
sal system of education without -knowing that.the:great majority
of the population get thepenefit only of the more rUrk:mentary
and elementa:7 phase-of our educational system, and that by
far the larger percentage of c1-0.dren leave the public schools
before they have an education.1)

Consequently, Dewey- felt-that_educatiori%had to be rebrganized as *fell -in

order -co better facilitate social and economic change. He stipulated

these reforll)siin a. 1934 pamphlet titled Education and the Social Order.16
_

"These ,,These suggestions included a curriculum geared toward the social sciences ''
. .

, ;(anchstudent activism; -,-the eradication of individual competition and tht

emphasis of collective cooperation; the abolishment Of oligarchical

management by a feu school administrators and the implementation of student

and teacher participation in the decision- making- process; and, finally,

the _promotion of adult- education.

'George S. Counts set, forth similar views_ 3n- many of his works.

Dare The School Build a Hew Social Order, of course, signified the best

exoression- of Counts' social" criticisms:

1.4ith (Capitalism's) deification of the orinciple of selfish-
ness, its exaltation of the profit motive, its reliance upon
the forces of competition, and its placing of property above
human rights, it will either have to be displaced altogether
or changed so raditally fbrm and spirit that,its identity
mill be completely lost.t

Public education, as illustrated in The Social Composition of Boards of

Education, mould be modified as well in order to serve all of-society

rather than just certain- social classes. 18

While Demey and- Counts both admonished the existing class structure

and-the schools that perpetuated 541_ only Deueyproffered a clearcut
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plan of social and educational,reorganizatien.

:ID:WING-CLASS RADICALISM

The early decades ,of the twentieth-century
represented one of the

more mdlitant eras of working-class thought and action. Vaturally, this

radicalism manifested itself in a number of u.a.s and in a vx....icty Of

associations, but the leading organizations became the Socialist Party,

led by Eugene Debs, and the Industrial Workers of the World,

The Socialist Party, created in 1901, strove for a new social order
-\ controlled by the workers. AstDebs described it in 1904:

The Socialist Party stands for abolition of the wagesystem, for the economic fieedom as- ww11 as the political
equality of themorking-class,

knowing that without the
former the' latter is impossible.

The Socialist Party ,stands for the collective o:mershipof the Means of wealth production and distribution and the
operation of industry la the interest of all.

The Socialist Party stands for industry of the people,by the people, and 1.16r the people, that Jealth mg. be pro-
dUced for the use of all instead of for the profit of a few,
and as- the basis of a real republic, in T.thich ever!/ citizenshall have the inalienable right to ilork and to enjoy the
fruit of his labor.1

The Socialist Party hoped to attain its goals through the electoral process end

it achieved considerable success in its endeavors. In the 1912 election,

Dabs Obtained six:percent of the total Presidential vote. "At the same

tin:. "arty members h'eld their greatest number of public officessome

1,200 in 3l0 municipalities from coast to coast, anon^ thei 79 mayors

in 2b states."2°

Ahile the Socialist Party attempted to restructure American society

by the political route, the Industrial "..ibrkers of the iorld, organized

in 1905, strugg1A for the- same ideals- through direct actjon. This method

Involved the organi?.ation of all unskilled industrial and farm -.miters--

with no- exceptibas for sex, race, or national ovgin. The VW successfully
0
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led the 1909 ste-Aworkersi strike in Mc Kees.-Rocks, Pennsylvania; the 1912'

Lawrence textile_warkers' strike in_gassachusetts; and, the free speech

campaigns of the Northwest between- 1909 and 1916.21 "The :s.robbily led

....____.strikes ::ere foUght with revolutionary rhetoric . . ,, were non-riblent,
.

La mass
-re-lying instead on Solidarity (the ':robbiiies: magi.c --;ord)

picketing. '122 The Drd-preamble summarized its goals- and methods:

Instead- of the Conservative motto, "A fair day-is wage for
a_ fair dayts work," we -.mast inscribe on -our banner the revo,
lutionary Watchword, "Abolition, of -the wage system."

It is the histori`c mission of the orking-class to do
-away-With capitalism. The army of production must be orga-
nized, not Only for the every-day struggle with -capitalists,
but also to carry on -prod UctiOn when capitalism shall haVe
been overthrown._

By -organizing ihdustrially-We are_ forming the structure
of the- new society within the shall of the old.

.

The Socialist Party and, the-T.4'1 essentially pursued-the same objective;

that Is, a hew economic order, which .could equalize. social rela-tions.

Although their methods differed, these orgiknizatiops complemented.each

other quite well. R)r instance, Joseph Conlin,- in Bread- and Roses Too,

related that the Socialist Party usually polled more vote in areas where

the was the strongest.23 Ikrthermore, Debs openly supported the

Din not only as a participant at its founding convention in 1905, but

also as late as his famous Canton, Ohio, speech of 1918.214

Unfortunately for them, both groups opposed American participation

in '.Iorld :far One. As a result, the United States Government tried and

convicted Debs for his so-called "seditious Canton speech frhati 1111:f leaders

were bsaten, jaiiea, and/or lynched. Although the.Socialists scored an

impressive ,nuther of votes 41 the 1920 election--with candidate Debs in

prison- -the numerical strength and vitality of the Socialist Party and

the dwindled with constant government harassment.

GO
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THE LABOR COLLEGE MOVEMENT

ETssatisfied ulth.the corporate-capitalist system and the schools-

and-labor organizations which supported it, enlightened inteIlectualS

and militant labor leaders continued their fight for anew social order,

but education now represented the principal neans of accomplishing the

desired transformation. However, worker discontent with formal schooling

generated a _ne =.)- approach to education. -George Counts perceived the

situation as such:

Clearly; the ftndamental motive underlying the labor-education
mpvement is the .growing distrust of the public school. The
laboring classes are becoming interested in the social and
ecopomicorder in which they live and work; they are convinced
that they are the objects of exploitation by the favored clas-..

------ses;-they-desire-the-power which comes from clear insight
into the forces which surround :them; and they do not trust
the instruction which society provides for them through-schools
controlled by. boards of education composed, for the most part,
of persons representing the employers' point of -view. In no
other way can the_, establishment and support of segpols of their
own on the part of organiied labor be understood.27

Radical labor leaders, smch as James Maurer who was Socialist President

of the PennSylvania Federation of Labor, expressed similar views. In

1922, ,liaurer's article, "Labor's Demand -For Its .Own Schools,!' virtually

replicated Comntst analysis:

From all parts of the country come hnxheds of authentic.re-
ports of restrictions put upon professors and teachers who
would discuss labor problems freely. But what else can me
expect? The boards of education and the hoards of trustees
of the colleges and universities are composed almost entirely
of influential business and professional nen who have a deep-
seated fear and hatred of anything that can be constrved as
encouragement to the labor movement. They are extremelY con-
servative, -;f not reactionary, on- all social and economic
gaestions.2°

Sources

Since the labor colleges had little or no affili ati on, financial

or otherwise, with any specific union or any formalized educational

el
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institution, the schools represented a grass roots education movement

of the working-:clasd. Brookwood Labor College,. located in Katonah,

New York, opened in the fall of 1921 while -Commonwealth Labor College,

near Mena, Arkansas, began to admit students in 1925. Intellectuals,

such as educators .and graduate students, and militant labor unionists

played important roles in creating the schools. In both cases, many

of the graduate students had worked with John R. Commons in the Economics

Department at the University of UUsconSin. Subsequently, they possessed

an extensive background in labor history. For example, Killian Zouch,

the main organizer of Commonwealth, earned his Ph.D. while woking as

a research assistant with Commons. EbreoveriGeorge Counts agreed_to

serve on the advisory committee at Commawealth.27 Finally, the

American Federation of Teachers granted local charters to the Brookwood

and Commonwealth faculties.

Some orthe labor supporters, on the other hand, included A. J. ?juste,

James Maurer, and Kate Richaids O'Hare. Eiaste, of the Amalgamated Textile

Workers of America, performed a critical role in- organizing and negotiating

the long but sucoessful Lawrence, lUssachusotts, strike of 1919. James

Maurer, Socialist and President of the Pennsylvania Fbderation of Labor,

also ran as the Socialist candidate for Vice-President with Uorman Thomas

in 1928. Vhsto and Maurer, hot only participated in the founding of

Brookwood, but both worked cloSely with the school for many years. MUste_

acted as Director-of Brookwood Maurer served on the Board of Directors.28

Kate' Richards O'Hare had served in leadership posts of the riklan:i had

begun to formulate plans for Commonwealth as early as 1923. She also

ran as Dabs' Vice-Presidential candidate, one year.

Unlike Brookwood and Commonwealth, Work Peoplesl College did not
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originate as a school for workers. Instead, the school evolved into ,

the workers' education movement. In 1903, Finnish immigrants of the

National Lutheran sect opened the Fblk School in Einneapolis, Ninnesota;
it was later Moved to Duluth. The school functioned primarily to pre-
Serve the religious and ethnic heritage of the Finns in that area, and

claimed both a seminary and-on academic program. Share holders pur-

chased stock issued by the school in order to finance its operations.29

In 1908 the Finnish Socialist Federation gained control of the school

through the purchase of a majority of the stock. They adopted a ne-.

name for the school,
Working Peoples' College,, and" the program strongly

reflected the socialist
influence.__The-school-exuerienced-its last

transition in 1912 when the industrial unionists, i.e., the PM, sup-

planted the "conservative socialists." Eventually, Work Peoples' College

received formal recoenition as an IWU school at the 1921 Wobbily Convention.30

Ironically, the anti-capitalist IA by acquiring a majority of the- school's

stock, secured control of the college
by,capitalistic 'manipulation.

While Brookwood achieved acclaim as- the first runtime residential

labor college in

Brookwood of the

Educational Comma

0

the nation, Commonwealth was often referred to as the

Southwest.31 In his autobiography of Commonwealth,

nes_ Raymond Koch recognized :Tork Peoples' -College-as a-

prototype of Brookwood and Commonwealth as well.32

Purposes

The- goals of these labor colleges were basically twofold and closely

reflected the background of their founders who were all "militants, severe

critics of the American Ibderation of Labor who believed (in the need for)

a. new social-order."33 First, the. labor college movement stood for the

establishment of a new social ordcr. However, these school6 did not act
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as a "haven from the evils of capitalism," rather their main "premise

was. that the entire structure' of American society would have to be re-

formed and transformed to eliminate the disorders of an unplanned com-

petitive society. "31 A more equatable4distribution of wealth would

-result.

The second primary goal of the labor colleges consisted of training

labor leader. IhiS aspect was-especially emphasized by the New York lines

when it heralded-the opening of Brookwood:

Brookwood is expected by those who founded it to be the first
of a_number of colleges for labor men'and women, where they
may gain a knowledge of social history and economicsl.and of
logical processes ,o thought necessary for the-training-of
"labor statesmen."3,

The labor colleges, in brief, groomed their graduates to serve in leader-

ship -posts for the labor movement. The students were not trained to

be union bureaucrats, but to avail themselves to "the*special interests

of people who must work for a living--on farms, in factories, and stores,

in offices . ."36 It was not the airiref these schools "to educate the

workers out of their class."37 Consequently, the conservative social

mobility enticement for workers to better themselves through schooling,

was completely disavowed. The labor college students, therefore, represented

tt

a definite part of the labor movement."38 It was hoped that once the

working-class was organized into a solidified group, it could exert col-

lective pressure to initiate the ameliorations necessary for the re-

structuring of society.

Hence, the goals of the labor colleges reflected worker disenchantment

With the social mobility facade pefpetrated by the public schools;

symbolized organized and unorganiAed worker discontent with the bureaucratic

and plitest AR; and, drew ideological roots ffom the intellectual and

64
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radical workingclass philosophies of the early tentieth century. These

schools served broad social goals rather than pecuniary interests. The

labor -colleges not only actively strived for a new social order; they

operated as the model for the new society as well.

Piogran

The ideals of the labor colleges were clearly reflected in their

Program. Although minor differences in the curriculum existed between

the schools, their overall programs were more similar than disisilar.

For example, the schools generally maintained a two year program of

studies. Also, practical activities supplemented_the academie4eatures

of the program. Finally, the learning methodologies utilized by, these

schools were often more innovative than those which were being employed

in the formal educational institutions at that time. These, schools, to

be sure, contrasted greatly with the typical college.

The first year emphasized the learning, or relearning, of rudimentary

reading and writing skills, introductory material related to working-cy.ss

conflicts, and basic concepts which dealt with the social sciences.= The

schools devoted the second year to specific training in the labor struggles.39

The latter year, of course, received the greatest attention. The second

year program tray divided into "two headings: background courses which

analyze underlying social principles and experience; and tool courses which

equiped the workers to carry-out their struggles. "4° Courses such as

"woe:ing-class history, Earxian economics, labor problems, imperialism,

. . . (2nd) proletarian literature" denoted the courses offered in the

first area of study .41 Public spea!:incr, office courses, labor dramatics

and music, how to conduct strikes,_ piCket liney conventions, and political

campaigns composed the second segment. It must be emphasized, however,
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that students advanCed at their own pace through this program. Instead

of demanding_that the students should adjust to tho schools' requirements,

the schools adapted themselves to the students' needs. No degrees-dere

awarded and- graded evaluations were forbidden. Although Brookwood and

Commonwealth became incorporated .faith their respect-ivestates, neither

institution was =accredited.

I
Labor dramas and off-cammun strikes represented the more unique

facets of the curriculum.- The students performed their own compositions

or portrayed plays written by professional playwrights. As outlined

by A. J. tk4Zste, quoted in, an article written by Helen Morton in Labor

MD the play served several fOctions:

It may be -a means -of self -expression, making the Labor awe-
mentmore vital to-,the workers themselves; it may, interpret
the Labor 'Movement- for -the public -:in--rwe- sympathetic and_
appealing_ terns than Abstradt reasoning can do;- it rta.y be a
means_ of -en-Wrtainnent, particularly-in isolated regions
where the_ poo?, root and the -blind tiger are- the Only means
of diversion.

,

The students staged their dramas for other students at the schools, workers

at union halls, and Brookdood students even managed to present- a play

on Broadway. ;The schooiS also encourned students to organize and to

participate in off-campus strike activity. Commonwealth, for instance,

maintained close ties with the heavily Black Ekinthern Tenant Farmers',

Union-while many Brookwood students and instructors became involved -:with

the long and brutal Marion, North Crolina, textile strike of 1929.43

The,students actively participated in all phases of the schools.

In class the students preferred a discussion format instead oC a lecture.

In this manner, student experiences became an ini ral part of the

LI
education process.P4 The,faculties'consisted of a nonprofessional

staff and the schools, in general, relied heavily on guest speakers



which included labor leaders and organizers and editors.45. Since the

colleges- operated- as democratic, cooperative coMmunities, class sessions

often took piac2 in an instructor's cottage, or a lesson was conducted

while the teacher and student plowed a field (in Commonwealth's case),

chopped mod, or washed dishes together.46 The students also shared-

decision-making responsibilities since they participated in school

meetings, sometimes on a Board of Directors level. At :fork Peoplesi

Colleges for example, business meetings were held every friday night

1,7with students in attendence.-P This,communal setting encouraged a

'cooperative feeling which transferred to the development of fraternal

attitudes among workers ho-belonged to a common union and to a new

society.

The schools' libraries were well stodrad and served important roles.

The- Commonwealth library-cantained over 8,000 volumes which included a

'd-"vast collection of labor, sociological and economic agests, texts and

48other works." In addition,_Commonwealth boasted of its "Museum of

Social- Change" which demonstrated the adverse relationship bet-Teen

capitalism- and the Tgorking-class through the display of "tea`'-gas bombs.

and bloody lynch ropes, and depression clothing made of old sac1r.ing."49

The c011eges constructed their programs in deference to the precepts

of the schools and the- background of the students. .Ehrolimont seldom

exceeded sixty students which ensured a lou ratio, of abort ten students

for every teacher. Students were generally in their twenties; from

families of industrial laborers, farmers, or miners; oJ possessed a

plethora of viewpoints from different sections of the country. Except

for Work Peoples' Collene mhich mainly cr,tered to Finnish workers, a

variety of ethnic and racial groups attended the schools. Nest of the

12
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students had little formal schooling. In fact, '..lork Peoples4 College

reported in 1913 that ovor.one-thint,of its students that year had

never been to school.° This intentional ,Mixture of diversified back-.

grounds, of course,. broadened the educational setting.

ConeequentlY, every Charabteristic of the labor college prograp%

, was geared toward its ideals. The academdc-subjectS,,dramas, strike

activities, library, and other adjuncts, such as Commonwealth's museum,

-11 depicted the deplorable treatment of the qorking-class by the

capitalist system. Not only did the program function to arouse the

worker' conscious, but the prograM,provided the student with the tools

necessary to improve the social condition orthe woriing-class.

Ihrtcomes

Obviously; these schools produced considerable controversy and

opposition. Outraged over criticisms by Brookwood of the complacent

attitude and weak- actions of the AFL, Matthew Ioll, Vice-President of

the AFL and actpb, ?resident of the National. Civic lederation, bitterly
,

-

denounced- Brookwood as a communist institution during the 1928 AFL

Zonvention_held in Neu Orleans. The charges.Were overstated since

only one Brookwo. l'instrudtor, Arthur Calhoun, was a known- Corrmamist.

The-accusations became further exaggerated-when Brool-wood's antagonists

labelled the school as anti-religious and a free love colony. -The AFL

Executive Council _handled the case in an unscrupulous manner-since

Brookwood was -not, forewarned of the charges; denied access to the

incriminating evidence; or, 6Lven an opoortunity-to refute tho accusations.

John Dewey, in "labor Politics and Labor Eoucation," severely chastised

lion and the AFL for their underhanded actions.51 Brookwood; though,

ribt only lost predtige, br.t the school also suffered the withdraw of

.63



fluids and support by unions affiliated icith the Pederition.52 In 1932,

because of a financial crisis at the college, Brookwood reduced its

StaTfrand student body and cutback its extensiomprogram. John Dewey,

Sincla!r 'Lewis, and .others solicited donations for Brookwood through

an arti%1,7 which appeared in the Nation.53 However, it was too little

and to6late; Brookwood somehow managed to survive to 1937.

Commonwealth, on the other hand, experienbed marry attacks from a

Variety of opponents. The first onslaught occurred as early as 1926

hen the Arkansas. American Legion accused Commonwealth of affiliating

with communists and receiving secret donations Trem the SovietsUnion.

With the-help of the ArkansaS Federation of Labor and Edgar Hoover's

denial of the SoViet connection, 'Commonwealth weathered this first

ste;m.54 Later, an 1935 and in 1937, Commonwealth became the subject
7s.

oflinve ati g ti ons by the Arkansas legislature. A Baptist minister;

the Ku- Klux Klan, and employers opposed to- Commonwealth's association

:with the SOUthern Tenant*D/Mersr Union had=persuaded the legislature-to

initiate these inquiries. Accused of seditious activity, sexual perver-

Sion and _godlessness Commonuealth only endured because of the inter-2- 2

*

-rtf'vention-of notables-Such-as Jane-Addawand H. Is. 1-S=ken." Jibrtunately,

Commonwt.* xatinUed to receive donations from such supporters as

. . i Ha. arc* lawDean Roscoe Pound and economINIt SuMner Schlicter,

labor historian John ComMens,, H. -L. nenesen, -John Dewey, Justice Louis

Brandeib, and, Albert Einstein.',5° Nevertheless, constant harassment
/

by anti-communist and anti -labor elements forced-Coi=pnwealth to close

in 1941 4-'concocted charges of prominently eXhibiting the unlw/ful

.symbol of a hammer :and a disseminating propaganda which en-

couraged the overthrow of the United States: Government; not dis-.

-
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playing the American flag on campus.57 Altholigh_&.00kwood and Commonwealth-
,

supported end worked foi the transformation of the undemocratic,

American capitalist economy, neither seLeol advocated thd3 disSolution

of the democratic, American political structure. 'Tett tragic, perhaps,

was the fact that Commonwealth College, like Brookwood, was "attacked

unmercifLay by many lo (had) never been there. "58

t'fok 'Peoples' College sdr4ived-to-1941-as-well. The reason for

its demise remains-unclear, as because of insufficient data due

to inadequate research sources.

CONCLUSIONS

Did the labor colleges create a new social order? Although the

social fabric did not experience a drastic alteration-as the ideals

of-theibischools desired--theebtplexion of-the American ;tabor move-

rent did'change during the 1930's. The Congress of Industrial.OrganiT_.

zations which rectuitedunSxiIled, industrial workers exemplified this

transition. The* American,Fbderation of Tabor it may be, recalled,-ohly

accepted craft workers into itsmeMberShip. With the formation of the

CIO, a'-greatlmady workers finelly received repreSentation 3nd'recog-,
7

Subsequently, the labor movement .became more universal due,

in part*,.to the efforts of the labor collqge movement. In 1964,

Thomas Brookspin.lbil an Trouble, elaborated this point:

Over the years, Etoolfood trained ant impressive number of
people who played a leadinq role in the founding of the
Congress cf Industrial Qrganizations and haw. since filled
many positions of leadership in the unions. 59

Tc tto sure the J abor colleges were not singly responsible for the

development of the'CIO. However, the schools' ideals closely corre-

sponded to the philosophy and structure of the CYO. It cannot be denied,
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therefore, that tho labor college movement played an important part in

the.transition of the labor movement from apredominately eLitist in-

stitution to a universal uorking-class movement.

Were labor leaders produced? Although no serious research has

been attempted. in this regard, bits of informatIon may-be nieced together .

to provide somo picture of the role that labor college graduates served

in the labor movement. One suchillustratiOn is Marius Hansome4ho

recorded,these observations in 1941:

In the course of more than firteen.years of, activity, Brookwood.
trained -five hundred persons many of whom occupy responsible
positiofis in- labor and social movements today. If it could
have continued- another debacle, it would probably have 'found a
means of survival, since more graduates would have attained
to higher posts- from which appropriations are voted.

Thomas Brooks, again, revealedan interostinr revelation about the specific

careers of 'sere Brookood graduates:

Amongthem.yere_two_Reuther-Brothersy-Victor and -qoyi----Julius
Hochman, a vice- president of the International Ladies Garment
Workers' Union, Rose Pesotta, an ILOWU organizer acti7e in'the
Akron sit-downs and Clinton S. Golden, who with other Brook-

---wood,--graduates-was active in the founding of. the, Steelworkers.°1

Yoreover, Victor Reuther later taught_at Cormion-Jealth for a brief period in

].36.62 ,According -to Victor Reuther, in The Brothers 7=euther, other

BrookwoOd graduates such as Frank Ana and Mat "deinberg Worked with the

ReUthers in their unrorganizinz; campaigns of the late 1930's and early

1940'st63 ThuT, in a relatively short period of tine, Brookwood alumni

entered the labOr movement in substantial numbers to assume important

positiOns. How mlny other labor activists attended- these schools and

received little, or no, recognition for their deeds? The material is

not readily oailable to answer this cuestion, but it cannot be ignored

in evaluating the-Success of those coll,egcs in- develon:ing working-class

leaders.
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Reflections on the Relevance of Attribution Theory

to the Educational Process__

Since the time of Fritz Heider's (1958)- analysis of person_perception, the area

of study, later called "attribution theory", has been extensively developed -and ex-

plored via many avenues of social concern. Some of the more ambitious and productive

efforts in this area have been, directed in the study of achievement related behavior.

In a recent book., Weiner (1972) rather convincingly demonstrates the significant

plications of attribution theory for the educational process. A number of relevant

studies -in the area underscore the importance -of studying-causal attributions as they

influence the likelihood of undertaking achievement activities (Weiner,

Frieze, gukla, Reed, Rest,,& Rosenbaum, 1971), the intensity of work at
0,

ties and the degree of persistence in the face of failure (Meyer, 1970;

1970; Weiner,

these activi-

'McMahan, 1971).

A number of studies (Weiner & Kukla, 1970; Kukla, 1972; .Meyer; 1970) have examined

the inflieEdi-of

comes of success

one's causal biases (individual differences) when interpreting out-

and failure and the implications for achievement strivings. Still

other investigators have examined the differences in causal ascriptions of-partici-

pants and non-participants in success and failure situations (Jones, Shaver, Goethals,

& Ward, 1968; Beckman, 1970; and Jones &-Nisbett, 19/1)

As our concern is with teacher's'eausal
ascriptions of success and failure of

pupils in the context the educational classroom, these studies are very much

relevant to our discussion. However, of particular interest at this point are thosd

studies (Jones & Nisbett, 1971) which.report that persons tend to perceive their be-

havior as being determined by stimulus factors (external)0 while perceiving the behav-

ior of others as due tp internal traits. Jones and Nisbett (1971) seem to suggest that

when making attributions about others, effort may be perceived as a stable trait, yet as

an unstable attribute when making self-ascriptions. Beckman (1970) report data which
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show that the role of the person, participant or observer:may be a crucial determi-

nant of quite different inferences about the factors determining achievement lbahavior
0

.Weiner et al. (1971) contend that self-asciiptions of failure as due to insufficient

effort produce different behavioral consequences from those resulting from self-ascrip-

tions of failure perceived tobe caused by a lack of ability.

In the failure situation what then are the behavioral implications 'for achievement

strivings if the causal ascriptions are made to a lack of effort vs. a lack 'of._

To begin to answer this quebtion we would have to know more about the relationship of

the/causal elements; ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck as they-relate to in-

fluence outcomes. Although Heider (1958) 1pes to some length to explain the concepts

in his fortulative statement;of causal analysis, he .do,es not specify the mathematical
-f

relationship between the elements. Weiner et al. (1971) present a clever classifica-
.*4....,:=-

tiofi-SCheffiE7&fthe causal elements separating them along two distinct dimensions: locus

of control and stability. This classification scheme has proven to be valuable in

enhancing the undersianaing of the relationship of the elements along the dimensions

in the proposed scheme as it warns against confounding the two dimensions as generally -..0

characterized by past research.

Stability
dimenSion

Stable

Unstable

Locus of Control DimensionC4
.

Internal External

ability task difficulty

effort Luck

In Heider's (1958) original statement on the attribution process, he distinguishes

between two -determinants of behavior: "can" and "try." Can may be-thought of as a

relatively invariant (stable) property orthe individual (i.e. intelligence, ability,

etc.), while try is determined by the 'Momentary intention and effort expenditure of

the actor. In achievement related contexts, successful outcomes may be explained in

terms of high ability'and/or effort, while failure is perceived as due to low ability

and/or lack of effort (Weiner, et al., 1971). Jones, et al., (1968) report data'which

show that the-pattern .f Successes and failures over time may have a significant effect0

82 4,
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.on causal a aascriptions (as the judge may. "discounting" or "angmentat4on"

'strategy t,) make judgements about ability, effort, task difficulty, and hick). Weiner

et,al, (1971) contend that the percentage and number of prior successes and failures;

patterns of performance, time spent at the tasiz, co-variation of the outcomes with\'

incentives, and a multitude of other factors are among the cues that one uses to infer

attributions of causality. Frieze an&Weiner '(1971) have demonstrated that thefe are

great individual differencesin the information used to infer the causes of success and

failure, as well as the manner in'whi-h information is integratedto reach a causal

judgment. Weinerr et al. (1971) contend that if past behavior at a task is attributed

by the actor to the fixed (-stable) factors of ability or task difficulty, there should

be fewer atypical aspiration shifts (increasing aspiration after failure or decreasing

aspiration following_success)-than if:the-outcome of the prior performance was ascribed_

-to-the variable elements of luck or effort (unstable)_.

In the-context of the-educational classroom, the teacher is--often seen-in the role \

of the observer as she-monitors the performance and pfogress of her Pupils. 'Frog these

observations of-pupil performance causal ascriptions of.succeSs dr failure will, deter-

-mine the degree of praise or reprimand. Studies.exaMining the 'allocation. of reinforce-

tent as-a function of causal ascriptions suggegt that reward and-self-pride is'- heightened

when suce..ass is attributed to effort and low ability, while reprimand and shame ise .0

most induced-when failure occurs given-ability-but no motivation (or effort) (lanzetta
-

4,flannah, 1969; _Weiner & 1970; Kukla; 1970; Cook; 1970)-.

44:Therefore it is suggested that a student'g reward and feeling of self-pride is

, .,'enhanced when 'success is attributed to effort ih spite of "low ability.," and the-..
.

-
:a

. .student, expe tiences more shame a a reprimand when failure occursbecad'se of a.lack of
/

.

.

motivation in spite of ability.

.

'
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Frow_What' we know about the differential effects of the prospective of the actor

and-observer (Jones & Nisbett, 1971), we expect that-the disparte petterns of*attri-

butions to contfas ay effect both teacher and pupil and have Parallel behavioral

implications (Note: attributions do have behavioral implications on the part of the

teacher, and her behaviorcan/dOes effect the motivation and aspirations of her pupils,

as suggested by the work An-the expectancy, studies.)

Expectancy 'studies examining teacher expectations and perfdrmance (Rosenthal &

Jacobson, 1968) -emonstrate that ability expectancies have implications-for teacher

attributions concerning the cactuses of *success and failure, and these attributions may

have motivational consequences on,the part of the teachet and the pupil. In.these

experiments teachers were given fraudulent high expectations aboL. the students'4

abilities (experimental group), when in fact the students' abilities were average.

In situations of failure, teachers were believed to have made causal ascriptions to

a lack of effort, rather than loW 'Howevei the teachers may nave communicated

these expectations to the pupils and hence facilitated subsequent achievement strivings

which- may explain the aprreciable diffeience in Intellectual-development of the ex-
.

perimental group with -the control students (Weiner, 1911)..

Eeckman (1970) studied teacher-pupil evaluation of performance in an experimental

.., ,

situation and her findings show that believe that they are more responSible

ftir theperformande of- pupils exhibiting imrroved perforkance over time.than for the

outcome of pupils whose performances progressively deteriorated. Interestingly enough,

a-group of observers stated that in-their judgment the 'teachers were more responsible

for the deteriorating- than the imProving performances'. Weiner (1972) explains these

findings by suggestin3 that the ego-enhanCing,and ego - defensive attributions are likely

to be made when one is directly involved with the success and failure of others.

In the context of the educatismal,c14ssroom, clear-cut veridical attributions are

hard to come by - they are often misdirected by a'numher of biases in the person as a

function of his level Of participation and his use of the information available te, him
-

8-4
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in making his judgment. We could also expect that' -the attribution process becomes even

more complicated when one considers the social influence of racial,` sexual, and cultural

. differences which may place a further strain on teacher-pupil interactions and ultimately

make attributions a "hit-n-miss" phenomena. As racial,,sexual and cultural stereotypes,

0

prejudices, and similar ethnocentric "blinders" further incumber the individual, causal

ascriptions become a rather ambitious and complicated.process.

Research done in the area of educational psychology show that, the attitudes

(expectations and percsptions) and values affect behavior (Clark, 1965; Rosenthal &

Jacobson, 1968), and what we read about the teachers of the "disadvantaged" seem over-

whelmingly negative. The literature generally views the iiddle-class teacher in

relation to the lower-class pupils. Becker (1952) and Riesman (1962) agree that the

teacher's middle-class attitudes and values can conflict with those of the lower-

or disadvantaged students, and they often generate expectancies of performance and often

predefines students" successes and failures.

-Becker (1952), Clark (1965) and Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) contend that a-

,

teacher's expectations influence the aspiration level and learning.of the child and these

expectations tend to vary inversely with the child's socio-economic class; they warn

that the child usually perceives and fulfills these lower expectations. Consequently,

children usually behave the way that they are expected to behave. Clark (1965) main-

tiins that a- "teacher's ... attitude toward children is the onij factor influencing the

performance of children in the ghetto schools (p. 47)," and all other explanations are

irrelevant; "the child of whom little is expected, produces little (p. 132)."

Often, in low socio-economic areas, new teachers have been assigned to teach

minoKity group children with little or no knowledge of the child's cultural backgroundor

the nature of the communities in which these children live.

Arriving at eight in the, morning and leaving at three in the afternoon, they have

little or-no understanding of What happervvto the pupils during the remainder of the
a

day outside of the school classroom (Orstein, 1968).

85
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It is often pointed out that teachers often start with zeal and energy and want to

do as effective job, but are unable to fulfill their professional responsibilities: and

therefore, they become frustrated, indifferent, angry, and often "learn" the wrong

attitudes (Ornstein, 1968). Frequently teachers expect to do a poor job and they

rationalize their failures anduse the literature to support their rationalizations

and attributed responsibility of failure to the child (Ornstein, 1968).

leis .then_conceiVeable to imagine that the often-hostile environment of the

educational classroom may facilitate a state of "learned helplessness" in young children

as-they are literally "turned-off"-to the educational experience- =What then are some;

plausible explanations as to why some teachers succeed and others fail? -What is the

role -of,teacher expectations fok success and failure, and how might these exvectations

influence teacher motivation-and aspiration level in the classroom and-ultimately

affect the child?

--McDonald- (1971) recently proposed-that there is a "hereditarian bias"-operant

in -our- culture which disposes some people to-favor what he terms "genetic" causal

explanations Over 'environmental" explanations. =Such- a _bias, he.argues-predisposes

-the individual to, look within the organist; for the explanation of -the source of its

difficulties, rather than to-the social or'societal factorsAm one's environment.

Sucil a bias might oparate as follows for,exawle, an explanation -f lack of ability or

motivation, an-internal quality of.the organism, might be more readily-eadily favored in a

causal ascription over an explanation of social dis-,:riminatory practices. There is -data

which show the:. the tendency to favor genetic over environmental-explanations is wefl

pronounded in the Western world (Bronfenbrenner, 194). McDonald -(1971) contends,that

people- generally believe that genetically based characteristics are relatiyelf stable,'

immutable, and unaffected by environmental manipulations.

Given the validity of McDonald's thesis and the reliability of Bronfenbrenner's

findings, such ahercditarian bias may very systematically predetermine our behavior
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as a function of our predisposition to make certain causal judgments. We already

know the implications of causal ascriptions to the stable elements of the Weiner et al.

-(1971) scheme vs. the unstable elements - no effort vs. continued striving. In the

context of our discussion of the educational classroom for example, a teacher (or pupil)

who believes that the outcome of row performance is attributal to something stable

(pupil's ability or task difficul:v), will be less inclined to initiate additional

efforts to effect future outcomes since he feels that there is little that he can do

to change things. Consequently, expectations and subsequent aspirations will be

lowered accordingly. Hence, such a btas may function is a "self-Tulfil:ing manner

and systematically predetermines subsequent courses of action. Although McDonald's

(1971) thesis has been developed into a scale, the "Nature - nature Scale," to assess

the hereditarian bias and its relative components, more_work is needed in,this area-

before we can begin to understand how this attributional process works and how (if

at all) it influences our behavior,

The problems encountered while attempting to study the social-psychological

dynamics of the educational classroom are numerous and are often interrelated. There

is much valuable.data_amagsed from work.already done in this area. These efforts

might be thought-of as steppingstones as they seem to be resourceful 'directives of

the way which we must travel and toil before we can be more comfortable in our under-
..

standing of the Social - Psychological dynamics of the edutationed classroom as it

relates to achievement related behavidr.
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THE DYNAMICS OF COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
3t1

Children attend school because their parents send them, because they

want to attend, or because the compulsory attendance law is enforced and.

they must attend. The six year olis sent to school by his parents; if

the child likes school, he or she goes willingly. -But even if the child

-dislikes school, the_patents. usually-send the child becaUl§e-there is-no

legal alternative. Older children whose parents may-not care still at=

tend-- school because they like -it or because school-serves as a:haven from

home and -other problems. School attendance is caused either-by motivation

-oreby by the compulsory attendance law.

4
The motivation of parents to send children to school of children to

attend school may be conscious
or unconscious. Parents usually, -don't think

of all the Teasons why the six year on child should be in school. At the

time the child 'goes to school, it is .the place for the child= in our society.

However, some parents consciously decide to send their children to.school.

Mese parents may consider schoot attendance as a way for the child to

-break out of the poveity cycle or a place where the child will be batysat

for part of the day. The same applies to the children. Some go to school

without consciously deciding; they accept that it's just the place for child-
.

ren to be. However, some children do have conscious and explicit reasons

for attending; to learn, to prepare fez a job, to be with friends, or to

escape from home. Reasons for the chiPld not attending schaol may be either

,conscious or unconscious. Consciously, the parents may not want tbe child

in school, or because of other problems, they may not place a high priority
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priority on education. The parent may consciously want the child at home

to helpWith the chores or to care for younger siblings.. Unconsciously,

having never been to school,. a parent may not know-enough about school

to want the child to be there. For such parents, the compulsory

attendance law should be, and often is there,, ready to provide the push

which the parents need to send their children to school.

Parental motivation, self motivation, or the compulsory attendance

law are the three reasons that all children who are in school-Ware there.
.

Those children who are not in school fall outside the above catagories.
O

Placing the three forces for school attendance into a model to illus-
.

trate it, We can see that children are sent to school because of one or more
.

of these three reasons.

CHILD'S DESIRE

PARENT'S DESIRE

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE

`Figure 1..

4

SCHOOL

But wait, do the parents of the handicapped child, who is not attending

school not desire that the child attend school? Or the child himself, does

this child not desire an education? As- in most states the law does require

that these children receive an education, are such laws just not enforced?

Or what about the non - English-speaking child who is not in school, are the

three reasons for-school attendance lacking in this case also? Granted, some

parents don't want their children .-in school and some children don't want

to be
i

there' but then, where is the .enforcement of the compulsory attendance

92
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law? But is it only a lack of enfotcement of the compulsory attendance

law which keeps approximately 5% of the school age children out of school

in the country?' This may account for some of those children out of

school, but many parents and children find that there are barriers to

school attandance.

There have been and are barriers to school attendance. These barriers

are effective ways of negating-the effect of the desire of the parent or

-child to attend school, and-negating the effect of the compulsory attendance

law. In general, the legal batrierf, are more far reaching, educational

policies in the middle, and inabilities usually affect the individual child.

There have been laws, and possibly still are laws, which keep children

out of school. 'These laws are either part of the school code or they are

l*s:_:which conflict with the school code. In 1906, Dr. Nathan Scheafer,

Pennsylvania's Superintendent of'Public Instruction,described one such law.

As-theIaw now stands the unvaccinated child has no school
-privileges and must grow up illiterate and unprepared for the
duties of civilized life. For under the existing statutes
the unvaccinated child is exclude, not only from,public school,
but also from private schools and Sunday-schools.4

The migrant children in the early 1900's were excluded by law from the

schools in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Lowry reported in Migrants of the

Corps that the children in these two states who worked the fields could not

attend-school because they were not resident of the states where their

parents were working. The parents used this to their advantage. They would

go out of the state to work and thus could use their children in the fields

since the children couldnot attend school.3 Until 1913, the State statutes

of Pennsylvania permitted school districts to :allow orphans and other insti-

tutionalized children to attend schools in the districts where they were

institutionalized. Apparently some districts did not permit these children
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in the schools because'in 1913 an act was. passed which required the school

.distriCts to allow their children into the schools :1

Exemptions and exclusions are another aspect of the legal barriers.

The school code of Pennsylvania has a provision which exempts the physi-

cailyAnd mentally handicapped which is essentially the same as it was. in

1895, rhen..the compulsory attendance was first passed in Pennsylvania., This

provision enables the school board to exempt handicapped children from attend-

ing school. A child can be exempted rather than having educational facilities

provided for that child.

In Pennsylvania in 1937, a law was enacted that required that children

achieve a mental age of four and a half betore that child could begin public

school, and in 1951 this law was amended so that the child had to have a

mental age of six'.5 The effect of this law was to iceep the mentally handi-

capped out of the public schools. In 1937, a provision-was paSsed which

freed school districts from the duty of proyiding;.;-pecial clases fOr the

feebleminded if there were less than ten such children in the distr-ict.6

,

These children were then the responsibility of thie Department of Welfare.

So if the nine mentally handicapped children in the district could not find

a,tenth, then-they were excluded from the public schools. In that Same year,

a provision was passed in Pennsylvania which enabled the school/districts to

exclude, with the approval of the State Division or Special-Education,

children who were unable to profit from further public schooling and to

exclude those over 16, without State approval, who were unable to profit

from further schooling.7

CHILD'S DESIRE L

A

PARENT' S DES IRE*--b

COMPULOSRY ATTENDANCE

Figure 2. .

SCHOOL
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The second barrier to school attendance is educational plAicies. These

policies come at different levels. There are rules, regulations, and

standards which are mandated by law; policies established by, the State

Office of Education; policies established in the sChOol districts; and

even individua' 1 schools may have policies which exclude children from school.

In 1937, Dr. Ernest Newland, Chief 'of Special Education in Pennsyl-

vania, -published temporary standards and procedures for, the exclusion-of

children unable to profit from public school actendnace. This policy stated

that since there were -not enough mental clinics, :public. school psychologists,

and psychological examiners (which were required by law to examine the child-

ren for exclusions under section JA13 of the Pennsylvania School Code)

other people in the school were -to administer the intelligence test to the

whole group of 16 years olds. Children who scored low were to, be retested

and if the parents objected to the results., a psychological examiner was

to be found to cond,uct the test. Dr. Newland suggesttd.that someone in 'each

school should have been familiar enough with the test to administer it.8
.

Children with an IQ measured at less than 50 could be excluded; children

with an IQ between 50 and 69 who had been in special education and were not

profiting from it could be excluded; and children with an IQ between 69 and

75- with behavior problems could also be excluded.9

Thomas Cottle relates, a case in his book of a child who was a bedWetter

who was 'suspended from the public school because the administration claimed

that the child might wet himself during schoU-time. There was no law say-

ing that he could not attend, the principal told his- parentsthat he could

go to another school, but as long as he had his problem, he 'could not return

to this schoo1.10

%.

So we see .that even though the law does not bar some Children from the
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schools, .educational policies at variou levels can. Adding this barrier

to the model We now have more children excluded from the schools. Educa-

tionel policies as barriers lave the same effect of negating the compulsory

attendance law and it stands in the way of the child's or parents' desire ,

for the child to be in school.

P
CHILD'S DESIRE. 0

A
SCHOOL

-PARENT'SI,DEOIRE

S
COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE

-Figure 3.

The final barrier is that of inability. Some children just cannot attend

school because they are not able. Many children live too far from school

to attend. They are often- unable.to attend 'school bedause transportation is

not available. Mhny states simply exempt school attendance for these child=

ren. It is comforting to know,that these children are nct greaking the law

because they are Unable to attend:school; however, it is heartbreaking

'that they are in fact excluded from the schools. If a hanaicapped child needs;
f.

special facilities and the school does not have such facilities, such as a

simple thihg like ramps, then that child, in fact, is unable,to attnd sChool.'

The very poor are often unable to,attend khdol. The Children's Defense

Fund cites cases ih which school fees and textbook rental§ prohibit the child- ,

ren of the poor from attending schoo1.11 Beside these extraordinary expenses,

many children lack food= and clothing which makes them unablto attend schnol.

AlthoUgh the number of migrant.workers has been declining in recent years

in this, country,, there are still large numbers Of children traveling the-mi-

-grant paths. Menr,r-of these children attend school _because of the federal,
r

st4te,and local-programs, but'many miss too many days of school to-really
,



receive an education.

Some children are unable to attend because they have been expelled or

suspended. These are various reasons for suspension or expulsion however

tile most ridiculous of all is suspension as a punishment for truancy. In

many school districts throughout the country children are actually suspended

for not attending schoo1.12 It is almost inconceivable that keeping a

student away from school would be used as a punishment for them not wanting

to attend, but it is a common practice. If a child misses three days of

school, he or she may fall behind in his or her school work, but if that

child is suspended for another three days as punishment for being absent, the

probability that he or she will fall behind in his or her work is increased.

If the child falls behind, that child will probably become frustrated and could

easily become a failure. So school becomes an unhappy place for that child,

a place to stay away from. And if you argue_that the child doesn't have

to fall behind just because he or she is not in school, my question is what

are the Schools for

logic of suspensions

go like this. Since

be more difficult to

you keep- them out of

punished them with a

if the children don't have to be there to learn? The

for truancy is illusive. As far, as I can figure, it must

it is difficult to get truants into school, it would

get them to come to school to receive a punishment; so

school and you kill two birds with one stone. You have

punishment which was not difficult to administer be-
...

cause you didn't have to deal with the student while he or she was being

punished and, secold, you don't have to worry about that student being truant

when he or she is suspended from school. This practice raises serious

questions in my mind about the purpose of the schools in our society.

Placing these barriers into the model we find that it accounts for

still more children out of school. The children who are unable to attend
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school are often exempted by the compulsory attendance law so it.is not one

of the forces for their attendance. The inability to,attend school not

only stands in the way of parents' and child's desire to attend school but

it often changes it into the desire not to attend school.

C

Figure 4.
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vc, These barriers are coming down in many areas, or at least I hope they

axe. As they come down,.. we approach the concept of the right to education

for all children: However, the struggle is not over; not until we are a

people dedicated to the idea that education is a fundamental right will

these barriers be completely eliminated.

N*.
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I. Introduction .

A. Statement of Purpose

This paper attempts to justify Knhlberg's theory as applicable to

teacher education and demonstrates one application.

B. Rationale

/hose Kohlberg's theory of cognitive moral development as my area of

astudy for the following reasons:

1. The implications of Kohlberg's research can be applied in a

variety of ways to the moral development of teachers during

their professional training experience. For example, teachers,

during both prp-service and in service training, could use

Kohlberg's theory to identify and analyze moral issues in their

school.

2. No other major .modern educational:theory except Kohlberg's contains

a universal set of moral principles and stages. Kohlben organizes

moral reasoning into six stages of development which progress

from an,external orientation of punishment and reward to an internai

orientation of individual principles .of justice and respect for

persons.

3'. Kohlberg's moral criteria in Stages t and 6 can help teachers under-

stand some elements of ethical behavior.

Areas of Fodus

The following list identifies the specific areas in this paper:

1. philosophical and Psychological= Aspects of Kohlberg's Theory.

2. 'Kohlberg's analysii of the moral stages of development:

3. ApplicationS of Kohlberg's theory to teacher edudation.

4. Critique of Kohlberg's Theory.

D. Expected-Outcome

The education of elementary teachers at the University of Pittsburgh

will include experiences to enable them to becone aware of higher

ethical principles and behave in accord' with these principles.

E. Assumptions

1. Kohlberg's- cognitive- developmental approach can be used in the

empirical study of moral reasoning and moral growih. In the same

sway, teachers can study their own moral reasoning and moral growth.
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2. Kohlberg' moral criteria in Stages 5 and 6 can be used to

examine and evaluate*the ethics of teacher behavior.

3. Teachers should demonstrate mature morab action during their

professional career.

. Kohlberg's Theory of Cognitive Moral- DeVeloPment

A. Background of the Theory

Kohlberg's ideas about cognitive moral growth have a philosophic back-

ground inspired byJohn Dewey's "Instrumentalism." Dewey's theory

. developed as part of the Progmatic philosophy of the late nineteeth

and early twentieth centuries, which focused on physical and social

experiences and the consequences of behavior as the basis of education.

Dewey states that experience is the result of the interaction of the

individual and his environment, and that growth occurs when one reflects

upon and'. gains meaning from-his experiences -. According to Dewey,

education should aim to raise the student's level of thinking and enable

hdmto elevate his behavior to a-higher stage.

Dewey postulated, according to Kohlberg, three levels of moral develop-

ment! 1)= the pre-moral or pre-conventional level "Of behavior

motivated- by biological and social impulses with results for morals,"

2)' the conventional level ofhehavior "in which the individual accepts

with little critical reflection the standards of his group," and 3)

the autonomous level of behavior in which "conduct is guided by the

individuals-thinking and judging for himself whether a purpose is good

without the standard of his group without reflection."1

The next major thinker in this history is Piaget. Where Dewey's three

stages were theoretical, Piaget's were empirical. Like Dewey's

"Instrumentalism," Piaget's "Cognitive Developmental" approach also

focuses upon the individual's interaction' with his social environment: .

Piaget systematically observed and conversed -with children and identified

patterns in their thinking which he called mental.structures: the

thinking processes underlying cognitive and moral judgment.,

Piaget organized these mental= structures into three distinct systems of

moral thought which he identified as the pre-moral, the heteronomous,

and the autonomous stage$.2 In the pre-:moral stage, there is no sense

1
Lawrence_Kohlberg "The-Cognitive Developmental Approach to-Moral Education"-

Phi=Deltalappan 56119751:676

2Ibid.-

.1.03
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of obligation to rules. In the heteronomous stage one obeys rules

and equates obligations with submission to power and punishment

(roughly ages 4-8). In the autonomous stage one considers the

purposes and consequences of following rules and bases obligation

on reciprocity and exchange (roughly ages 8-12). Kohlberg's first

three stages of cognitive moral development (Stage 1 - Avoid Punishment,

Stage 2 - Self-Benefit, Stage 3 - Acceptance by Others) correspond

to Piaget's stages (Stage 1 - Pre-moral, Stage 2 - Heteronomous, Stage

3 - Autonomous).

Kohlberg's Analysis of Moral Stages

In 1955, Kohlberg and his colleagues began-- cross - cultural and longi-

tudinal research in an effort to redefine and validate the Dewey-

Piaget levels and stages. This research, conducted over twelve years,

consisted of moral interviews conducted with boys ages nine to

twenty -three in-various countries.afound the world; for instance, Great

Britain, Canada, Taiwan, Mexico, Turkey-and the. United States. Kohlberg

found that regardless of differences in cultures, discernible in all

were similar developmental stages of moral reasoning which contain

the following empirical characteristics:

1.- All stages are "Structured wholes" or organized systems of thought.

. A Stage 3.individual's moral reasoning almost never varies from

trying to gain the approval of others whether the issue involves

obedience to the law, affection bftween friends or justice and

punishment.

2. All stages are "hierarchical integrations." Kohlberg's claim

that individuals should be stimulated to higher stages of cognitive

moral development is grobnded on certain moral criteria .such as

dif:erentiation, integration and universality. At higher stages,

the aility to differentiate between such values as life and

property are gradually developed and integrated in a hierarchy

(for example, life logically ranks higher than- property- because

property sustains life). Finally, at higher stages of cognitive

moral development moral issues can be judged according to universal,

abstract principles such as equality and justice:

3. All stages form an "invariant sequence" with no omission possible

at any stage, although an individual may cease developing at any

stage. Also, deveropment from Stages 1 -to 6 proceed at individual

rates.

104
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As fob the moral- levels and stages themselves, Kohlberg identified

three 'major-age-related levels of moral reasoning Which he called pre-

ponlieniional, conventional and post-conventional.
3

The pre-conven-

tional level is characteristic of children between the ages of four

Ind ten' Children of this age, because they'have not yet developed

a sense of morality, can engage in. very cruel behavior-when no fear

of punishment is present. The individuals control of conduct is

oriented-to external commands and pressures. The individual is_

motivated to avoid external punishment and to obtain rewards. At

Stage-1, the individual-respects authority because parents -and other

adults are stronger than he is. qt tries for avoid punishment because

it is painful and-seeks revardbecaUseit ispleasurable.

The conventional leveldevelbps between approximately ages ten_(10)-4

to eighteen (18). It is essentially a-conformist orientation. The

individual'S control -of ConduCt is- still -externally oriented in that

standards- conformed to -are rules of-personal relationshipf.or-delggatoi,,

-authorities. Unlike the-pre-conventional -livel, the motivation to_,

conform in this level is internalized. The individual- conforms to

rules- because these-rules arc -made by-those important to Aim. The .

Individual identifies with the grOup-and-valuesperforming-his duty

to_maintain_order within the_groOp. Be-is-able to take the-role-of

others-and respects judgmentsthey-makeaboutlim, demonstrating

thiS-respect tyactively-maintaining,

7order -ofthe-group.

The post-conventional level is one which only_a- few reach -._ -On this

level, control Of conduct is internal to the-individual. Decisions_

regarding -aCtions-are arrived at -by reasenintin-terms_ofthe indivi-
.

dual's values regarding right-and wrong. Tor-him, these-values, such

-as equality-and justice-,_- have validity and application- apart from -the

authority of the-groups or persons-who hold them and-ft-dm individuals

identified_With those persons or:groups.

Each of these three levels includes two sub levels, making a sum total

of six identifiable stages, as follows:

-Lawrence Kohlberg, "The Child as a Moral Philosopher,"' Psychology Today *

2:4 (SePtember 1968), pp. 25-30. Copyright @ 1968 Ziff-Davis Publishing Company.
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1. The preconventional level (approximate ages: 4-10)

Stage -1: Orientation toward punishment and Ainquestioning deference

to- superior power. The physical consequences of action regardless

of their human meaning or value determine its goodness or badness.

Stage 2: Right action consists of that which instrumentally satis-

fies o'ne's own needs and occasionally the needs of others. Human

relations are viewed in terms 'like those of the marketplace.

Elements of fairness, of reciprodity and equal sharing -are present,

but they are always interpreted in a physical, pragmatic way.
t

Reciprocity is a matter cif "you scratch my back and T 1I scratch

yours" not of loyalty, gratitude or justice.

2. The conventional level (approximate -ages: 10-18)

Stage 3: Good-boy-good -girl orientation. Good behavior is that

which pleases or helps others and is approved, by them. There is
much conformity to stereotypical images of what is majority or

"natural" behavior. Behavior is- often judged by intention - "he

means well" becomes important for the first time, and is overused,

as b)i Charlie Brown in Peanuts. One seeks approval by-being

"nice."

Stage 4: Orientation toward autherity, fixed.rules and the mainte-

nance of the social order. Right behavior consists of doing one's

duty, showing respect for authority and maintaining the, given

social -order for its own sake'. One earns respedt by performing

dutifully. /-
!

3. The postconventional level (approximate ages: 18 onwards)

Stage S: A social-contract orientation, with legalistic

and .utilitarian overtones. Right actiOn tends to be defined in
,

terms-of general rights and-in terms of standardt which have been

critically examined and agreed upon by the whole society. There

is a clear awareness :of the relativism Of :personal values and

opinions and a corresponding emphasis upon procedural rifles for

reaching consensus. -Aside from what is constitutional, and

dethocratidally agreed upon, right or -wrong is a matter of personal

"values" and l'opinion.." The result is an emphasis Amon the "legal

point of view," but with an emphasis upon the possibility of

changing law in terms of rational considerations of social utility,

rather than freezing it, in the terms of Stage 4 "law and- order."

(
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Outside the legal realm, free agreement and contract are the binding

elements of obligation. This is the "official morality 'of Am
I

erican

government, and finds- its ground in the thought of the writers of

the Constitutions 2

Stage 6: Orientatiok towards the decisions of conscience and toward
1

self-Chosen ethical! pyinciples appealing. to logical comprehensive:.

'ness, universality and consistency. These principles are abstract

and ethical (the Golden Rule, the categorical- they are-

not concrete moral rules like tht Ten Commandments: Instead, they'

are :universal principles of justice, ef'the reciprocity and equality

of human rights, and of respect for the dignity of human beings as

individual pdrsons.

III. *A Tategy for Developing Teachers.' Moral Reasoning.

In this seCtion, I describe a process which may be used to help pre-service

and inservice teachers develop.

Sensitivity to moral issues that ariLe in -a- school- system.

:Consciousness of one's own moral reasoning.
65

Ability to analyze moral dilemmas,- describing and categorizing
the type of moral reasoning involved.

Ability to use the criteria of the poSt-conventional level tl
develop elements of ethical teaching behavior.

A.- The Teaching__Procest_

The Teaching ProcesS consists of four phases for the participants: /

1) confrontation with a moral- dilemma-, 2) statement of a =tentative

position 3) discussion and analysis of moral issues, and 4) recoh-

sideration of their individual positions. The 'two major roles involved

in this process are: I) facilitator, who initiates the confronted

dilemma,and guides discussion and 2) participants, who react to the

moral dilemma by identifying and analyzing the reasoning.,imiolved

in moral decisions. During the, teaching process, the 'facilitator

encourages the participants to provide evidence and reasons for

stating a position. Whenever role'playing is used, to present a

dilemma or enhance discusSion,the participants are further divided

into performers and observers.

In the first phase, participants are given-an account of a -moral

dilemma which they are asked to respond' to A moral dilemma is a



situation in which universal values, such as sanctity of life and the

need for authority, come into conflict. After the dilemma has been

presented, through methods as role-playing, reading of newspaper

articles, listening to audio-tapes and viewing films, the facilitator

makes sure the participant/ can state its circumstances, clarifies

unclear terminology; and makes certain the participants understand

the-moral problem. In the second phase, the participants state a

tentative position on the moral dilemma. Virst, -the facilitator

allows time forparticipants,to think about where they stand_ on. ths

moral- issues of the dilemmas. Next, the participants write down their

'positions and their supportive reasons. The facilitator should

emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers but the soundness

of one's 'argument is what counts.

In the third phase, the participants work in small groups which can

be divided homgeneously, with all members agreeing and heterogeneously,

with members disagreeing to discuss and analid the-moral issues in

the dilemma. DiScutsion should focus on the value principles

involved and the = consequences of the various mdralqlecisions:- Aa one

small group strategy, each group member assumes a particular role in

the dilemma and articulates, from that perspective, what iftehaeniral

=character in the di/eimna should -do and why. The group therhlisdUsses

why a character believes a _particulai action is riight. As another

groupstrategy, the members react to a set of'questions which-consider

pecific moral- issues in the dilemma.. The*undecided may be involyed

in two ways. They may listen in on a group ask rinetions ahout

members reasons for :particular positions; they may form a separate

group to develop a fist of questions which they would like to.have

answered by the other groups to help them reach a decision. 'Each

group at the en& of its discussion, will analyze the positions discussed

in terms of Kohlberg's six stages of moral- reasoning.

In -the fourth phase, the large .group reconvenes to reconsider the various

positions they have taken...J:7;P Participants may be asked to -suiimarize

the reasoning they haVen:heard-during the discussion or to restate

their positions, poSsibly revised, as a result of having heard otheri'

opinions.

1.=
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B. Sample Teaching Plan

1. Confront moral dilemma

a.- Have participants read and discuss the following moral dilemma:

Jim is a member of a teachers' union that' has

been on strike- for two months. The school

board ir'' v.tq that not enough funds are available

to p . 1,0,11S salary demands. The local

coul .nte issued an injunction ordering

teachers back on the job. Members of the

teachers' union met and voted to disobey this

(.) injunction. Jim did not want to disobey the

law so he thought of going back to work.

b. Ask-some -of the following\questions to the group.

1. Should Jim go ack to work? Why?

2. Do local courts have the right to order teachers back

to-the -- classroom? why?

3. To- whom should a teacher's prim_ry responsibility

be? Why?

2. State tentative position

a. Allow= the participants some time to think about where they

stand on the moral iSsues involved in the dilemma.

b. Ask participants to state their individual positions and

reasoning behind theiz mitions.

Determine through discussion how each member of the total
group stands on moral issues involved in the dilemma.

Encourage' participants to provide reasons for their position.

3. 'Discuss =and= analyze moral issues ;

a_ -.
Provide each participant ,with. a-card- representing the various

roles involved in the. story (i.e.., Teacher, Judge, Union

Representative, School Board Member, Concerned Parent).
ea

b. Ask the participants to imagine that they.aie at a special

meeting to decide what action should' be taken.

c. =Divide the -large -group into small groups role -play this

situation. _Ask group members to state the- poiitfon- _that -they

feel -best represents the -particular -roie-theyLate_p_Lsylitg.

---Afretaeh -group -inenlber -states= -his- reasoning :behind a

particular position, reenact the :situation -with group -members

assuming different roles.

(17--Ask-group-members-tordiscuss-and-evaluate-the-ve.kious_positions_

e. Examine the consequences of each position.

f. Use Kohlberg's, six stages of moral reasoning to analyze the

various positions taken.
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4. Reconsider individual positions

a. Total group reconvenes.

b. Ask participants to summarize their. experiences and share

with <entire group.

1. Ask participants to think about the reasons given

by the opposition.

2. Ask participants to recollect on the chalkboard the

reasons given during the discussion and ask for a rank

order.

c. Ask participants to restate their reasons for a particular
I

position.

1. Encourage participants. to add any new ideas or phrases

which they heard during the discussion which they thought

were especially important.

2. Ask the participants to record any changes which they dis-

covered about their own thinking. . -

IV-. Critique of Kohlberg's Theory

The aim ,of moral education is to advande the student as far as possible

in his moral reasoning and' action.. Kohlberg has done much to help

educators achieve this aim by suggesting a Process of what developmental

improvement would -be.. _Through'extensive cross-cultural research on the

development of levels of moral reasoning he documented, in many countries,

the universality of his six moral stages, which offer educators a good

foundation for building moral education programs.

Kohlberg's research can be applied to teacher 'education in two ways:

1. As a diagnostic tool- for making assessments abont moral deVelopment.

In making assessments about students' moral reasoning, teachers could

use Kohlberg's criteria (i.e.., norms, expected standards) for each

stage. For example? if a third -grade -- student told a lie to protect a

. friend the teacher -Would understand t-ecause children of his age often

demonstrate this Stage.2 type of behavior (Instrumental Relativist

Orientation). On the Other hand if an eighteen year old student

also tells 'a lie ,to- protect a, friend it may =be a legitimate cause for

'concern.

2. .As. a method for_discussing moral issues in the classrodth.

Kohlberg's research during the last decade has led to the formulation

of a' systematic approach to facilitating and developing moral reasoning

ability in students.'

1 o
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In the application of Kohlberg's theory to teacher education, however,

many problems still exist. One problem is that his implementing

strategies, although they are not fully developed, are still only

in the planning stage.

Again, in applying Kohlberg's theory to teacher education, Kohlberg's

Stages S and 6 may indicate a moral development beyond the norms of

the school system, Most school systems appear Mope:tate at or below'

Stage 4 with a law and order orientation; it's rules, established by

tie school board and central administration, are expected to be

supportedand'maintained by teachers and students. A teacher reasoning

at Stage 6 who was certain that I.Q. test results were being misused

would have to oppose their administration. He might then be subject

to negative criticism fromschools authorities and Might possibly

lose his job.

111
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"The U. S. Supreme Court and School Desegregation:

From Plessy to Brown and Beyond"

By

7-----)Eugene A. Lincol n*

Your theme for the Third Annual Education Colloquium is: "The

Purposes and Goals of the School of Education." The Bulletin states

that the basic purpose Of the School of Education is the preparation

of personnel for teaching, educational administration, and other

specialized fields of work in- elementary schools, secondary schools,

-eges--andi-univertiti es

Obviously, the basic purpose includes specific' purposes. It seems

that -one -of- them is :to- acqua-int students in--the_ School of

with- the'icontemporary issues in- the: country- -that have a- direct inipadt

upon education. Irkthis regard', the issue of school desegregation is

of tremendousAmportance.

An effort shall be rnade here to present a broad picture of school-

desegregation based upon U.S. SirOeme.Court decisions. Time has been

allotted following the presentation to explore the 'topic in detail-

You may wish to take a few notes.

*Dr. Lincoln is--assric-fate-professor of urban education, School of
Education, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

1 The University of Pitt-shurgh School of Education 1976-1978,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, p. "k
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The case of Plessy v. Ferguson? fs an excellent beginning point

for the presentation. In Plessy the Legislature of the State of

Louisiana had passed a law that required railway companies to provide

separate accommodations for "white and colored" passengers in intrastate

travel. Plessy, a person of mixed descent, boarded.a passenger train

and sat in a coach reserved for the white race. Refusing to move to a

coach reserved for the colored race, Plessy was arrested. Later, he

sued on grounds that the state law was a violation of the Fourteenth

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

The U.S. Supreme Court disagreed. It said, in. effect, that the'

-Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed. civil and =political-equality of the

white and colored races. . But it did not give them a right to commingle.

socially. Further, the Court stated that lawS*permitting or requiring

separation =of the races, were usually left to the ditcretion of the

state legislature, so long as the laws were 'reasonable.

Plessy became known for the doc6ine that separate but eqUal"

public facilities for the black and white races were constitutional.

'It: Nes used by officials as the justification for providing separate

schools for black and white students,

Another important case in the area of school desegregation is

Brown v. Board 'of Education.3 In Brown the U.S. Suprtaie-Cobrt reversed

216
S. Ct. 1138 (1896).

374 S. et._ 686 (1954).
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its ruling in Plessy.4 The hi,gh Court said that in the field of public

education the doctrine of "separate but equal" has no place. One year

later, in Brown II, the Court ordered all students admitted to public

schools on a racially nondiscriminatory basis with "all deliberate

speed."5

The mandate of Brown -_I and Brown II was clear: to desegregate 'N
the public schools with all deliberate speed. The term "desegregation"

-was later used by the Court to refer to the assignment of students:

. . . to public schools and within such
schoc is without regard to their race,
color, religion, 'or r-national origin,

but Ithe term did] not mean the assignment
of students to public schools in'order to
overcome racial imbalance.-(Underliries-added)-

What the term "desegregation" did not mean was probably as impOr-
,-:

tant as its intended meaning. The term did not.mean that students

were required to be assigned to public schools to overcome racial

imbalance, i.e., to achieve integration. Rather, the intended meaning

was that school.- officials Could not use factors such as race,as the

basis for the assignment of students to public schools-.

Somewhat more ambiguous than the term "desegregation" was the

phrase "all deliberate speed." Regardless of the meaning of the phrase,

'47th e case, decided in 1954, is commonly known as Brown I.

575 S. Ct. 757 (1955).

6Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Boardof Education, '91 S. Ct. 1276
(1971).



14 years later the Court took the position that "continued operation

of segregated schools undeer a standard of allowing 'all deliberate

speed' for desegregation is no longer constitutionally permissable.',17

Consequently, dual school districts were ordered dismantled immediately,

instead of with all deliberate speed, and unitary school- districts

establ i shed* "now and hereafter."8

Cases such as Brown L, Brown II; and Alexander provided a framework

for the Court to decide other school desegregation cases. In deciding

each case, the question of overriding importance was: ,Whether the

defendant school district was in-compliance with the mandate of Brown I

and Brown

An answer to the question often, depended upon whether or not the

school district was racially segregated by state law prior to Brown I.

If the district was segregated, it was in compliance with the -Brovin

decisions only upon, a finding by the Court that "all vestiges" of the

state-imposed segregation had been eliminated.9- ,Further, a iinding that

all vestiges" had been removed meant that in the absence of evidence

7A1exander v. Holmes-County Board-bf Education, 90 S. Ct. 29

(1969).

8The fermi "dual.",.school district refers to a district where

students are assigned to schools on a racially discriminatory basis.
The term "unitary" school district refers to a district where' students

are assigned to schocils on a racially 'nondiscriminatory basis. A

school district may-have a racial imbalance and be '!unitary," if
students are assigned to schoolssin the district without regard to
race, color, religion, or national- origin.

9See, for example, Bradley V. School Board of the City of

Richmond, Va., 93 S. Ct.' 1952 (-1973).
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in the future of deliberate racial discrimination'by local and/or

state °Mc-Ms, there was no need for further intervention by the

courts.
10

If the defendant school district was not racially segregated_ prior

to-Brown I, the Court deter:mined whether there was'evidence of post-'

Brown radial discrimination in the district. For example, racial

discrimination may have been the result of deliberate and intentional

conduct by local and/or state officials.
11

Upon a finding of post-

Brown racial discrimination, the Court ordered the school district to

desegregate.

The O.S. Supreme Court has decided a number of cases that give

guidance to school= districts in their efforts to desegregate. Perhaps

the leading case was. Swann. 2 In Swann the Court said that in

attempt to achieve school desegregation (1) limited use may be made of

mathematical ratios in die assignment of b'ack and white students; M

school attendance zones may be altered; and (3) stUdents may be bussed

reasonable distdntes.13

On-the other hand, the Court-has repeatedly rejedted "freedom,of-

10 --
Swann-42p.. p. 1284-

OP
11Keyes V. School District No. 1, Denver=, Colorado, 93 S. Ct. 2686

(1973).

12Swann, 22.. cit., p. 1267.

13Ibid., p. 1270
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choice"14 and "free-transfer"15 school desegregation plans. The plans

were not rejected because they were unconstitutional. Rather, they

were not effective in achieving school desegregation.

in summary, cases pertaining to racial discrimination have been

heard by the U.S. Supreme Court for decades. However, it was not until

1954, in Brown I, that the Court found unconstitutional "separate but

equal" publicschools for black and white students. The following year,

in Brown II, the Court ordered all public schools to desegregate. This

did not mean that all iChools were required to be racial -ly

balanced. Instead, it Meant that school officials could not use factors

such as race as the bas -is for the assignment of students to public

schools, From Brydn I and II to the present, the U.S. Supreme Court

has decided numerous school desegregation cases. In all of them the-
:

Court's overriding concern was whether defendant school district was

in compliance with the,Brown decisions. If in compliance, there usually

was no need for further intervention by the courts. If not in compliance,

the school district-was ordered to- desegregate.

Thank you.

4Green v. County School Board of New Kent County, Virginia,
88 S. Ct. 1989 -( -1968

l5flonroe v. Board of Commissioners, 88 S. Ct. -1 -700 (1968).
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4
T. THE PROBLEM

A. Introduction -
- _ __

There are many-different classifications of supervisors in the

public schools and there are divergent methods, orocedures, and

techniques for the supervision of teachers. Some school districts

employ full time subject area -supervisors. In others one person may

supervise all subjects -.

Many supervisors teach -,art of the day. Several school districts

have no supervzSors. In man buildings the principals supervise_ or the

vice-:)rincinal- observe and evaluate the classroom teachers. At the

national, stat and local levels supervisors work with varietal pre-

service pre-iamtion, job descriptions and credentials. There are no

Clear17 defined or ascendant irinciples within-the states-and the local

-School distric s that senarate superviSors and supervision Lnto an=_

-educational normality. Local custom, precedent or regulations have

determined the nrooer role of supervisors and supervision within the

resoective districts.

With so many dif'erent classifications ofAupervisors.and a multi-

faceted modus ooarandi of supervision,_ the training and nreparation for

.sunervision, by those who do sunervise, might range from a doctorate in

curriculum and sunervision to- no formal course work in the supervision

of teachers.

The di'lersity of the kinds of supervision within the states and local

districts creates corresponding differences in the professional back7rounds

of individuals sel.?eted to be subervisors. These differences in the

training, backgrolnd and experiences, has resulted in diversified anproaches

to classroom funervision. It is not uniform. The practitioners

123



do not all have the'same credentials. They claim to perform the

same basic task: _supervision. Yet, the training, skills, credentials,

techniques and methods of supervisors are dissimilar. Supervisors who

observe and rate teachers may have a little training, no training -or=

extensive training. in the supervision of classroom instruction. The-

kind- of supervisory experiencs provi.!ed for the teachers may be dependent

4non the faculty's perceptions of the supervision they recieve. Theref:ore,
.

the.foci of this research paper are 1) to assess the teachers perceptions

of supervisors who-have different professional backgrounds, 2).to_assess

these nerceoticas using a saliole of teachers in the nubile schools.

B. Statement of- the Problem

The purposes -of this parer are: 1) to assess teacherS perceptions of

supervisor, with different professional backgrounds -,_ 2)- to assess- teachers

nerceptions of the personal esteem- they have for the supervisory process

when they are-supervised by trained supervisors and untrained sunerviserS.

C. Elements of the Problem

To develoaa rationale for using teachers perceptions of supervision

as a means of evaluating the teachers esteem for the supervisory process.

To-assess teachers_ percentions of the supervision they recieve frem

bothtrained 'and untrained sunervisors.

To assess teachers perceptions of supervisors and supervision by

using

1. An 18 question national;,; standar -ized instrument that assesses

teachers percentions of superrision and evaluation.

2. A pe'rson41ly designed 25 questien instrument that assess

teachers )erceltions of their nersonal supervision. This instrument
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contains !cey questions that relate to the style and behavior of trained.

supervisors.

D. Delimitations

1. data Will ignore the sex-of the -teachers r-norting their

perceptions.

2. The stud:f will ;:e conducted in four public schools in Western

Pennsylvania..

E. Limitations

1. The supervisors used in the study do not supervise the same level

of teaching, e.g. both elementary and secondary-supet!isors were employed

in the- study.

2. All of the supervisors do not supeyvise the exact Same number of

teachers.

3.- The Veib instruments lay not elicit some-subtle but important

aspects of teachers perceptions of the supervision they receive.

4. Socioeconomic background, age, and experience of the teachers may

cause distortions of the perceptions of supervisory behavior.

F. Definition of Terms

1. Teachers? Certified teaching member of a public school.

2. Perception Refers-to the relative smoothness of operation-in day

to-day living that reflects the fact that one nerson is in some degree

aware-of-what another person does, feels, wants, an&-it about to do.

:(TagiutLand PetrUllo, 1958, 3. 10)

3. Untrained Supervisor- A-supervisor who never recieVed any formal

training irrAho supervision of classroom teaching.
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4. Trained Supervisor- A supervisor who enrolled and earned graduate

credits from an accredited university in the-supervision of classroom

instruction,

G. Hypotheses

1. There will be no significant differences in teachers percentions

of trained sunervisors comnared to teachers perceptions of untrained

supervisors.

2. There will be no significant differences in teachers perceptions

of their schools sunervision and evaluation if the supervisors are trained

compared to-teachers perceptions of their schools supervision and evaluation

if the supervisors are untrained.
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ILK REYIEW -OF LITERATURE-,

The purpose of the review of the literature-was to organize c ,nfines

out of which a rationale would be developed. `Therefore, the major sections

of .thi9 review- of literature are: (a) the perceptual process, (b) research

-on- teachers perceptions of supervision, (c) a rationale.

A4 The Perceptual -Process

-Our senses are sometimes referred to as our '.'.avenues -to the world".

(Mueller, 1965)-

Although thisstatement does not tell us much about the
senses, it does remind _us -that the only war we-have .of#

responding to -the outside World= ie on the basis of
information received, and operated on, by our sensory

systems. -(p. 2)

The probI(!m-of perception is to :give Am-account -of the relationShip

of sense - exv!rience to material objects. (Quinton, 1955)

This relationship has traditionally been seen as logical,

a matAer of showing how beliefs about objects can, be

established or supported by- what We know in immediate

expe.Aence. (pp. 28-51)

Ilirst (- 1959) stated:

FirstAt is believed that we live in a world of persons,
animals, plants and material things, and that perceiving

is the way we find out about this world and its, contents.

More formally: each of us Is a Illember of a common spatio- 1

temporal system of interacting and enduring entities, and

perceiving is a relation between a person and- other

entities by which he discovers their nature and characteristics.

Secondly, perceiving seems to be a straightforward con-
frontation or direct awareness, a simple looking or hearing

and so or..

Thirdly, it is held that by perception we can ascertain the

real nature and characteristics of most other entities.

(pp. 16-17)
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Jerome Bruner- (1958) believes we do three things When we percieve:

we select, we recode and we deal with the overload of available in-

formation.

Florello (1975) stated:

Selectivity directs our attention to the most essential

things in.a particular activity. Recoding allows us to_ .

assimilate the events.we encounter into simpler forms

and information overload may be dealt with by simoly

ignoring, by acknowledging its existence and then

forgetting it,'"or -by categorizing it. ( n. 73)

Wallack (1951) explains the perceptual proce'ss:

I look around in a familiar environment and find that

nearly every object has,meaming.__This_meaninv I

experience as an and I percieve it out

there. A hammer looks like. something with which to drive

a, nail into a walI-or something with which to smash a

vase. I =have the impression that I percieve these

meanings in the Object even While I realize that they do

not come to me through my eyes at the moment of perceiving

them but must be furnished by a*memory function, for_they

were- given by previous experience =with the object. (n. 6)

The combined mental process that witnesses,classifies -and either

ignores or forgets the object or the nerson is percention. The object (hammer)

is seen. It is identified (selection).- It is functionalized (decoding). It

is forgotten, ignored or categorized.

Memory and the individuals previous experiencekR9so essential in the

perceptual process.

Eastorf, Schneider ands Folefka stated : -

In addition to his sensory nervous system, his past

experience and motivational state were seen to have an

impact on how these stimuli are processed. Contemporary

research in perception emphasizes the joint contributions

of the nhysical stimulus and of the individual to =his

knowledge of the world. (p. 121)

Hamyln (1965) said that perceptionis an interaction between the

organism and the environment. The interaction between the two causes.
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objects to mean something. (Pronko and Bowles, n. 228) The awareness

of persons, events, objects, qualities, relationships, or situations

during the interaction invokes a selection and recoding process. It

draws upon the individuals past and nresent knowledge.

All human beings possess the capacity to be- perceptive. We have

perceptions of objects and perceptions of nersons, (Heider, 1 -954)

In thing perception we see objects that have color, that

are placed within the surrounding spade in-A particular-

position, and-that have functional properties which
Make theM-fit Or not fit into our purposes, oroperties

-which define.their_oladeAm_the_space-of:means=end6-
relations, and which also define their-oOtsibli effects:

There is a chair on which one can _sit, there-is

an-- object -with which one can cut :paper, tie-a-package,

-or- write a note.

-1m-contrast to things, persons are-rarely mere mani0U-,

lands; Tether they are action-- centers, they can -do

something -to- us. they -can benefit or -harm-usin.,

tentionally-, and-we can benefit or-harm-them. Persons-

Ate-percieved_as-having acting-puroose

fully, as-having Wishes or sentimentS, as perdeiVing-dr-

Ithtedna-us, they-are systeMs haVing_Tenresentations,

they-can ':e-our friends-Or our-enemies, and eachlIAS_his

characteristic traits. (p. 22)

Because all human perception is determined by color,, space and functional

properties in objects, and by the awareness of the existence of an intricate

system of unpredictable variables in persons, human beings begin to men-
,

tally sYstematize the relationship b-tween themselves, objects, and nersons

immediately unon confrontin; them. There is human input and human out-

nut in the percentuaI process,

Dembdr (1960)-:said:

-A perceptual system is one which- relates out put to

innut. The study of nerceptioh is the study-of such

Systems as the occur in-living organisms. -0.-61
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When peoo_e confront either objects or other people the perceptive

process commences.

De.Mber (1960) ;stated:

Living organisms emit behavior: they have out put.
Unlike the output of some machines, the output of
organisms is dependent upon the energy impinging
on them - that is,_ upon, their innut. The aspect of

energy relevant to Psychology is its informative character.
Information May impinge on the oranisln from its Surround-
ing environment, by way of its exteroreceptorS; 6r as
feedback from its own behavior. To the extent that an
organism - Or- a =Chine for that matter is responsive

to input from. either source, it can be said to contain
a perceptual system. In particular, perception is the
study of systems that relate out put to inpat. (p.24)

Because the perceptive orocess requires input and out put a catego-

rizing system evolveS between the organisms.

How you categorize and perceive me will influence how you
behave toward me, and your behavior, in turn will influence
how:I -behave. Cur point for the= moment, is to stress the
role the selecting and categorizing activities of the
perceiver _play in creating his Perceptions of the other
and in producing structure in his world or other people.

(Hastork et al., 1970, 13)

The human facility to integrate the data of perceptual input facilitates

1

the process of perceptual out nut. Human transactions cause a matrix of

reflective mental processing and selection of the data on the part of the

participants.

Welford states:'

Perception involves both a selection froM, and an inte-
gration of, the data conveyed' to the brain from- the

sense organs. Selection seems to be made in terms of
both simple sensor qualitieS and more complex semantic
aspects ofAhcoming data, and appears to result in
nunwantedn'data. being in a very real sense attenuated'''.

(Welford, 1972. P. 5)

This Process may be automatic.. People might not even be ayare of it.
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This evaluation of other persons, important as it is

in our existence, is largely automatic, MB of the thing

we do without knowinsr much about the "principles" in

terms of which we operate. Regardless of the skill which

an adult may have in appraising others, he engaget in the

process most of the time without paying much attention

to how he does it. (Tagiuri and Petrullo, 1958. n. 9)

'Because the percep.tual orocpss is.initiated =by an integration of the

human senses and oast knqwledge the individual tystematizes the input and

out tut of the interaction that causes the perceptual process into per-

Sonalized-data that becomes meaningfUl to-him. An orderly and reflective

mental process provides him with a ooint of view toward-the object that

tet going the- perceptual transaction. We think. We Organize. We evaluate.

A- pexsonaliframe_of reference develops_betWeen ourselves-and-the object

- we perceive. Subsequent human actions are as a result of the "stimuli"

that incited thd per.:eption. A change in -:;ehavior occurs.

14- -
Kimble and Garkezy'(19,13) stated:

It is important to recognize perception as a concept, or

intervening variable.- Put most simply, the concept of
perceotion describes the relationship found to exist

between certain kinds of stimulus events and certain

behavioral facts. :lost oercentual acts produce stimuli

that are of value in interpreting the perceptual event.

The perceptual act must terminate in some form of response

that provides an indication of the perceptual behavior of

the subject.- (po. 316-317)

Smith stated:-

Perception is.personal intake. To-oercieve means to_

recor;nize, to- acknowledge, to interpret, to be aware of,

to- identify with, to associate-,- -(Smith, 969. pp. 57-64)

Bedause human perceptions are determined by human inout and human out

out it is important to understand how a human being establishes a perceptual

world. The percsotual world is determined by past knowledge-and per-s:

experiences. It lust materialize into an orderly and significant orocess
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that achieves order from disorder. It has structure, stability and is

meaningful.
v

Hastorf et al. (1970) stated:

JithoUtatructure, stability and meaning events would
make no sense. Aith them, our percentions define a
predictable world, an orderly stage for us to act on.

Our sens25,4iganize all entities into qualitative divisions. They

are given structure, stability and meaning.

Field (19-3) stated:

The qualities (of all entities) are percelue through our

senses. By quantitatively extending them along their
lines of -contrast we 'concieve of an entity (object, area

or person). To be an entity it must have an enclosing'

perimetee forming a unit. Other than a portion of a

e
homo-

gen,Us mass it requires symmetry when classifying it.
Synn. try is measured-as extention and is quantitative.

The act of receiving the qualitative divisions from which
aeie divide the oercentive field into quantitative entities

is ah-instantaneous or spontaneous act. Likewise, further
receivangatr oerceivings-areanontaneout;, however, they
are-not-the same act and there is=a timeIegibetWeenin:
whiththe-mind- may -beintuitirigiandinductin& in -- trying=

to ctiattify the-concept. 1p.24

It is-now-necessaryto-examinelow-a- perceptional werid-IS formed in

social settings:

Human beings are perceptive of other human beings. The perceptions of

living creatures have very characteristic properties (Hochberg, 1969. p.105).

Human or persc534 perception may occur.as a result of several different types

of interaction because persons are "action centers". THOI cant talk, offend,

lurrt, or alienae. They have an appearance. They can laugh and cry.

Hochberg :-1964)_ stated:

Most people consider themselves good judges of character,
and for selecting the candidate for a job the personal
interview-remains as testimony to the belief that a personas

132
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future actions can be judged by his appearande.

The face is an extremely important organ of commu-
niceLion for revealing, concealing, and dissembling
states of-emotion, desires, feelings, and intentions.

pp._(.71-057.108)

-Cbe mode of human behavior incites a reverberating mood of human

-behavior in the perceiver.

'1e oritanize all human behavior into intent-act-effect
units, and that procedure not only enablesus to develop
some behavioral organization but also parmiCs and even

pushes us to develop some hypotheses covering the enduring

intents and dispositions or oeisonality traits. (Hastorf et

al.,.1970. on. 15_16)

0

Much of our ehavior is influenced by our perceptions of persons and

objects..

Behavior is one of the main sources of stimulation, and it

is Imth complex and ever changing. One of =the ways We:make

_sense out of the complexity is to make Anferences that zo

beyond the behavioral data. We perceive other people as=

causal agents,-we infer intentions, we-infer emotional states,

and we go further to infer enduring-dispositions or-persona-

lity. trait's. (Hastorf et al., 1970. p. t7)

-Human beings otganiie, coordinate and synthesize- their perceptions of

others. -(Cassirer, 1969)-

Perception too cannot be understood in its specific nature,

meaning, and total structure without the Assumption Of

(human) organization, coordination and synthesis. (p. 23)

As onz person encounters another the perceptual process begins. Human

input and outs put becomes an abStract commodity-of structure, stability and

meaning that fuses with past knowledge to organize and coordinate °a"

perception. The perception exists because of a synthesis-of integrated

personal data. that is available to Eh-a 15ercievei. This causes a change-in--

human behavior because human behavior, becomes a product of the perceptual

veil . Gogers (1975) validates the veil of human perception.
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He- says the following about the veil of human perceptions:

That there- are mods.
2. -Chat there- is an independently existing objective_

world separate from minds. .
3.- That the- inind- den_ come to know, or at least truly

1elieve, some things about the -objective and inde,
nendent world.

4. -hat the- mind comes-to know or truly -believe- some
-of those things as- a reSUlt of- a- (causal) link
i;etween the objective world and-the mind.
`2i-tat the mind comes to know cr truly believe I;
-some -propositions or oropositions.

6.
e

l'hat-the- mind',6mes to. know or truly -believe thoSe
-propositions eythe-SaSis of an awareness of -ce.rtain-
%hings which are presented directly to -it.

7, That -those things- which- are- presente_ft_to-U- are
numerically-different things from the things,
outside objective world.
That there -are- some_jproperties which the thingS
:presented to- the mind_ have -which- are 'either
Similar or- identical :with= the 'or-ober:tie-S., whieh things
in the -outside world- have.
That it -is =because- there is -this identity =or Simila,
-rity that it is __possible for-minds- to-come_ tb--_-knOW or

truly believe-certain'-thinvs- about __the-outside-world.,
(nn., 2I67;2

'The world "is" as -"it"- is- percieved-._ Human -behavior is- modified-by

what we know o:. truly believe from our ierceotions of persons and objects.-

Human perception establishes order and at ening in persons and objects. The

perceiver "sees something" in the person the -object that he perceives.

This- "tomethin7-" becomes a -Stimuli that establishes a- point of- reference

between -the per ei,ver and the perceived . i perional assessment of its true

- :Weaning -follow:,. It might, become- -good.6r bad, positive or negative-, or

neutral._

,0
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-B. Teachers Perceptions of Supervisbrs and Supervision

Becaus4? all human beings do develov a veil of perceptions about'

objects and persons, eublic school teachers will develop perceptions of

their supervisors and supervision. It is important now to investigate
.

teachers perceptions of supervisors and supervision.

Research in the past ten years has delAloped the following principles
0

concerning teachers ne ce-etions of supervisors and supervision.

1. ;.Teachers perceetions of supervision is an -aetive process involving

-an interaction- between the teacher and the superVisor.

2. the teachers nercentions of the valUe of their supervition is

related to their aersonal percentions _ef the manner in which= they'are

sunervised._

3. The- teachers perc,,..ptions of supervision is influenced by the-style"

_and behavior of the supervisor.

Ca
The following paragraphs provide- additional inforMation about the three

principles of teachers_ perceptions of supervision.

1=-. -Teachers perceptions of supervision is- an active process involving

an interaction between the teacher and the supervisor; The teacher organiies,

coordinates and sjnthesises what he "sees" in tha sunervisor.

Slumber (1963), Blumber and Amidon (1965) and Amidon and Powell (1966)

describe this process as an active "interchange of human input and out 'tit

between the -su)ervisor and the teacher. /rhe teacher reacts to what he "sees"

in the supervisor.

. .

Churtikian and Cryan (1972):, Linemann (1970).

researched- the different types- of interaction between ,the teachers and

supervisors. The teachers do develop a personal percepti9n of supervisici;.

0 -
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Masher and -Fume]. (1972) said:

The teachers may see manner, warmth, empathy,
authoritarianism tough - mindedness and the like. (p.6)

The meeting between the teacher and the-superVisor incites behavipor

change in the teacher that results from th
4_

teachers perceptual Scan

of his supervision.

The teachers perceptions of supervision are related to paSt.experiences

In supervision and immediate assessments of "what" they "see" in their

supervisiOn. (Osborne- and Grace, 1971)

2. The teachers perceptions of the value of their.supervision is

4.;

related to their personal perceptions of the manner in which they are

supervised.

Cogan :(1973) stated;

It -immediately bedomes evident that the -relationship,_

tote,.established-betweeh teaqber and clinical super.:

visor has important consequenglt --pedagogical, ethidal,

medico -leg :1, psYcholo5rigaIanri strategic.

:files (1967) said:

Any supervisory action- in lves workimg with another

person. If the interaction between the supervisor and

the others with whom he hopes to relate is not rear
communication, neither the supervisor nor the other

persdrs cheply affected. (n. &5)

Teachers evaluate the supervisory encounter as being significant in

their nrofessicnal lives and meaningful for their personal lives. They will

listen to the suoervisor but they want4his advice to be personalized..

Berman anc. .USery (1966)=stated

One nay4to make necessary differences in schooling for

chill.ren and youth is through the personalizing of

teacher-superviser interchanges. By personalizing is

mean *. the meeting of another at a level and thrOugh a

means whin is central to the concerns, inttrests, ideas,

136
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and nodes of thinking and feeling of the other. per-

sonalizing-is responding at the level of personality

where a strategic impact can be made. At times this

meeting of teacher and supervisor may go beyond the

traditional "helping" of the teacher to an int-raction

situation in which both the supervisor and teacher

are enhanced by the,confrontation. (pp.1-2)

Amidon and Powell(196) -and Churukian and Cryan (1972 ) describe the

process of teacher and-supervisor as a social process which involves

Interaction between two or more people. The most important elements of the

supervisory relationship are the ability of the supervisors to communicate

= effectively with teachers and-to act in a manner that they (teachers) feel

will lead to a nositive relationship.

Unless supervisory behavior is percieved properly by the teachers it

becomes futile. (Blumberg and Cusick, T97b)

3. The teachers perceptions_ =of supervision is influenced by the style

and behavior patterns' of the supervisor.,

Because the teacher translated the supervisors behavior into intent -

act - effect units cverythinc- that the supervisor does will be perceived by

the- teacher as being positive or negative.

Blumberg stated:

In general, differential perceptions of supervisory

_behavioral styles are related to differential _per-

centions of the-state of interpersonal relations that

-exist betwein a teacher and a supervisor (pc. 34-35)

The teachrs "watch" and "listen" to the sunervisol4.. They .perceive

a tehavior arid a style.

When the supervisors and teachers confront each other,

the former communicates various observations and

generally makes his assistance available. but the

manner in which the supervisor conducts himself and

the information he attempts to transmit are :dements

crucial to the-outcome of the conference. (Blumberg

and Amidon, 1965. 41-46)
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The personal behavior and the supervisor style of the styervisor

influences the interaction with the teacher. Logan (19')2) isolated

'several variables of supervisory style and behavior that negated effective

teacher supervisory relations. Blumb,7rg aka 'ieber (1)66) and Fostn, (1?59)

descried some specific actions by supervisors-that influ,nce teachers

perceptions of supervision. The teachers can 'flak-- distinetiOs between

"good" or "bad" supervision,and "good" and "bad" oersonal '':ChaVior or

superv: y

Because teachers do have different percentions of supervision and can

distinguish between different types of sunervision they are able to classify

perceived-supervisory behavior into particular typeS. Each type of ner-

ceived suPerVisorj behavior incites an individual reaction by the teachers.

This reaction may be oositive or negative. The7 s.:e the role of supervision

as- "good" or -"bad". It becomes- "meaningful" or "futile". The teachers are

ably say why they make the conclusions that they do about the perceptions

-of .supervision.

C . Rationale

The following conclusions provide a _rationale for the use of teachers

perception* of their supervision to distinguish-differences in kindS of

supervision that teachers recieve. These represent a synthesis of the

literature on :erceptions and teachers- perceptions of supervision.

1. Teacb:rs lerceptions of sunerVision-offer one valid-indication

of different kinds of supervision.

2. Teachers perceptions of supervision re based unon personal

reactions to tic style and b.havior of-the supervisor.

3. Teachers are able to detect differences in the style and behavior .

of supervisors.

136
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4. Teachers are able to classify different kinds of supervision

into positive or negative supervision:

The four conclusion's are supoorted by combining data from previous

sections:

1. Teachers perceptions of supervision offer one valid indication

of the teacher:. ability to notice different kinds of supervision.

The literature on percention indicates that human b?ings organize,

coordinate and synthesi information in order to establish structure,

stability and neaning in objects and persons. Past emieriendes are

important in this process. ':then the teacher.meets with the = supervisor

an interaction of human input and out put commences between the two. The

teacher if lef' with a perception. Future meetin-s between the two will

add to th teachers pecJntions. Eventually the teacher will develop a

stable-am cle;_r Perception of his supervisor. Changes in sunervisory

style and behavior will cause changes in the pe-...ceptiop. Teachers "see"

differences in sunervision.

2. Teachwrs perceptions of supervision are bed upon their personal

reactions to the style and behavior of the supervisor..

Adequate yAnirical evidence supports the contention that teachers

perceptions of supervision chine considerably with noticeable modification

in the style and behavior of the subervisor.

3._ leachers (Ire able Lc detect diffe-fences in .the style and behavior

of supervisors.

Teachers lo not see all supervision as being the same. 3ach supervisor

creates a uniiue type of sunervision that is the suafof his nersonal style

13)
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and behavior as percieved by the teacher. Teachers are aware of these

differences an value the productivity of the supervision in terms of

how the Supervisor "behaves".

4. Teachers are able to classify different kinds of supervision into

good" or "bad" di- "positive" and "negative" supervision depending upon

their personal )erceptions of the style, and behavior of the supervisor.

Teachers assess their supervision in terms of how the supervisor perso-

nalizes the approach and treats the teacher. They (teachers) are able to

separate supervisors and oupervirion into specific types., They see

differences in supervisor's and supervsion.

In summari:zing,the teachers do have a "perceptual veil" or point of

reference towards their supervision. It is valid to use teachers nerceo

tions of supervision and supervisors to investigate percieved differences

betweenttrained and untrained sunervisors.
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III. DESIGN OF HE ST1DY

'A: Population

The study was conducted in four nubile schools. Two of these are

secondaltschools and, two are elementary schools. All of the schools

are in the suburbs of:Pittsburgh.

Setting of the Study:

Schools A and B are large secondary schools in the Northern suburbs

of- Pittsburgh. The supervisors in these schools are untrained.

Schools C and P are two different elementary scnool within the same

school system. The supervisor in school C has a doctorate in curriculum

and supervision and the supervisor' in- school D has extensive post master

work in supervision. These schools are in an .eastern suburb of Pittsburgh.

The supervisors in schools A and 3 supervise about 35 teachers each

(Subject area supervisors).

The supervisors in schools C and D supervise about 25 teachers each

(Building principals):

All of the sunervisors in the study observe and rate each teacher that

was used in the study.

A total of 103 teachers-were used in the study. Ali of the teachers

in schools C and D-were used. All of the ieachersin school A and B were

used except 10. This-was to establish four .equal groupScf about -25 each.

The teachers from schools A and 3 were-chosen by random selection.

B. Description of the Instruments

Two qu_stionnaires were used for this study. One was used to assess-

general perceptions of supervision and evaluation. rho other was lsed Lo

asses the ,sar.:hers nercentions of supervision from trained and:untnined,

supervisors.

141
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%The James-M. Y(lun and Edbert L. Haichbteryer School Supervision
and Evaluation. Questionnaire to Assess Teachers Gent-rat Perceotions
of Supervision and EvalUation. (la questions)

This instrument was developed by ',bung and IlAnchherger to assess

tea hers !;enercl porceetions of their supervision and evaluation.: All

of the questiors were based on the !;eneral concerns related to effective

supervision am evaluation as indicated by educators throughout the

United States in recent educational oublications. .It covers all of the

important and relevant aspects of sucervision as indicated ir the

professional literature. It contains content and face validity and assesses

the teachers p. reaction toward his supervision and evaluation.

It Includes th Following Areas:

1. Need or supervision and evaluation.

2. Percaltionof supervision.

3. Participation of teachers (insupervision

4. Evalui-tion used for diagnostic purposes.

5. Partinication or many in-evaluation (.ho- should be included in

'evaluAion).
.

6. Focus attention on the learner (instead-of-the teacher).

7. Super:isors perception of teachers Philosolhy.

6. EvaluLtion should focus attention, on improvement (instead of

dismilsal).

9. Time 1:)ent In supervision ( two questions).

10. Und,f suuervisor (teacher relationshic).

11, jesir:-! supervision program.

12. 'reselt role of principal/supervisor.

t3, :.ffecive way to improve instruction.

14. Tiugge-Aed superVisorv/evaluation program.

t5. Impor-..ant.humanistic

1:12
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16. Important teacher attributes.

17. Ways to improve the supervision and evaluation process.

There are ten - yes or no questions, three short essay questions

and five multiple choice questions on the Young and Heich'-;erger

questionnaire.

2. ?ersonally Designed Instrument to Assess Teachers Perceptions of
Trained and.Untrained Supervisors.

.

Because a trained supervisor is given instruction in methods of

classroom supervision-via, lectures, textbook, seminars and actual

practice he develops competencies in the supervision of classroom instruction.

He -knows something about supervision that the untrained supervisOr does hot

know.

He has read about supervision, practiced it, and listened to the advice

of experienced educaters.who have spent mary years supervising teachers.

learns meLhods, skills and procedures. Because these are based upon extemt

sive- research, experience and success they are sound, practical and sucdessful
4.-

methods of "proper" supervision. As a trained supervisor he does "things" in

his supervision that reflect normative practices of trained supervisors. A

trained siperv.soP, thinks, alts, behaves and supervises like a trained

supervisor is supposed to think, act, tehave-and supervise.

The self-designed instrument used :in this study asks the Leacher to

comment about the supervision he recieves. The ',nstrument asks straight-

forward questions about his supervision. All of the questions probe the

teacher. as to what he "saes" in his sunervision. All of.._the-questtaht-filate

o skials-that-th., Lr7Tined supervisors shoild have. The teacher is as16d if

- -4 3
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sees the supervisor as a threat. A trained sunervisor should not be seen

as a threat. he teacher is asked if the sueervisor criticizes

teaching". The trained sunervisor never criticizes.

The instrument, in each of the twenty-five questions, allows the

teacher to separate the supervision he receives into a distinct "tyoe".

It will either be a,oractice of a trained sunervisor or a!, untrained one.

Each question is directed at soliciting the teachers perception of

supervisory skills that the trained supervisor shoUldSbossess.

Rationale for :'sirs the- Personally Designed Instrument for Assessing
Teacher's Perce,tions of Trained Supervisors.

Because.teachers.dcPerceives:differences in- the style and tehavior

Of supervisors and this study is assessing teachers nercentions of trained

and untrained sunervisors an instrument is needed to measure the differences

in supervisory behavior . This can then ba classified into f) Behotior of

a trained superviSor, 2) Behavior of an untrained sunervisor.

-Tis instrument orovides data on teachers perceotions of trained

supervisors and teachers perceptions of untrained sunervisors. The data

from the trIned supervisors can be comnared with the data from the

untrained sunerviser.

This instrument has vary high face and contentardlidi v as correlated',

with exnected suervisory competencies of trained supervisors. It was

developed by using the sunervisory competencies list from the University of

Pittsburghst Denartment of_CurricuIum-and-Sunervision, Summer orkshoo

at Bethel Park, "enns:Tlvania, (190).

14



Rationale for Usin Both the Muni, and Heichberg.er Questionnaire

and a Personallk Designed Instrument to Assess Teachers Percen

tions of Supervision.

With two instruments a comparison can be made between the two groups

of teachers used in the study: One group with the "trained supervisol°

will have perceptions of their general supervision and their personal

supervision; the other group with the untrained supervisor will also

have a perception of their general supervision as well as their personal

supervision. The questionnaires will provide data that can be used to

c2mpare teachers perceptions of bah'groups.

i C. General Procedures
/

One hundred envelopes were-assembled_and- personally delivered ,to

each of the four schools. Each envelope contained cl.) a letter of

introduction from the researcher explaining the ourodse of ti-e-

2) a letter exaaining the directions for filling out the questionnaires,

3) two questionnaires,. 4) an envelope to -.dace the finished questionnaires._

the tedchers had three days to complete the instrument and rbturn them

to the-office in sealed envelops . the writer personally picked up the

questionnaires.-

145



,,IV. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

. \

Within M. limitations of this study, the following are the fihdings:

HyootfiesA.s number one was rsjectedr.7 are
--/-.,_ ,..1,T -r-:. -,---k,.... -.-----"---....-:

------------r- S' N. '-,.-:'.---...-:"..r,-1--' e:'
in teacherp-olvejotions of traineu4g4le 6psrpomdred

,,,,. 'I .--,,, ' -.9. .... '

's, 1. r A -..
..

'perc,otionS'-of untrained suomisors.

significant diffel'ences

I

to teachers

Hyoo'thesi. numoer_two cted. There are\significant differences

-- in teacherS perotltilins,ofr1-4-14r- schools superVision-4nd
ter"

teachers .zre-s.oervise'djyrained suoervisors

are supervised b-;-ahtrainki supervisors.

In groups A ana B the questionnaires were

evaluation if the

compared to teachers who

returned from 12 teachers

in each_ e the 'groups for a total of 24. (Untrained- supervisors).

In grouo-C,-fourteen questionnaires were returned -and in,_group

16 quesUonnares .re,re returned for a:total of-30. (Trained superviiors;.

Statistical exaAinations provided the following data:

-Table-A

_Means-of the Four GrouoS-on Total Score
Unrestricted Least Square Estimates Cell Means

rcun A_ Group B

67064 67,667

Trained
Group C

80,194

Grouo D

These scores were formulated by giving numerical weights of 4 to an

always answer, 3 to a.sometimes answer, 2 to a seldom answer and 1 to a never,

answer in quee.ionnaire two: ry

In questi)nnaire one, numerical weights of 3 were given to Yes answers,



2 to, a no answer and 1 to a- neutral answer.

An anlysis of variance .indicates that the overall study

nificant. There is a siurificant differenec..! between .grod3t-Fand --y1

B - untrained, and groups C and D - trained. T1, A-e. is no significant

difference between groups A- and B.

Table B

Hypothesis

Groups

Error

'Analysis , of Variance

DF MS-

576.33-

1%16

P-Value-

P-_.001

Further statistical examination Indio-Aliathat there is a significant

difference -between group C- and the- other three groups.- .'he 'supervisOr

in. grow) C hat a doctorate in -.curriculum and aupervision)4

The follo=ring data indicate that the overall study was significant

:partly because the dyfnce-between group C, and- the average of groups

A, D. -do -s -not 11.,i'alude- zero.

Tablo "C-

Estimate :ontrasts Standard Error of .Confidence for Each_Row

of _Hypoth.;sis. Test Matrix.-
The-Pt-i-Estimate of the Difference

between Grouos A and B and D and Grouo C.

-Bow' Psi Est. Est. S.E. Low LAT. UP?. LIT.

Groups A- 3-D'.1 1 -b.321 75.7-70-7 -1-1,123 5.519

Group c4, -1.076 0.897 -13-.663 -8.485
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An examination of ,the data indicates major diffennces between the

teachers perceptions of trained supervisors compared with teachers

perceptions of. untrained supervisors, These major differences concern

germane 'interrelationships britween two huTnari beings. As such; thb

lationship can -be assessed- in terms of positive --or negative valueS because

the verdict of the teacher towards his supervision is based upon cognitive

and suspicious impressions -of what' he "sees" in -his supervisor and super-

vision. He se -s competence or sham. He detects misrepresentation or-

authenticity.- He is enlightened or he is perplexed, !is perceptual scan-
,

can see "goodn ;se or' "badness" and "positiveness" and "nagativenesc".-

!:

The data do not separate the teachers perceptions into "good" arid- '!bad!'

supervision. However within_the--1-imitat-ions --of. this brief study an important %

concept does surface that discredits the alleged- "Supervision" .of some
A

superVisors and commends the supervision of others.. Thent exists "suoervision"

-and- there exists preferable "sunervision": The prevalence _61: supervision in

the schools -does not mean 'that it is 6referable (1. effective: supervision.

'The data indicate that there are misinterpre tatiins ,of the process of super-
, _ A

vision on nart of some Supervisors.

Supervisory behavior or practice that is percieved as unfavorable cab

not be misconstrued as .being good or positive.

A close e..amination of some specific data in the questionnaire support

thiS conUlntio .. All of th,_ teachers who have tr:Aned supervisors indicated

that their suoervisors are qualified to observe and rate their teaching

performance am1 that their supervisors were good supervisors. The teachers

with untrained suoal;visors stated :hat their supervisors were Sometimes_ or

I 4 3
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seldomqualified to observe. and Fate them and that their supervisors were
4%. .

Table D
note,00d supe'rvisors.

-My Supervisor is tialified to Observe and Rate my Teaching Performance.

e-'

Trained suearvisors -always 29 , sometimes 1 , seldom , never

. 'ct0.

A Untrained supervisors-always , sometimes 10 , seldom , never_U

Supervisors is arlood rvisor.

Trained4sunervisors

Untrkled, supervisors- always

-alwO('s 22_, sometimes , seldom .,..._, never
Ap

2 , sometimes 6 :seldom 6, never 3

The tevhers with trained supervisors do not see ':,he supervisor as a

Ai

-threatening adminisiritor !Ion do they fe-A.that he (the supervisor) is
.

potentially dangerous to a teacher.8.

P

-a: See tail Individual"dho Superv,ise-6 Me as a Friend and Colleaye rather

'-than as anthreatening ,Administratoi..

'Trams always 22, sometimes _5_,-seldom' _2_
, .

never

Untrained supervisors-always , sometimes i3 -seldom 4 , never 16
77

-The Supervisor is Quite Often Seen as Potentially Dangerous tea Teacher.

Trained supervIsors. Yes No 27 Neutral.

Untrained supervisors Yes_ 21- No 2 Neutral, _t

Because the teachers have a negative attitude toward supervision. in

generai they also have a negative attitude towards their personal super-

vLsion.-

Athin the limitations of this study, there is a r-;lationship between.

'the "twos A cv-iparison of the data in questionnaire one with the data in

149
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questionnaire indicates that there is a relationship. A causal'

relationship exists between what the teacher "sees" in his supervisor

and his perception of supervision in general.

On questi)nnaire one the teacners were asked to list ways i4 which

supervision can be improved. They said the following:.

1. lays to Improve Supervision and Evaluation.

Responses of Teachers with Untrained Supervisors.

1. Better unlerstandini of the evaluation process, participation

in it, and- not only negative comments.

2. Set d.finite, obtainable goals, which both the teacher and the

supervisor see as desirable goals._

3. Decrease the fear of being suoervised.

4. lore time spent in in-service sessions explaining expectations

and procedures used in the!evaluatiOn.

5. Have teacher set up resonable objectives to be achieved and the
0

supervisol' check on these.

6. A compatibility in stadr obj.ctives and a sympath=y "toward

human

71.
-Pre:Observation conferences, discussing what_is eXpected, and

belping the teacher maintain classrooMgoals, through these guidelines.

3. Teacher adylinjstration designed evaluation instruments.

9. Remove Any"chwie of ratirws 1-ing used for pot:)ntial lay- offs

10. Know th. characteristics being judged on.

14, Pre-observation discussions,
0

12. Don't he condescending!

150
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When.thete comments are compared with the data in questionnaire-two

it_is clear that the teacher does not."see" his supervision as he wt'uld

1-tke to "see" it. An item analysis of specific questions indicates that

the untrained supervisor does not "do" what the LI-sine& sunervisor does.

That is, the untrained supervisor never does the "things" that the trained

supervisor always does. That is why the teachers with untrained suner-

visors ask for improvement in areas that the teachers with trained super-
% ;

visors have no problem.

There are very few comments on the questionndires of the' teachers

with trained supervisorS on ways to improve supervision and-evaluation.

2. days to Improve the Supervision and Evaluation Process.

Responses-of ` teachers with T:ained Supervisors.

Mutual resnect.=

2. let the supervisor teach awhile.

3. Determine expectations. 7.

4. Aare visits by the supervisor.

5. Understand needs oe the educational nrocess.

An item analysis of the questionnaires indicates that the trained

supervisor always'does the "things" that the untrained supervisor never

.does

It is important in this -study not only to indicate that there are

significant differences between teachers perceptions of both trained and

untrained supervisors but also to indicate the "general areas" of difference.

It is the ;e "general areas" of differ;nce that make distinctions

between the to chess perceptions of nositive or negative supervision. Factor

analysis of selected "general areas" of difference indicate-that trained
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supervisors sunervise differently from untrained ones. This results

in a mode_ of s .pervisory behavior that the teachers perceive as being'

nositivp. rho feel that their supeirvisors are cp.alified'and are doing

good,job of .iapervision. untrained supervisors initiate a mode of

behavior -,hat -,he teachers peIrcieve as ne?Itive. teachers do not

like the .uoervision and feel that it should be inproved.

In some areas both ;roues agree._ Over ninetv.,five percent of both

groups.agree that the teachers should take Part in developing- evaluation

instruments, that there is a definite need for supervision in the schools

and that evaluation should not be the basis for disMissal.

Within the limitations of this study and based on thefindings of this

study the follt.wing- co:Iglus-ionswe're drawn.

1. There are significant differences between teachers percentions

of trainee supervisors and teachers perceptions of untrained supervisor.%

2. ?rained supervisors initiate,a style and behavior that is seen by

Ulu teachers a; being nositive.

3. Intrained supervisors do not'initiate a style and behavior that

the teachs3rs perceive as being nositive.

4. There is a relationship between teachers perceptions of their

general supervision and their oerceotion cf &kir nersonal supervision.





APENDIX k

Cover_Letter to the Teacher

To the ClasSroom Teacher:

Although there are numerous demands on your time, will you please
take a few minutes for a task which you alone are best qualified.

As a frraduatt student at the University of "ittsburgh, Department
of Curriculum an Supervision,' I have undertaken a research study to
examine how face: ties Perceive their supervision and evaluation.

Please coops ate in this study by completing the enclosed cluesti)nnaire--!
At your earliest convenience and returning them to
sealed in the, envelope provided by . Neither your name

nor the name of :'our school-is requested. This is to preserve the
anonymity of returns and to focus, on ?four perceptions rather than you as

an individual, or lasber of a particular faculty.
This stud, is b:ing conducted under the dir,ctions of Dr_ . John L. Morgan

at the University of Pi'tsburgh.-

Sincerely,

John ?. McDonough, teacher
Shaler Area Senior High School

15 4



Apendix_Cont.

Directions for tae Teachers:

The purpose of this study is to assess how faculties perceive their
their supervision and evaluation.

Directions:

1- The term supervisor refers to that person who observes your-classroom
teaching. It can be a principal, vice principal, full time supervisor,
partite sunervisor or department head.

Glance over ioth questionnaires before beginning to respond. This will

give you a qtmeral idea of its nature and purpose.

Respond to each luestion as accurately as possible.

KINDLY COMPLETE AND RETURN.THESE QUESTIONNAIRES TO

SEALED- IN- THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED,

THANK YOU



APENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE 4 1 (young and Heichberger)

NEED FOR SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION
There is a definite need for supervision and evaluation of teachers in
the public school.

yes no neutral

2- PERCEPTION OF SUPERVISION
The supervisor is. quite often seen as potentially dangerous to a teacher.

yes no neutral

PARTICIPATION OF TEACHERS
Teachers should take part in developing or selecting evaluation instruments,

so that they know the criteria against which they, are heinejudged.

yes no neutral

4- EVALUATION USED FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES,
evaluation should be used to diagnose teacher's performance so they can

stregthen their weaknesses through- in-service education.

yes no_ neutral

$- PARTICIPATION CF MANY IN EVALUATION
Evaluation should be something in which teachers have a part along with

students, parents, and aministrators.

-no neutral

6- FOCUS ATTENTION ON THE LEARNER
One way out, of the evaluation dilemma is to put the focus on the learner,

not the teacher' and to involve everyone in the business of assessing or

supervising everything we do all the time.

yes no neutral

7- SUPERVISOR'S PERCEPTIOc OF TEACHERS PHILOSOPHY

It is important for the supervisor to have some understanding of the

teacher's educational philosophy and how the teacher views his cwn profession.

yes no neutral

8- EVALUATION SHOULD FOCUS ATTENTION ON IMPROVEIM
Instead of focusing major attention on providing the basis for dismissal or

continuedfemployment, evaluation programs should focus attention on improving

the performance of the employee presently serving on the job.

yes no neutral
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° QUESTIONNAIRE -RI

THIRTY-FIVE ?:'.??CENT OFTIME SPENT II SUPERVISION
The baildinu principal should spend at least 35% of-his time in supervising.

yes no neutral

10- TWENTY-FIVE PERCEgT OF '?t !E SP:'"Nr IN SUPERVISION

My building principal spends at least 254: of his time in supervising.

yes -no neutral
---7---

,11- KIND OF SUPERVISOR/TEACHER RELATIONSHIP
The kind of 'relationship you would like_ to have exist between you,and a

Supervisor is that of a: (a) elping relationship, (b) colleagueship,

(c) evaluator or rater, (d) counselor-client, (e) teacher student.

a

12- DESIRED SUPERVISION PRCGRAM
The kind of supervision program you would like to see implemented in your

school would be a: (a) team approach to supervision, with teachers designing

and,evaluation instrument and evaluating each other's progress, (b) video

tape evaluation and supervision aPproach, (c) rating scale or Catezory

listinc system, (d) supervisor and each teacher agrc -ing on instructional

program 6vjec-ives, and working together in evaluating these= objectives

a b c d_

13- PRESENT ROL1" OF PRINCIPAL /SUPERVISOR
The main role you presently see your principal /supervisor- playing is that

of a: (-a) instructional leader, (b) public relations lAder, (c) adninistrative

leader, '(d) passive leader, (e)- other kind of leader.

14- EFFECTIVE-WAY TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION ,
In your opinion, what, would be the one best way in whidh the supervisor !

could mos t effectively help to iMprove instruction in- your -schoOlT (a) occa-

sional classroom visits, (b) frequent clasaroot- _(e), arranging for

exchange of ideas tetWeen schools, (d) stddying.the school -heeds, and-work

with faculty groups in solving instructional problems recOgniiedi by the groups.-

a b_ d

A SUGGESTED SUPERVISORY/EVALUATION PROGRA1

The teacher =and supervisor establish a list of areas wherein the teacher will

concentrate for one -ear. For example, one area could be: "design better tests".-

Following the agreed-upon the supervisor observes the teacher's

performanze,renders assistance where possible, and lastly, meets with the

teacher to assess Progress or lack of it at the conclusion of the evaluation

period. .1

very nositive positive, mgative very negative.



QUESTIOUNAIRE # 1

1A- IMPORTANT H R1ANISTIC QUALITIES OF A- SUPER/1SOR.
If you were called unon to help design guidelines which would assist your
school .in h.:.ring a supervisor or administrator/sunervisor what is one
humanistic !uality pertaining to a supervisor, you wouleA.ist?

IMPORTAnT TEACHER ATTRIBUTF,S
If your school required an evaluation- instrument of- toucher analysis sheet,_

what is one innortant Or'teacher characteristic you would- suggest

ceing listed_ or: this_ evaluation sheet?

13- WAYS TO I'REVE S'"? F'''USION EVALUATION PROOF:EIS

Since teachers and supervisors- cannot divorce one another, what is one -way

in which- their .nutual goals can -reccome -more colioatible? decreasing

-.he -fear of being supervised, determining expectations-etc.?

C

(

1 5 a



Apendix B (Cont.- , (Personally Designed Questionnaire)

QUESTIONNfiLRE # 2

1- I see the individual who supervises me as afriend and colleague rather than

as a threatining administrator.

always -sometimes seldom never

-2 Ay -supervisor helps me to plan the lesson before ile/she observes -le.

always- sometimes seldom never

3- Ay supervisor gives me a pre-observation conference prior to coring into

my class.

always sometimes seldom never

4- A7 supervisor .7;ives me -a lengthy post- observation conference so that we

may both relr.eW the Class I taught.

always sometimes seldom never

5- ly supervisor is qualified to observe and rate my leaching performance.

always sometimes seldom never

6-. During my conferences with my supervisor I feel relaxed and a_ t ease.

always sometimes seldom never

7- During -.a: conferences with my supervisor I feel tense and nervous

always sometimes seldom never

8- Before my class is observed, the supervisor knows something about the

nature of the class. That is, slow learners, several discipline problems,

last period of day, or a -very quiet, class.

always sometimes seldom never

Y,y supervisor has an idea of,what my personal teaching style is like before

he observes me.

always sometimes seldom- never_

If something is wrong with the way I teach my supervisor tells me about it

after the observation.

always - sometimes seldom never
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qUESTIONNAIR3 f2

1 -1- During conf rences with my supervisor I do most'of"the talking.

always. sometimes; seldom never

12- During conf:rences with my supervisor he/she does most of the talking

always sotetimes seldom nevel-

13- The comments that my supervisor makes about my teaching are his own

personal ooinions. They are too subjective.

always sometimes seldom never

14- During conferences with my suvervisor after he/she observed me, I am

presented with very objeczive data collected during the observation

such :as a Flandors Scale, a teachin7 pattetn, non verbal behavior, or a

systematic procedure that indicates more than subjective watching.

alFays sometimes seldom never

15. My supervisor is a good supervisor.

always sometimes seldom . never

16- During conferences with my supervisor we both talk about the sane amount

of time. -

always some times seldom never

17- My supervisor asks me a lot of questions during conferences.

always sometimes seldom never

18- My supervisor respects me as a human being.

always sometimes seldom . never

.19-- I join in the planning of classroom observations.

always sometimes seldom
.
never

20- I have a good understanding of -.he type of supervision my sunervisor

practices.

always_ sometim es seldom never

1 G



QUESTIONNAIRE # 2

21- After I am observed my supervisor and I analyze the events of the class.

always sometimes seldom never

22- After I am observed my supervisor and I share the decision making about

'hoti my teaching can be imnroved.

4ways sometimes seldom never

23- ly supervisor observes my classrowl behavior, my teaching - and not me

personally.

always sometimes seldom never

24- I percieve iy supervisor as one who is paid to detect incompetence in

teaching.

always sometimes seldom- never
04,

25- the interpersonal relationship between myself and my supervisor is good.

-always/- 'sometimes seldom never

r
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WHAT TRENDS ?
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"1 know only thel what is moral is what yoU feel
good after and what is immoral is that you feel bad after."

--'rnest Henningway

.:71irtue is of two kinds, intellectual and,moral.
,Thile,intell,ectual virtue owes its birth and.growth to
reaching, m ,a1 virtue cones about as a result of habit.

The 'moral f. fue's we get by first exercising them; we
become just by doing just acts, temperatelyy doing temperate

acts,;' brave by doing brave acts.

Aristotle
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In today's ecueational climate the question frequently

arises as to the desirability of fostering .:corals and values

in the public schools. Tn my discussion I have declined to

form an operational definition of the term "morality", this

in itself would command an exhaustive study. I feel every-

one would agree that "morality" imposes itself into every

facet of ones' life. -3very decision we make reflects, some -

what, .what our moral convictions are. In today's worlc:

concerned with Watergate and other Scandals, a realization

that times have changed and

values has taken place.

h it a -re-ordering of our
6

A person's word as binding is no

longer acdepted.as it once was.

Ilith this in mind, Lawrence Kohlberg and his colleagues%

work take an added dimention of importance to those concerned

in education. in this light it should be seen how valuable

his research is and what a viable tool it is for educators.

I first became ,interested in Kohlbergts research after

hearing-hiscontention that only he end- God had reached. the

.post-lconventional level. However, in my research, I was to

find that one of his graduate students, along with Martin dk1641""""_;4
a ii.A.,&1441t4

Luther King Jr, and Abraham Lindoln also mane the top. AA-44,124A-c-

In this :.:.per I will dispense with a discussion of the

(AL
six moral stages, as slzch, end deal moi,e exclusively with

their implib2tions. = have dealt m.,inly with civic education

or noral education, the terns will be used synonTriously, as

1 6,;



they a :ly to the adolescent and his environment. This is

no the most tranquil of periods in one's life, but ore where

he or she is most likely to question and de.mand justification

for moral rules and standard's.
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In the Dnst, two general methods were employed in dealing

with-nbral development in the schools. One stresSed direct

educational procedures such as telling students that honesty

was the best policy. This rested on the sup-position that

if you were told something by an adult, it must be right and

you should adhere to it. It was felt that teaching students

virtues could prmote sound character development, sbnewhat

like following a prescribed patriotic ritual could allegedly

insure good citizenship. The second method stressed three

indirect edueational techniques,- Teachers -provided adult

Models and demonstrated the' ex2ected norms of society and

,:u-Iities such as neatness-and cleanliness. All this was

strp)osed to rub off on the student who would try to-emulate

-this nodal whom they could look -up to. This preSu-p2oSes that

the teacher ,:was one worthy of this important task. Anotlier

tee:Inicue was the classroom environment established by the

teacher which socialized students to accent- certain values

tobedience,orderliness). This aspect will, be dAscussed- at

greater length in another section of this 7:spar. The third

techniql.e relied on curriculum materials which contributed to

incidental teaching f values such as learning about honesty

and other virtues reading biocranhies of fanous Americans

who exemplified behavior w
1

'aich was desirable. .eorge

1. Ronald Golbr7ith and Thomas W. Jones, "Teaching

Strategies of 1-loraI Dilemmas-: ;n A:Tlicatien of Kohlbergts

Theory of Moral Development_ to Social Studies Classrooms,"
Social -;ducat -ion, 39:13, Januz_ry, 1975.



*.iashinzton and the oft ouoted "Cherry Tree "` story is probably

the best known example of this.

The history of moral education in the United States is, by

and large, a history of failure. There are three contenders

with their own exnlanations for this failure. The affectivists

claim the failure resulted from treating moral precepts

taught in= school as if they were something to be memorized

like historical facts or the rules of gral7Imar. Children

lerrned the rules but had no interest in applying them.

Developmentalists say the failure resulted from using a

zreat:aent of a moral issue with .a developmentally

heterogeneous group (age-Aates) scattered across many stages

of mbral develonnent, resulting in negligi ble net in?act.

Cne ht as ;:ell try to teach long avisicin to- a group of

second graders, to- only d'-few would it make sense.

According to the comlitivists, the failure' was due to an

enormous unC.erestimation of the difficulty of moral problems

and-analysis. Having no real understanding of what morality

is all about, they had no reason to take it seriously when it

conflicted with their own interests.
2

Another noint of view is ex-ressed by the religionists.

They Often blame moral laxity on the lack of adeouate religious

education. A different reason accompanies each religion but

2. Michael Scriven, "Cognitive Moral 73ducatioh,"- phi Delta
KapPan, 56:689-91, June, 1975.
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their effort:;effort:3 were studied and were shown to have failed. Also,

studies have shown that variation in religious affiliation

and attendance seem to be unrelated to noral developraent. 3

A "'Common. sense" theory behind traditional moral edudation

which claims that everyone knows what's right and wrong is

another failure in promoting morality. Following this suIposi-

tion facts are then taught on the basis of the teacher's

superior knowledge and authority comoarable to the teaching

of math combinations. Students are ignorant of moral facts

and are tempted to lie and cheat. The failure here results

from just being taught these facts and not being given the

opportunity to practice moral behavior and habits.

It aptarra tat everyone a3proves of moral eduction, but

we seem to have great difficulty working it into our educe.-

tional system. Popular views assume that it is the product

first* of the home, and second religion. The home passes the

responsibility to the school and the schdol seems to pa.ss it

back. Schools are not especially moral -institutions. In-

stitutional relationships tend to be based more on authority

than- on ir.zeas of justice. p_dults are often les`r interested

in discovering :.ow c..ildreli are thinking ti_an in tellinz them

what to think.

3-. Lawrence Kohlberg, "A -Cognitive Developmental Approach

to -.Moral 'Education," Humantat,,_32-:13-15,

1912.

4. ibid.,;. 15.
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The scheol atnosphere-is generally a blend of Stage .1,

punishment mordity, and Stage 4, "law end order" which fails

to impress or- stimulr_te students involved in stage 2 or 3

'moral philosophies. Under these circumstances students

and teachers stop communicating with one another and devel-

opment is stunted. ith this in mind is it any wonder why

moral growth is suspect in the schools? Students become

confused and don't know how to act or react.

Moral breakdown is said to be evident in the high pre-
.

Density toward violence, drugs, and sexual promiscuity.

young people seen to be unaware of their moral responsibilities.

Television, in tart, a.,Pears_ somewhat to blame. AecOrding to

the Nielsen index, -upon entering kinderg-Irten, an American

child already has- spent More hours-matching TiV.than he

would to earn a college - degree. By his eighteenth birthday,

he- has e.evoted more time to televisioh than anything else,

except sleep. The high school graduate will have attended.

school for 11,000 hours, but will have sat for almost twice

that many hours in front of the set, exposed to fare that

included 18,000 murders.

.ecause children- imitate whatthey see, this pervasive

exposure has made television-much more than a recreational

diversion. It has become a pOwerful teacher whose influence
N

on studentst attitudes aAd behavior rivals the rdles of

5. ibid., P.
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parents, schools, and churches. Media Action 'Research Center

found -that during- the l975-1976 season, an aggressive act

occured for every tuo 1iinutes of Saturday norping progra:ming._

Children who witness a heavy dose of teleVised. muggings

-and murders, ?also may become apathetic -toward real -life

-aggression. 7A study at ?lorida Technological University- has

shown that conared to a control group, fifth graders itho

viewed- an- aggressive T.V. broadcast were slower to suMmon

adult held after a scuffle broke out anong younger- chilu:ren. 6

is it any wonder a moral breakdown is mentioned when educators

have such a powerful socializing influence_ to contend with? -

The indoctrination issue emerges when questions are raised

to which floral principles we should =be .eicpected to teach.

Although the term "indoctrination" has not a.1-.-:a:Fs been used

to express diSapproval of the teaching in question, this is
its dominant merning today. 7 If erietm ideals and values

are inculcated so that they are believed in a- narrow _girded

fashion by students who refuse even to consider the possible

merits of other ways of life this is indoctrination and

not education. Some of this is inevitable- in the lower

o-n ades. A YaoL.,ner-like dominating teacher May impose values.

on a child which are inconsistant with- what may be learned

in the home, the child is' faced with a dilemma he is ince.70-

bole- of figuring out. :That should he do, adopt one set of

rules- for school and another for- home?

_ -
-6. Joann S. Lublin, the -Mil Street Journal, October 1:),

n76, p;I,
7. -,Roberl:Hall and John. -)av5_s, Moral 7,ducation_ in

thought and practice, (Buffalo, iprometHFus Booksi197)-) -p. 734
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The teachf3ris values and those of the community or home-

may come into conflict with bewildering effects on the stu-
s

dents. I an reminded of a case a few years back where- an

unmarried, Pregnant librarian lost her job in a school dis-

trict because of the effect it may have upon the student

P,bpulation. I wonder if a man in the same situation would

- have lost his job if it was revealed that he was unmarried;

bUt a woman was expecting his child7 Conventional moral

education has had little impact on- children's moral jueigients

because it has disregarded the problem of develoPinental Match

and has generally involved only an attempt at transmitting

a 'set of a'.dult moral clichts.8 These are often meaninc,:less

to--the student because they are too- abstract.

The hidden curriculum has been refered to 'as latent in-

doctrination. Iluch of what- students learn comes not from

books and materials ,but from the rioral environment and at--
mosphere that is eStablished in the classroom.9 As a teacher,

one can extol the virtues of various types of behavior and

insist that it is the appropriate way-to behave, =but over

the long run, actions si-_%ea.k louder than- worclz; Behavior that

is inconsistent with what is being paid lip-service will not

only confuse, but expose the teacher as a fraud. This may

result in* not only a loss of respect, but the teacher- may

lose his credibility over time.

-8-., Lawrence Kohlberg and Eli-ot Turiel-, "More/ Develobriient

and Moral -Education,;" -1-r-G. Lesser, ed-., Psychology :and
i'dtcational practiceolChicago:Scott Foresman,1911 J.

-9. Alfred -McBride, "Moral Education and -the Kohlberg
Thesis; " Momentum, 4:24, De6ernber, 1973.
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The character education guides of the 1920's were founded

of n conception tf2-aoral character as comloSing a " bag of

virtues", a set of anproved traits such ns honesty, resnon-
,

sibility, friendliness, service, and other values. These

were to be taught by sermonizing, giving opportunities for

prf,ctice, and b: rewarding their expression, By adding

enough traits we eventually would get a list which contains

somethinr. to ,lease everyone. The Boy Scout list is a well

known.exan,ile. This anorbach_ has one glaring problem; it all

derlenda on whose list you are using. 'lhat is one man's

inte-i7rity is anotheFma-A4s stubbornness; What is one man's-

-

honeSty in exnressipg his true feelings is another man's

finsensitivity.to the bf others. Is t..-.ere, or

there be, e consensus on the composition of such a list?1°

Another critisism of the "bag-of virtues" anproach is the

definition of terms like honesty, that are to be fOund on the''

list. The most definitive exnerimental/ study, of children's

mval character carried- out was that- of Hartshorne and

May (1928). Focusing one paA\of their study,on honesty,

which they defined as resistence to chetting and stealing

in exjeriental situations, they found that:

1. The world cannot be 'divided into honbst and (Hs-

-honest- People. Almost everyonecheats some-of the time.

E. if a nerson cheats in one situation, it' does not

ran All or will not cheat in another.

10. p. 421.
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3. ?,,,)-letb verb -,1 moral vdyes about ,honesty have

nothing to -do with how they act.

There .is little correlation between teachers'

ratings- of honesty and actual exneilmental measures of hon.-,

e^ty
1

. /

5. The decision to cheat or not is lgr'ely deter:ranted
i .

.

by expediency:.

6. "Wen yhen honest behavior is not/d1ctated by

concern about 7;unishment or detection; it`is largely deterAined

by Llmediate situational factors of groub a2proval and examble.

7. :There honesty is determined by cultural vAluc-forces,
( ,

these values are relative Or sbecific to the "child's social

11
class and graub.

The findings obtained :)ere not restricted to honesty,

-7:;:actly the same results were obtained in- exnerimental studies

of altruism -and self-control. Irv& define our Aoral

terms of virtues and vices, axe defining them in tvms

of the braise-and blame of others rather thaikb

stable ?rincipl:.s. These moral character terms from an; -one's

'nag of virtles"_ tend to be noncontroversial only because

they are vague.' Being 41.-ue tend -to be acceptable to\

parpnts, each couldattach their own .-heaning to -0.1st was

beingpaughf under the `guise of-vi6a1 education.

ibid. 4.:11.22-423.

--7!
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Ylore.n:celtly an attempt has surfaced that elrims proof

cannot always be .offered that one value is better t-an another.

-VPlues 'Clarlfication contends that, the teacher 's job- is to

= teach students "to value" instead of values.

,
.

Louis Raths, one of the innovators of Values Clarification,,

defines a value as a bersonal guide that gives direction to

lif,,-, _;-)s us relate to the world and take purposeful action.12

The erm, Values Glar Ticatibn was first used by Raths in

Ir

g

the late 19501s. He fined some .of john Dewey's Ideas,

working from Dewey's Theory of Valuation. ValuesCiarifica--

'tion involve knowing what one prizes and choosing those

t_-in3s which one cares- for- most and weaving tliose,things

Into- the fabric of daily living. wen denying that your

,values show in your every act is a value indicatoi4;\ tvcry-
,

thing you do reflects values.
13

According to Sidney Simons,a colleague of Raths, Values,

Clarification has-'certain. specific aims:

1, It helps people to.be more nurneseful. Clarifying_

values- helps- individuals in -not wasting. time. -JoUr'prior-
,

ities are listed and you are,more aware of what you-would

like to accomplish.

2. It helps people :become ;r1ore .:;roduetive, A sense

of aceo:rlishment which is very igr^,tifying is a result.

12.- Joel Goodman, "SId zimcins on Values:ro moralizers

or Kanipulators Allowed," ration's Schools,. 92:40-41t Dec-

e.r.lber, 1973.

13. Sid Simon4,"Values Clarification : it-Can Start
Gently and Grow Deep," ?hi Delta KaPPan, 56:680-681, June,

1975.

1 7 0
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3. It helps people sharpen their critical thinhing.

They can becone- mre aware of whatts going on around them,

and see through the foolishness of others.

4. It helps people-have better relations with other

people. It is an aid to getting along with others.
ltd

These objectives can be. accomplished in a variety of ..lethods

in the schools. Tine- can be set Aside in a specific coiarse,
I

:possibly one clay a week, to examine values or it could be

used in backing 1,-.) subject matter. Career education and,

drug education programs in which students take a look at

their own lives can also fulfill the objectives. An elective

course dealing exclusively in 'values clarification is cis()

a Possibility.

R.E.ths believes that seven criteria nust be net before a

value becomes .fully developed:

1. It mutt be 3rized and cherished_
2. Should be pUbiicly affirmed
3. Chosen from alternatives-
4. 'Chosen after considering alternatives
5. Chosenjreely
6. Acted unon
7. Linked- to other-Values 15

An exam,le of a strategy to accomplish the above is called;

"20 Things you Love to Do," has students write down tWenty

activities they fully enjoy. Them theNr- are Asked to examine

their choices :Wore closely and to code the ones that reouire

money or planning, the ones that involve an element of risk,

14. ibid., p. 631.

15. Goodmnn, OD, cit., r). 40,

17,)
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cnd the ones- they wantito do alone or with someone they love

vOy deeply, Besides helping students identify what they

care about, the "20 LoVes", Lad other similar strategies

can also demonstrate that a pron who just settles for what-

ever comes his way, rather than nursuing his own goals, wonit

hrve a very ,Satif:ing life,16

Another 4trategy I have used In one of my elasi,:es tne

one' called, 1"ceat of 'ArAsl.17 Tile purpose is to learn lore

about some qf, our most strongly held values and, I feq, more

i.1-lortantly, to 1P-rn the importaripe of publicly affirming

'what we believe. In this situation I passed out a ditto

with a shield- aivided into six sections and the d:reotions

stated at the bottom,
.*4

Section 1 .:as to contain two'draWings, one Ito represent,

something you are very good at, the tother something you want

to be good 'at. Section 2 was to, picplre a value from which

you would never budge. Section .3- for a value by

which your family lives.-_In sectioni4, you had to imagine

that-you-could achieve anything- you 1:Frated and whatever you

tried to do would be a success, Section 5 was to Tepreent

value you wished all men would beliieve, In the last block,

the ornly one where words could be used, you were to write

three words you would like people to-"say about you behind

your back,

.16. p. 40.

17. Simons, op, Cit., D. 904,
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Being that this asni my idea but the suggestion of an

other Ps-chology teacher, I was skeptical at first. I gave

no directions, other than those already on the ditto, except

4t

to say that we would be trying somethinea little different

on this day.

The following day, I posted all the sheets on the btill&in

board at the bac;z of the room. I allowed a few minutes at

the beginning of the class periods for an examination of the

shlel-..s by the students; In this way, if all were truthful

in their attemnts, we could find -out a little more about

each ether. That day, class web -evoted to a discussion of

tl.e drawings and individuals could voice their reasoning for

:::,at they drew. I hoped in this way, all :mac, be honest in

their attamDts and not be afraid or ashamed of what they

believed in. :ven,sdme of the more radical elements publicly

nffirmed th.ev believed in and substantiated their reasons.

I felt a sense of satisfaction, after com.oleting this

cise and for the- renainder of the semester realized a tore

complete ra-)por,, within the class.

Valus Clarification,ceAainlY is a viable process for

students to examine values or value ,systems. If an agreement

-can be 'reached that values aren't spontaneous and- are de-

velooed only after hard work and critical thinkini a device

-.for looking at all facets of dn issue must be developed

within the framework of the students -s minds.

During the past twenty years Lawrence Kohlberg and his

161
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colleagues have been devising a new field of psychological,

nhilosonnical, and educational research which has gone beyond

;clues Clarification. Dr. dwin Fenton has noted that three

.u:rds--cog'titive : moral development--has captured the essence

of their work. Cognitive stresses organized thought pro-

cesses; Moral involves decision making-in situations where

universal values, such as the sanctity of life and the -need

for authority, come into conflicts A I development suggests

t;:at patterns of thinking about moral issues improve aual--

itatively over time.
18

\ Kohlberg offers that he has called it cognitive because

it recognizes that moral education, like- intellectual ed-

ucation, has its basis in stimulatinethe active thinking of

the child about moral issues and decisions. It is called

fevelop-mental because it sees the aims of moral education

as move.lent through moral stages. He contends that t. is

t-pe of eduction should not be aimed at teaching-some s-)eci-

fie set of morals (i.e. bag of virtues) but should be con-
,

cerned with cleveloping the orbanizatienal structures by

which one analyzes, interprets, and makes decisions about

social problems.

Kohlberg has characterized his efforts 9,; "warmed-over

newey" and refers to John Dewey as "the orly mod rn thin2:er

fia)
-.bout education worth taking seriously. His work in,morrl

:awin F,intOn,"Moral 7,aucation:Ae Research Findings"

Social Jducation, 40:159,Apri1,1976..

19, Lawrence Kohlberg,'cov_itive Developmental Atoroach
to moral -3ducation," phi Delta Kappan, 56: 671, June,1975.



stage develop.lent may be best unuerstood as outgrowths of

this statement of Dewey;:

"Only- ethical and psychological principles can elevate
the school to a vital institution in the greatest of all
constructions-the bUilding of .a free and powerful charLc-
.ter. Only knowledge of the order and connection of the
stages in psychological development Con.insure-the. ma-
turing of the psychical powers. 3ducation is the work
of 'li?plying the conditions which will enable the psycho-
'logical functions to mature in the freest and fullest
manner. 21

Dewey, who in works like 'Ithical principles Underlying

7.ducation(1909), first :resented a progressive or dev,-lop-

mentaf cone-tion of moral edu cation. Proposing that intell-

ectual education is the stimulation of the childts develop-

ment of an active organization of his min experience,' Dewey

also stressed the central role of thinking or active organ-
.

ization in morality. Further, he stressed that development

is the critical aim of moral education'and that'this develop-
.

ment to2:es place in szages.
22

Dewey postulated three levels of moral development which

correspond to those of_::ohlbevz. The first is the pre-moral

or preeconventional level of behavior motivated by biological

and social impulses. The second aevel Ofbeh'aVior is the

conventional, where the individual accepts with little crit-

ical reflection, the standards of his group. The'antonomous

*20, Jam e st.
.
,"De. ve4 lAo pmental Psycholo.Ly as a Guide to

Value -ducation:A Review of "Kohlbergian" p7ograms," Revi.2.1W,

of 3ducational Research, 1_4:245-46, 3e-.Itumber, 19711..

21. Lowrance Kohlberg,"rorkl Development and the yew
soc741 :,tudics,' social Alac-_;tion, 37:372, may, 1973.

22. Eohlberg -nd -'uriel, op. cit.,11. -13.
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level, tie-third and last, is dhar-,cteriz,:d by conduct guided
by ,indiv dual thinking and judging for himself whether r-a
Purpose is good, and does not accept the standard Of his
group without reflection. 23

Kohlberg is indebted to two others who have aided him in
his research. From -Plato, he draws an undzIrstanding of
"justieeil-wh±ch he claims to be the supreme good fox- princi-
pled moral judgment, and from Piaget, Kohlberg collects a
wealth of insight,-,esPegiaily pioneer work in _the structural
and developmental acproach to cognitive and moral growth,
Differences between Kohlberg and piaget's systems occur at
level 3 wher*e Kohlberg is hdghly abstract- and Piaget seems to
have discontinued.24

-

Penton claLls that Kohlberg's research suggests that
conprehensive civiCeducation programs must have six inter-re-
1 -aced elements. First, theylmust-extend over Many years- of

'schooling. No single course or attempt will do the job.--
Second, a p t ogram must be extended into all disciplines in
the -school. All teachers must 'contribute to the development
of their students. Thirdly, civic education programs must

tc;;cct
C%.1 It c 11.*;rtstrive to- change the hidden curriculum.aenies foal

courses in civic education affirm'. Student governments lack'
the power thdt elected bodies possess in aAlemo'crady'in many
schools. School rules are made autocratically

instead- of

23. Lr_wrence Kohlocrg,"The Cognitive DevelonentalAp,roadh to oral Education," phi Delta
Ka2Pans-56.:67,3, June,

2i.. Doug shollonontributioris cif _L. Kohlberg to Reli-gious and moral -::ducation,"- Religious ;duration, 156:370,Spring,- 1971.

184
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thrsu7,:h.the
democratic process. Fourth, teachers nust'be

exnosed to nn extensive nreparation program to facilitate

thin:ing in
terms of new sets of"educational

objectives.

This re-education is comparable
to the situation involved

when the 21'4: math was, introduced
into the schools. Eext,'a

comprehensive program of civic education
reouires new curricu-

lar r&.terials organized for dsvelopmental
goals in both Social

Studies and ,riglish. These materials should provide ecluential

and Gun:dative learning experiences throughout he studentts

zihigh school career. Finally,
theogia.-c.p. u be evaluated

carefully.- A true evaluation should follow at least one

sample 'of students-
far beyond the end of their high school

ex2lerience.
25

,

Of course, these elements may Seall a bit extensive and

/

possibly even idealistic,
but in order to facilitate moral

-evelo?mcnt no one claims the job will be simple or will be

accomplished
averniSht.

It will take- a concerted effort

by everyone involved._

The statu,of moral education today revolves around the

.)remise
that` it is something else for_the

teacher to db. If

sn effective
;program is-to

be brought
about in the schools

all concerned-students,
teachers, curriculum wori:ers, and

conmunity must have a share in the development
of =sue:: a-

system.
Only under such conditions may the teacher then be

25. -3dwin Fenton,The Implications
of Lawrence Kohlberg's

Research for civic.7ducafion
(pittsburgll,

pa.:CP.rnegie2meilon

University;Institute
or Developmental

:Cducational
Activities),

(Kimeographed),
p.32-33.
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obli cd to aoce.lt a proper assignment of accountability Por

what he or she has done to influence the shape of the future.

Tl_e function of the school must be set forth. =x;eeted

role behaviors, ri;,hts, end reslonsibilities of teachers

Should be clearly stated and effectLve teacIing strategies

should be developed. It is clear that- society cannot wait /

until the student is able to reason !lbstactly before he is

introduced to its norms and values. Instruction shoUld begin

at a stage a propriate to the child's level of development.
26

An understanding of the sophistication of the student

should be realized. Kohlberg has'eriticized)lany moral:

et.ucation programs for either underestimating students or

in- overshooting their comprehensioA with'abstract doctrines.

For example, it has been suggested that a goal of Level h

should be attained by the time Students leave high school in

order that,, they -.1iay better understand the OOnstitutien and

Declaration of Independence, which is written on Level 5. If

students arc below the fourth-stage how are they to compre-

h,end a study of governent dealing with these. concepts.

Such programs presuppose Piaget's stage of Formal operations

on Kohlberg's Stage 5 and 6, which high school studeits

haVe not yet attained. .

Kohlberg has- characterizea the child as a moral. philos-

opher. we attempt to deal with adults .as reasonable creatures

in moral matters, we leveed aiso to, see that the child can be

26. Walter N. Gautt, "'Teacher Accountability for moral

7:ducation," social Education, 39:31, Jrnuary, 1975.
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reasonable being that thinks for himself and considers

farness and the welfare of himself and others. ?oral

opmAt is a result of an increasing ability to perceive

social reality. The pain, experiential determinants of this

dovelopment: seem to be the amount and variety of social

e.i-lericnce, the onoortunity to take a numlier of _roles and to y4

encounter other perspectives. ?

The vzportunity for moral role-taldng appears to be what is

most ilportant in the contribution of the family to-moral
ts

develoSivnt. A study by Holstein, "parental Determinants of

:oral Development," indicates that children who were advanced

in .coral judment had parents who-were also advanced in moral

judgment.
28 Nohibergis studies indicate that, although the

home is important, its positive- effects upon devellpment

are priMarily due to the provision of role=taking onportuni-
.

ties provided 'b- the peer group, the school, and the wider

society.
99

The Primary goal of education in moral development is to

stimulate a student, step by step, through the stages. .Three

corollaries to this general goal have been proposed:
30

27. Lawrence Kohlberg, "A Cognitive Developmental Approach
to 11oral education, " Humanist, 32:16 :November-December, 1972.

28. C. Holstein, Recent Research in Moral Dev elopment- r -.-.

f

New work: Hoyt,_ Rinenart, and Winston, 1975).

29. Kohlberg, OD. Cit.,IP. ]..

30. Rest, on. cit., p. 256,
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1. The educator should be interested in facilitating

development as far as possible, even in 'people who may

never reach the highest stages.

2. -wen if at a certain time the educator cannot

move a -particular person to a new stage, he should try

to nrevent fixatiOn at the lower stage and try to keep

things "fluid" enough so that progress riay. come about

at a later time.

3. -1ducators should strive to facilitate "horizontal"

development as well as "vertical", not only push for new

structured, but to extend the full use of am Apilred

structure to new domains of activity- And nroblem- areas.,

The aim is to enslire the optimal level of development of

the student, to ensure that ultimately-everyone-will reach

a natare level of thought and action. Research-has suggeSted

that those who have failed- to dev_lop for a- number of years
O

are more likely to become "locked in" or fixated-at-the

level at which they have stopped.- Thus, a sixteen year old

at Stage 2 is relatively immovable, in comparison to a ten'

;-ear old-at Stage 2. As they remain at a given _stage of

development, they develop stronger screens or -defenses against

-perception of those features in their Social world which

do mot fit tleir level.
31

31. Kohlberg` and Muriel, dp. cit:, P. 4484
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Several general4ations have grown out of the research

into cognitive moral development of Kohlberg and his group:

A. People thirds about / moral issues it ix dtalita-

tively different stages arranged in three levels of two

r
'stages each. The concept of- stases implies the following

characteristicsp'according to Kohlberg:

1. Stages are "structured wholes" ororgmize&

systems of thought. individuals are consistent in

level of moral judgment. More than 505 of an

individaaliv thinking is always at- one stage, with

. \
"Lhe remainder at the next adSacent stage' (which he

is laaving or moving into);

2. Stages form an invariant sequence. der-

all conditions, except trauma, movement is always

forward, never back- d. Stages are never skip_

3. :Stages are "hieramhial integrations" .

Thin ing at higher stage includes or comprehends

within it lower stage thinking. .':lere is, -c^: tendency

to function at or prefer the hie lest stage available.

Adolescents exposed to written statements at each

of the six stages put in their own words all state-
.

;gents 'at or beIow their own stage but fail to com-

prehend any statements more than one stage above

their own.
32

32. Lawrence Kohlberg, "The Cognitive-Developmental
Arnroach to Moral 3aucation", phi Delta :Tappan, 56:675,

(Tune, 1975.
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E. The nost roliableway to determine ;a stake of

moral thought is through a moral interview. A stage is

.
neither a ty:e of person nor a type of behavior; it is

a way of thinking. Two people ho think at the same level

can be Itically diffe'rent.

C. These stages Ore natural steps in ethical devel-
,

opment, not something artificial or invented. To find

them; Kohlberg gave .morals interviews to people-of differ

.
-

ent'acies i= 10, 13, 16, 20, and then clPssified answers

into groups each of which e-xhibited a Similar reasoning

process, Longitudinal studies continued his. work, inter-

Viewi the same subjects-.-t7hry three years, "Paralleli

.cross - sectional research has been conducted, in the NGed

.\ State, Turkey-T.-Mexico) Taiwan,--I 4mmelOUdatig, Canada; .

and Tndi-a. In each country researchers have found the

same stages of-moral thought that -Kohlberg _dissevered

in the *United States.

D. tage transition takes place PrWarily becauie

encountering real life or 'hypothetical moral dilerrmias

sets up cornitiveconfliet in a person's mind-and makes

themkuncomfortable.

E. Deliberate attempts to facilitate stage ohange-
.,

in schbols through educational programslhaVe been \success-

fUl. compar0 ystudents in control groupso_students in
,

-experimental groups, who pai;ticipate in moral discussions,

show Significant increses in the stage-of moral thought-

they coMmonlY use,

190-



F. floral judgment is a necessary, but not sufficient,

condition for moral action. Three factoi-s in aadition-,to

moral thought influence moral action: situational stress,

diffused resoonsib,iility, and the rrilexity of moral
sr

issue; involved.33, The my '1!dssacre offers-an exa-n3.1e

of these factors. Soldiers there, faced with lack of

action, if anything, and underemotional- an4 situation

stress because of the loss of many frierids; appear' to have

misinterpreted orders. Under_the'mistaken belief that

the village was a Viet Cong stronghold, they diffused /

responsibilisty to the officer's andtook the-lives'of
-

-

400-500 civilians., In another situation,- would these men
f,....

.., have taken-so many lives no matter what their moral stage?
). .

Why-did life hold so little_ meaning-at the time?- Mrs. 1 :
,

-
. /

Anthony Meadlo, mother of a soldier involved: raMairdbered
_ .

-) -when -he came" home, "I 'gave theM a good boy and they Made

..him a mureerer,"34
-

/

These generalizations, of course,sare subject to exspina-
.

tion and criticism by 'some UT100 wish toisagree.with-EoHlbergis

findings,. These will be discussed in a sUbseqUent section

of this paper.

t I

33. -3dwin Fenton, "Moraa' Edueation:The Research FindingPP;
. Social tducatioh, 40:193, A2ril, 1976. ,

\
1

'" .34. Seymour M. Hersh; 'MIT Lai W, A Re,Jort on the Massacr
and Its Aftemiath'5,,--(raw work, Random }lore, 1970) P. 161.

i
-,
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TO be- effective in facilitating stage change, the, teacher

must help student experience and understand the:inad-

equacied.of his own way of thinking. In attempting to do

this, the 1,echer, must' focus on the reasoning used in the

individuals noral judgments, rather than- on the content of

their- moral choices. This, I feel, is the most important

aSpec't and Possibly the most-difficrlt to convey to
C
the

student. Tae traditional e= fort to Produce c:Iznge has in-
.

. .

volved telling them about -the wrongness of his or her actions

or attitudes. This would seem_to do nothing more than alien-
.

ate the student. Le your efforts. If there is one thing an

individual will be turned:,off by, it is insisting that their

attitudes or beliefs are',WY.Ong. 5his may dead to a sense

of -inadequacy and a blow to their self-esteem. -KohlbergIc

research does not speak directly to the problems-of developing

self- esteem: among students,. but the nature of-higher more

,stages implies_ the importance of this goal; since, respec A00 UNIALM

0P. Persons -axe two of the major attributes of principled

thought.

In order- to stimulate change, the teacher must keep_ several

.047k

points in mind. Knowledge of the student& level of thought

must- be known, and- an attempt to 'march this I9,74e1 by Tomun-

icating at the level-directly above must be made. A focus

on reasoning, in order to helij/tTie individual experience the

uype of conflict that leads to- an awareness of the grpater

adequacy of the next_stage, Should be attempted. 35

35. and d Turiel, op:Icit., pt 455.



Kohlberg claims the most reliable way to determine a stage

of moral thought is through a moral discussion. A good moral

discussion depends on a few variables, one is a recognized

moral dilemma which Presents a real conflict for the central

charabter and P:enerates differences of_opinion among_students.,_____

I -t should be as simble as-possible containing only a few

characters in an uncomplicated situation and be open-ended:36

Another is a leader who can focus discussion on Moral reason-
/

ing, and finilly a classroom-climate that encourages students

to ex: ress tIemseiVes freely.37_

Fenton cortends that in a moral discussion, students and

the teacher -shbuld= sit in a circle in- order to:encourage-the

exchange ofT5T5inions-and to facilitate sensitive attendance.

I take exception to this idea mainly because the dtudents.___:

immediately sense that Something is different, It would-be
4

fine if that were the usual seating arrangement but a-moVe

into a-circle; reminiscent-of eletentary reading groups, may

place some of the more shy members on their guard and inhibit

-their responses. In my classes the first seat, middle 1..ow

-was_always-reserVed for myself. In this--way, I hoped to

convey the feeling that-I-wasa member-of the class and not

an- outsider who was separate and apart frOkTthe-group. From

my investigations, I have found that many students testify

36. Barry K. Beyer, "Conducting Moral Discussions in the
-Classroom ", social Education, 40:196, April, 1976.

37. Galbraith and Jones,, 010. cit., p. 21-22.
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that they have taken a more active role in a moral dis-

cussion than-they have in any other classroom activity, and

that they enjoyed it.

In the past few-years-I-have-engaged-my classes-in-moral

and values discussions without being aware of Kohlberg -and-

his work. The following is an exercise received at a Social

Studies workshop. It requires the students to read the story

and decide for themselves who was the most wrong and who was

the mc2st right between the five characters.

Tim, a high school student, moves with flis parents to a new
community in October of his senior year. He-is rather- shy
and doesn't make friends easily; most of his fellow students
regard him as a "brairi" because he is taking accelerated
durses in science and math. His parents want him to go to
college and have decided that he is not to go out on school
nights; he must stay home and study.

Pam is in Tim's American History class. She thinks he's
cute and has been trying to coax him into asking her out .

f6r a date. Tim, however, has never considered this because
Pam is- a cheerleader and a member of the popular set-at school,
and anyhow, Tim had to stay in and study most of the time.

One Tuesday afternoon pam gives in to impatience and asks
Tim over for the evening to listen to records. Tim eagerly

k accepts. At dinner that night he tells his parents that
he is going over to a friend's house to Work oma science
project and will be home around ten o'clock.

Ih

He goes to ?am's house and soon they are in the cellar
recreation roam talking and- listening to records. About
eight o'clock ?am reaches into her pocket and pulls out a
plastic bag. She asks Tim if he'd like to smoke some grass.
Tim takes the bag and looks at it. He is curious about.
marijuana--he has never gotten high before:

Suddenly Pam's ther walks in. He halts and stares at
the couple- and then rabs the bag fram Tim. He looks at Tim
and Pam. "Is this ma\ljuana?" he inquires. pan looks down,

\and Tim-sits there, speechless. "Pam, go to your room while
take this hood to-tile police", says her father.

ti
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Tim is scared. He blurts out the name of one of the kids
in his class rumored to sell drugs when asked his name.

Dam's father leacth Tim to the oar muttering things about
slum punks and bad a.:-.)ples that ruin the whole barrel. Once
in the car he calms down and asks Tim where he lives. Tim
tells him his addre'ss, hoping he won't be taken to the police
`station.

Finally, they arrive at Tim's house, and in the heat of
the confrontation, no introductions take place. Pam's father
departs shortly, saying, "The only reason I brought him hone
is that don't want to put a kid in jail because he's had a
bad upbringing.

Timus motaer starts shouting at him. "How long has this
been going on? After all we've done for you." His father
motiohs him to go to his room saying that we'll talk this
over in the morning after everyone calms down.

In the morning Tim finds that his Toone to work early and
his mother has some news for him. "Your fathers and I had
a long talk last night and I finally persuaded 'him to go
along with my decision. From now on you'll do all of your
studying at home. Weekends you'll work in your father's
store and all.of your- earnings will be put away _for your
college education."

This exercise reflects- the- values of the individUal

bera of the class and from My experience it has always leu

to the aame -deep discussion and opening up by -all members.

In retrospect, I found myself countering responses one level

higher than some expressed by a few individuals, andrein-

forcing members who were- at the more advanced stages; although

at the time, I was unaware of my use of Kohlberg strategies.

There are many sources of moral dilemmas that students

may be given for practice such as drama, literature, current

events,- - history, (My Lai, Wounded Knee) or imaginary incidents.

By becoming an integral part of education, moral discussions

can contribute to the realization of existing overall course
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objectives as well as bring new objectives to the learning

situation. Among the general educational goals which can be

reached, according to Barry K. Beyer, an associate of .d.t.dn

Fenton T_T Carnegie-Mellon University, are the following:

1. Moral discussions can help stuaents to develon

listening skills, skills of oral conmunication, and the

ability to partici-)ate constructively in group discussions.

2. Pronerly led moral discussions can inprove a

student's self-esteem if the focus is on the substance of

student »e narks and everyone treats each other's icleas

with res-bect.

3. 'Most.students find -moral discussions fascinating

and look forward, to them-. As a result school can seem

a nore interesting place to them.

7Ascussions involve key concepts, such as justice,

which students understand in stage-related terms.

5. Stage change is facilitated t:-;rough moral dis-

cussions. A student entering high school at Stage 2

hopefully, advance to where his thinking is pridom-

in-stelyiat Stage 4.3a.

These goals are nore likely to be achieved wb:m teachers

develop a non-judgmental classroom climate that reflects

trust, informality, and tolerance,.

Kehlberg's work, although interesting and quite relevant,

presents several questions in my :mind that must be discussed.

33. 3eyer, op. cit., p. 196.
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The aspectof higher -stages as better stages is one. rhey

,are said to be better than lower stages in'a sense that higher

structural organizations can do a better job in analyzing

roblemA, tracing implicationt, and ihtegrotin diverse

--consiaer2tions3- 1-vonder if-this-Zan be pr6Ven wieniZa

shadow of doubt. -:those at a lower stage cannot understand.

re,-soning at the higher level, therefore it would be diffi-

cult-for them to see this higher line of reasoning. The

ouestion 'here seems to be one of being more wrong or less

r; ,=ht

2ohlberg feels reasoning at the higher stages promotes

less contradiction within a personts thin!:ing, and it a:1-,lies

more consistently and clearly to other similar dilenmas.

For e7:1=le, he feels "a -person who reasons at stage 4 (strict

obeedAnce to law) does not have a clear -position in a situation

in ihich two laws come into conflict.

The question of -hether abortion is morally right or wrong

illustrztes the point. The law_ does not give a clear answer

to this cluestion because in some states it is legal and-in

others it is illegal. Would this mean a person should think

abortion morally right when he drove into a state in which

it was legal, and' think it morally wrong when he crossed

the border into a state where it was --)rohibited?

The point is that for difficult moral questionS like

abortion, the law does not give us good reasons for our .:;oral

choices.
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Another question worth asking is whether a student ce...1

become more skilled at responding tholightfully to his own

moral dilemmas through a sample situation_invOlving_someone

9.

else? Without a close identification is it likely that-the

student will approach an understanding of the problam? It

is easy enough tc give advice in a situation to another .,:.er-

sdn, but when you are faced with the same situation, it is

sometimes hard to follow your own advice. All this anpears

to be is generalization. In talking with educators involved

in moral education classesIt:-.ey feel that a2 though noth:Inz

may be accomplished, parents and others concerned may feel

better knowing an attempt is being made.

The classroom teacher is placed in a difficult situation

:in dealing with moral eLucation. It is difficult to interact

with different levels in a class. yow Can somet"nin.,;

tently be presented one level above every student? The

training he or she must go through may also-place unrealis_tic----
demands on an educators time in order_to-learn this compli-

cated system, Thks-iTiTs another reservation described by

teachers during my investigation. Also, many teachers haven't

reached Stage 5 or 6 and some students may reason at a higher

leVel. Hoar will they react in-this situation? How can a

Stage 3 teacher moralize with a Stage 5 student. 39

The scorfalg systems used to determine at what level one

39. Jack R: 7Praenkel, "The Kohlberg Bandwagon: Some
Reservations", social ;duration, 46:218, April, 1976.
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functions is another aspect that is highly subjective. -Are

these standardized to the point of eliminating variations

by different scorers Fenton claims that trained scorers

show ninety percent agreement in identifying stages, tut_

.Kohlberg's research does not support this.40 inI a5ine

that the hale effect would -clay a part ,,ire this somewhere.

.7e:.torisfurther claim that deliberate atter.spts to facil-

itate stage change in schools have been successful is open

to -sore ouestion. KOhlbergs studies have shown that just

about 1/3 of the students involved have shown upward chan;e.

I don't know what would be considered "success" but at least,

I said before, people feel better :mowing an attempt is

being made.

Chali3es nay be due prrtly to the- maturation process and

te,-:--ay adults tend to treat the student as he gros older.

On t1-.e oth r hInd, :)onular students or- boisterous ones who

reason at strge 2, for example, nay have a tendency to carry

the class altmg with then, in an attempt by the higher reason-

ing students to- identify with the lower- stage :roue. This h2s

a tendency to cloud results.

Beyer's a3sertions that moral discussions develoD listen-

ing skills and improve self-esteem seems to be over - - ---_
emphasizing a point. The discussions can-be hp.ndled poorly

or well. In this case, I feel, the teacher is the most

imortant deterninant. The teacher who shows a genuine

interest in the student can do far more than- a group discussion.

:1.0, ibid., p, 219.
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The feeling tnat someone cores and that you are an ihportant

individual is 'a great feeling for a student to possess. The

extra passing comment or an occassional wave may mean much

to a student. The teacher is the one who should get credit

for the development of self- esteem.

His further claim' that dilemmas should be as simple as

possible causes a sense of ambivalence in my mind. Life

situationsor dilemmas are rarely simple, but the thini:ing

process is what is important here. A clouding' of issues

would possibly add to the confusion. on the other hand,

students need exposure to problems and to be made aware of

the many Oomplibated issues they may face in life.

Jack Praenkel has suggested other reservations such as

the Universality of the stages and whether nine _cultures

are a representative enough sample, the assertion that every-

-one should be brought up_to Stage 4, the question con-

cerning whether six stages have actually been identified and

if all are different, and others. His claims are well founded

and ouite interesting.

punishment, property, affection, authority, law, life,

liberty, and justice. These are the universal values which.

Kohlberg has identified. How many of our students upon

leaving their high school experience .7.-1nroach an understanding

of these ter.ns? Not a majority, I would venture to say. The

process by which moral principles are examined should help

the learner reduce his dependence on external direction and

0
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6

increase his ability to make personal, autonomous decisions,

In moving, from conventional to post-conventional stagesthe

primary requirementis that one develop a realization that

conventional beliefs and behavior of individuals and groups,

including goernments at any level, are always subject to

examination and change on the basis of their contribution

to the well-being of everyone concerned or affected by them.

The Principles of moral judgment cannot be learned in a

moral vacuum. To learn them,, a student must receive practice

in resolving dilemmas. ;here is he to receive such practice?

Is the home enough? Lying to a parent and staying on the

nhone too long are ouite dissimiliar situations, but both

Might receive.the same punishment. The sad fact is that

these distinctions are not made, and the punishment for a

lengthy conversation often is the same as punishment for

violating a real noral issue such as cheating or lying.

Moral development is hindered if these distinctions are not
ri

made.

s a result, the task of fostering moral development falls

to the schools. The job is to find responsible, trust-

worthy educc.tors who will assume the task and be.dedicr.ted

to this end. As mentioned before, :::any feel Moral develon_

ne...t is just something else to occupy- the teachers time.

Eost are concerned solely with their subject matter. In

some oninions, it is hard enough to cover their specific

course objectives, let alone be concerned with peripheral

4." 0 1
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goals. This is why I feel individual courses on Values

Clarification and moral education should become an integral

part of all school districts.,

Those to whom I have talked at Keystone Oaks school

tric have e-been cuite enthusiastic about their program.

Anost to a. Point where I felt they were trying to sell it

to me. The problem here is that those outside their snail

circle of four teachers (two social studies and two English)

Lrentt that well informed about the program. onthe one

hand i t is promoted, but on the other, it is rather reclusive

within the school.

In full realization that there.are no clear -cut boundaries

on_ the limita'of this topic, I have not limited myself to

any one aspect, but chose to view the whole topic of moral

education. I have but scratched the surface for I realize

,the immense complexity associated with moral education. The

wealth of material on Kohlbergts work, itself, is enough

to fill volumes. I have internalized much of his work and

,find myself looking differently at situations which arise

in day to day life: possibly, :if more teachers would be

exposed to Kohlberg, in depth,'some of his objectives would

transfer to their students., Hopefully, nothing but good

would come from this.

Lawrence Kohlberg and 7,dwin Fentonts work in schools in

Boston and Pittsburgh have provided valuable insight into an

area of growing concern. 'Hopefully, these programs will soon

begin to find themselves in an in 'breasing number of school

diStricts as a result of their contributions to education.
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Introduction

For many nurses, including myself, there is-much_to

be said about nursing education - where-it has been,

where it is-how; and-where leaders say it-should be.

Specifically, who started the-push for collegiate

education for the-nurse and- why? When did-it-all

begin? Upon what philosophy is-this movement built?

What are the specific advantages of-a collegiate-

program versus a diploMa program? Who oPpoSes this

-change and why ?

These are the basic questions I will attempt to

answer in the following presentation.
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Historically, nursing-education began in England with the

first school of,nursing in the world established by Florence

Sightingale in 18601.1 This school was -meant to-be an autonomous

Unit, independently'supported. -2 However, because. of high pressure

- 7

service demands-of the hospital, nursing educationcame under the

control of a service agency, namely, the hospital.3

"The Nightingale System"-as 4uickly-spreacl

to the Uhited States. The first modern schools of nursing were

organized on this system. These were independent and suptorted

,by.committees of women.4

These schools-contracted with hospitals, but were,not subser-

vient to them.5 This system did not survive for long, however,

-since the economic_problem.of supporting them became ioc grest6

and` society as a whole felt comparatively little respon'sibility

for women's education.?

This is where the hospital began to take-over the responsibility

of- training nurses, since there-didn't seem to be any ether alter-

native at this time. Much of this education was based on an

apprenticeship type-Of system-in which training was offered in

return for student-service.8
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Dolan (1958) stated that the apprenticeship type system pro-

duced "a type of nurse who was not prepared-to take her place in
,

the social progress of her day. "9 A critic in 1948 felt that

nursing education was merely incidental to hospital boards and

-administrators:" "The nurseof today is not an educational product,

not even an educational hy;-product. She is a hoipital by-prOduct,"10

Economy-and lack of society support for the education of

women were problems yery directly',, associated withAraining nu..es

on-an_apprenticethip basis, but equally relevant was the public-

.- concept of the nurse.

The public image of a nurse was a women with a-devoted heart

and a disciplined_hand-,11 who was generally-seen es the-handmaiden

of the physician, %ft often times was the superintendent of the

hospite1.12 She generally acquired skills through a short training

period, a few lectures,-and a great deal.of on- the -job experience,

gathered in an 80 to.90 hour week.13

-Up until-about 1893, there was virtually no standard-for-

-nursing education. Isabel Hampton then developed the first-graded

course fbr nurses in the U.S. at the Illinois Training School for

-Nurses in Chicago (around 1893. )14. She stated in Chicago while

speaking on "Edudational.Standards for Nurses" that the teaching

methods of no two schools will be.found to be alike, alt varying

according to the-demands of thevarious institutions and their

several- authorities.- "Each school is a law unto itself."
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As a result of the lack of any standard, she pointed out that

"...trained nurse may mean then anything, everything, or next

to nothing..._"15

Contrary to what Hampton-say, it seems that by the turn
/

-of-the century, the hOspital school'of'_nuraing had giver, society

t
two important values: one was the spectacular improvements in

\
.

-care of _patients, another vas 'the contribution of a substantial
\

,
%

number of able and eager student nufses\to staff the hospitals.
i

\
.

In spite of the obvious inadequacies in thei education, the .
-.,

-nurses nevertheless revolutionized the\care-of thssick.16

The hospital_schools-greWrather rapidly-acrOss the'United

States,-although in- some cases, with-opposition from certain

physicians, politiciana, and-other-influential citizens. At the.

..-end of 1880, there-were 15-schools; by 1900, more than 400 addi-

tional-schools had been established. The-nuMber of graduate nurses

had grow from 0. -to 3,- 456 in 30 years.17

\During the_next-30 years (1900 - 1930) rapid expansion of

hospital schools continued, reaching the number 1,843 by 1930

with 24,658 graduttes.ia

The chief emphasis during this time was to"-meet the demands

for nvrsing care, which was largely, provided by_ students.19

Apparently quantity-Was-much-more important than quality at this

time.

(
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This is basically how the nursing profession developed as

opposed to other professions, as Mary Roberts stated at one time:

"NO other profession he been developed on the assumption that an

education can, be secured in exchange for service."20

Nursing - a profession? History questions whether or not -

nursing has ever achieved the true status of a profession. The

United States census of 1930 classified nurses as "seal- professionals ",

although the 1940 census placed then -among the professionals. How-

ever, the Veteran's_Adninistration classified nurses as "sub-

professional " ,until 1945.21

-What is the criteria of-a profession to which-we nay-compare

nursing? In other words, what makes-an-occupation, such as nursing,

a profession?

First of all, a profession- according to Cottrell is,an

.occupation- depending for its practice upon a Well-organized-body

of- scientific knowledge and-necessitating that each-practitioner

be at all times, a potential contributor to the refinement, enlarge-
..

went, and experimental verification of that knowledge. 22 From

nursing's early history, we can hardly say that it approached any

semblance of a, profession since it's educational system vas any-

thing but organized.
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Among the characteristics most common to any profession are:

1) a level of commitment; 2) a disciplined educational process;

3) a unique body of knowledge and skill; hy en active and cohesive

professional, organization; and 5) discretionary authority and

judgement.23

Whether or not an,occupatIon meets the criterion of a certain

level qf commitment depends upon the members engagement in the occu,,

pation during most of their lives. Nth-sing is in a very ambivalent

position by this-standard "since nurses leave their profession- at-m

much higher rate than physiciins,engineerm, lawyers, or teacherlt.24

The standard of a disciplined- educational process implies a

long and rigorous process that integrates-both theoretical -and'

applied content. This certainly wasn't -the case in the-early days

-of _nursing.?5 Then again-, looking at the present preparation, we-

see at least three methods of preparing the "profesSional" nurse

varying-anywhere from about two years to fiveyears, and-programs

varying in emphasis and content.

A profession, such as nursing, should have a unique body of

-knowledge and skill. It was only in 1964 when Simmons stated that

nursing "has not yet built up a substantial body of independent

knowledge..."26 It seems that nursing, particularly-in its early

beginning,- maintained an extremely ,close relationship to medicine,



and was frequently defined in terms of procedures or techniques

that esephasized skill at the expense of knowledge or Understanding. 27

Another criterion which characterizes a profession is a co-

hesive self-governing professional organization, which is also a

source of professional self-discipline. standards and ethics.28

Nursing has such an organization, but not every nurse- supports it.

Some feel it is not effective as an organization, others feel the

dues are too high.- Others feel it is the same small group that runs

it. Statistically, in 1967 lessthan 25% of the registered nurses

in the United States. were members of the ANA (American Nurses

Association);, a total Membership of 204,704 R.N.'s.29 While in

1974, there,were 196,024 members, -which was _equal to lest than

23% of the total R.N. population in the United States at that time. 39

A common characteristic-of a professiOn is- also- that the

practitioners-- possess- an exercise -authority andjudgement. -Tra-

ditionally, nursing -has- iieen- "embedded -within a hierarchy -of author-

ity",31 and autonomy, particularly in its early beginnings.

Lysaught- feels that__nursing -has -been_ and is a troubled pro-

fession, -foiling to meet the criteria of -a full profession. "It

'.5
has never been in control of its own destiny, and has suffered

'evere consequences when it has failed to meet the demands imoosed

by society."32 In other words, nursing has not been strong enough
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to stand by itself and adequately meet the needs of an ever- changing

society. This is a serious lorg,enduring drawback to the image of ,-

nursingt-as a separate, unique profession.

Earlier in nursing's history, around 1915, Dr.'AbrahamIlexner

Set up-a. criteria that formed a basisforAudging whether an occu-

pation had attained professional status.33 It was at. this time,

that Dr. Flexner did'not feel thit nursing met these criteria,

although later, in 1923, the American Nurses Association-maintained

that nursing-could meet all of these ,criteria.3 These criteria

were basically very similar- to that previously outlined in this

presentation by Lysaught:

Regardless'of -the questionable-status of-nursing, there were

thote who _sought to- ,raise nursing to the-level of a _profession.

Leaders -spoke for the long overdue need for improvements in nursing

education.

'During the late 1800's and early 1900'a, the head of John

-Hopkins Training School recommended to the bbard-of trustees-,_-

"careful attention...be_given to the more purely intellectual part

of-the nurse's-trSining.to the-end that nursing may be elevated-to

a profession and raised as far -as- possible above the status of a

mere trade.','35:
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It was in the year 19610, that some schools of nursing began

to-explore-university And college opportunities to °improve their':

educational progranis.36 Affiliations with-educational institutions

were-arranged-in 1903 in several cities, apparently in an attempt

to take on some of the characteristics of these institutions.37

But, nursing did not become en official part -of the college Program

until 1909 when the.Univernity, of Minnesott School of Nursing was

founded, which was actually the "fireduniversity school of nursing

in the world."38 This school was born mainly through the efforts

of Dr. Richard Olding Beard who authored "The University Education

of the Nurse". In this paper, Dr. Beard proclaimed the functiOn

of a state university: "It is, end it should be. peculiarly inter-

ested in providing for the highest and most selective training of

'those who are to engage -in the pursuits -by which-human life, human

developmtnt, and-human health are conserved. In a word, it should

brinvthe hall emphasis of its nurture --upon the value of human life

itself."39 Dr. Beard not only ftthered the movement for university

education for the nurse, but-he continually supported it despite

-strong opposition from some4of_his fellow physicians.

In 19164 Yale and Cincinnati Universities both offered degree

program e in nursing. These were the first universities to offer

a degree for nursing.40 'Although the University of Minnesota School

of Nursing opened in 1909,- it wasn't until 1919 that the school was

able-to grant's degree in nursing.41

f)-
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The year 1917-saw thaincorporationbf the national organize-

tion for nurses, the American Nurses-Association (ANA). The ANA

held as one, of it-a- purposes: "To- -promote the _professie,al. and

educational advancement of nurses in every proper way; o elevate

the standard of nursing education..."42

Several studies regarding nursing education followed in;

1917. The Committee for the.StUdy of Nursing Education under the

direction of Josephine Goldmark presented-its report "Nursing and

Nursing Education in the United-States", in-1923. Thit represented

tte-coMpletien-of the first major_study. It was a serious criticism

of the existing nursing education-programs of the-time: "...average

hospital training school is-not organized on-such 6 Arasis as to con-

formto the standards accepted in other educational fields;. that the-
.

instruction_ in- such schools is frequently Casual and uncorrelated;

that the educational needs and the-health end- strength of studentt

' are frequently-sacrificed to practical exigencies..."44 The-Committee

pointed out that the old apprenticeship type of training was ou=

moded in the preparation of the profeasional nUrse,4 5 and urged that

nursing education move toward a collegiate system-of edueetion.446

About eleven years _following the Goldmark Report-, the Associate

tion of Collegiate Schools of

at which time the association

Nursing:held its first regular meeting,

formed its constitution hhd by=laws.
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The organization stated its purposes= as: 1) To develop nursing

education on a professional and collegiate level; 2) To promotev.

and strengthen relationships between schools:of nursing and

institutions of higher eduastion; and 3) To promote study-arid

experimentation in nursing service and nursing education.

In the years following, there ,were, more studies-on nursing

education; andthe emphasis continued to be placed on the need

. for a collegiate edUcation for the "professional" nurse. In
-V.

I

1948_1 the Ne.tional directed. bY Esther--1;11eille

Brown,_ a sociologist, published- its report "Nursing -for the

Future".48 The -study- is also -known -as_ the " "Brown -Report"-.1-0

One of the major recommendationsi of the study wag to apply

the term "professional" only to schools that offer PkOfessional

education, such as; universities, colleges, hospitals affiliated

with institutions of higher learning, medical .colleges, or inde-

pendent institutions. grown also identified- tiro types of nurses:
C

the graduate bedside nurse, a product of a diploma school of

nursing, and the -professional nurse, a product of an institution

of higher learning.

In contrast to the Goldmark Report of 1923, which gave

little credit if any to the hospital schools of nursing, Brown

in her 19148 report cited a number of "Distinguished Hospital

210)



Schools " -commenting_on their educational quality, but at the same

'time, recommending that nursing education can be adequate only if

it-provides for ."layingof a foundation

-growth of:many kinds."52

t permits continuing

She lists a number of examples of the*manykinds'of growth-

she means. Generally, all these refer not only to the professional

advancement of the nurse, but Just as much to the personal enhance-

meat of the person.

In-1951-, two events placed greater-stress on collegiate

education for the professional nurse. Both the Joint Nursing

CurriculuM Conference and the National Nursing -- accrediting Service

reached a tonsensus;"that-a-graduate
nurse-shodld first earn a_

=baccalaureate degree that represents sound -basic preparation

for-generalprofebeional nursing, that is, broad general education

essential to effective-cltitenship and=a- rich-personal life - and

a-well-rounded professional preparation - witbreadth and depth

of nursing knowledgt, skill, and underStanding."53

-That -same year, the Department of Higher Education of the.

National-Edutation Association paosede resolution regarding

-nursing edutation: "Whereas, health-needspf the-civilian-popu-

lation and military personnel are making Increasing demands for

thz services of professionally and technically prepared nurses,

and...Whereas; education for nursing is now predominent3y outside

219



higher education, with emphasis On apprenticeship training;

Be it resolved: That institutions of higher learning recognize

their responsibility for establisking progress providing for

the professional and technical education of nurses,"54

Two-years later, following these happenings, Dr.-Margaret

Bridgman published-Collegiate Education for Nursing, which attemp-

ted to provide data. upon which could be built a philosophy of

the nature and purposes of a collegiate education.55-

Bridgman maintained that 'nursing education includes

liberal arts, graduate_ nurse's are not prepared -to meet the-demands

of their profession, nor their social life, nor will they be

intelligent citizens .56

Dr.'Bridgman also gave-specific- reasons why the diploma

program for nursing was not'an adequate program for nurses:

Theyyarysidely in quality and a large proportion
are beUmr the national standards of the- nursing
profession for producing staff level competence.

2. Because of their apprenticeshipmature, they delay
the educational process, requiring three yeers'vhen
comparable orAsuperior results can be produced more
quickly with concentrated-educational emphasis.

They fail to proiide adequate foundations for
-specialization and advancement.57
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However, in this study Bridgman also reviewed nursing. education

within the college and found a-great number of difficulties. She

strongly criticized many colleges and universities for defeating

the entire purpose of collegiate-preparation for the nurse, by

tending to think of nursing education only as 'training'. She

found that some colleges had established affiliation "with indivi-

dual hospital schools without investigation or concern about

educational standards."58

Regardless of this, Bridgman-repeatealy emphasized in the

study, that basic baccalaureate programs=provide_the most efficient

and satisfactory means-of-supply for-staff.aevel fUnctions.requir-

ing broad preparation.

Two years later, the Surgeon General's Consultant Group on

-Nursing issued a report "Toward- Quality-in Nursing" which recommen-

ded-a national- investigation to examine nursing education-and high

quality patient care. -59 The Consultant Group was convinced that

the-baccalaureate program shoUld be the minimal requirenent for

nurses who will assume leadership positions, and-because of tne

need -for nursing-leaders, they urged that priority be given-to

expansion of these programs.60

221
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The group critized the lack of system, order, and coherence

in nursing education as evidenced in three types of programs for

nursing, stating that there is no clear differentiation as to the

levels of responsibility for each type of greduate.61

They strongly leaned toward the collegiate program for

nursing; urging that they "double their graduates, from the 1960

level of 4,w° to a total of at least8,000 in1970", while at

the sane time, establishing at least 30 or more new collegiate

nursing schools.62

In 1965, both the American Nurses Association and the

._National League for Nursing presented their positions in regard

to nursing educ'ation. The- NLN advocated "community plahning to

impleMent the-orderly-transition_of_nursing-education into insti-

tutions-of higher learning in such a tray that the flow of nurses

into the-community wilinot be interrupted."63

The ANA issued mposition- paper stating_that "all nursing

personnel be prepared within the general system of education".44

Furthermore, it stMted.that-"The education for all those who-are

licensed to practice-nursing should take plice in institutions of

higher education."65-No direction was Given -as -to how to implement

this position, although the state'nursesi -associations-wtre-urged_

to work-toward-this goal.
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The 1970 report of the National Comenission for the Study

cf Nursing and Nursing Education, An Abstract for Action, was

a little moreeexplicit in this reord. Althougli it sorted

the improvement of nursing ,education as prop° edtby the previous
k

studies mentioned,, it called. for care planningbefore closing

any hospital school of nursing as 11 as before oning tray

collegiate program so -as tozassure "that' an order]: transfer of

functions and facilities have been\developed."66

An Abstract for Action noted that the movement toward

restructuring, the patterns of nursing education was not merely

a reflection of nursing leaders, but appeared to be also a

reflection. of changing times. The educational norm of :oday is

moving well toward 14 years of general education1.67 SO then would

follow *the replacement of hospital hchools by iollege institutions.

But again, in order to be an effective, education, organized

planning has to take place. Strauss criticized the existing

collegiate programs of nursing, stating,that these are plagued by

a number of problems:, a variety of educational institutions and

degrees, low academic prestige of nursing within the college or

university; a heritage of- affiliation with the professional schools

of education; and the induced strain between practitioners who came,

from diploma schbols and educators who are intent on eliminating

any but Collegiate schools of nurs1ng68-

22.3
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Other critics are suggesting that collegiate programs are

producing "well-rounded nurse generalists" instead of "highly

skilled specialists". They blame this on the separation of

College nursing educatiot from nursing practice and direct

Patient care.69

The investigation of the.Nationil Commission also con-

firmed that diploma school graduates compared favorably. with

college' students at the point where both groups began their

-careers in practice, and also that the differences withim_pro

:grams_are at-least as-great-es those between, and the similar-

_ities-among all preparation programs-are*reater-than the dis-

tinction.70

The National Comaiission- recommended-that certain IhSrac-

teristics and contribUtions firom=each-ofthe existing kinds of

institutions "should be preserved in the-emergent, comprehensive

system to:be designed." -For example, the hospital school has

particular values which surely shoUld be,encouraged:ihe

college programs: close- relationshUs 1:itsieen faculty and Btu

AANIV3vS0 often found; emphasis on student- patient involvement in

dare;iprovition of'early-exposure to Clinidal care; and identifi.

catio n of the curriculum -with- clinical excellence: -Meanwhile,

baccalaureate schools -of nursing-have excelled in the develop-

. mentlof sei.ende'xelated-courses.71

t4,24
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An especially interesting part of the National. Commission's

investigation was an assessment of the affective values of student

nurses from various types.of nursing programs. The results seemed

to indicate that-students from the college nursing programs viewed

their educatioriai environment quite differently from those from

the hospital school of nursing. The assessed values; general-

esteem for the-program, academic enthdsiasm, breadth of interest,

and intrinsic motivation were all sees bYtthe students as being
1 -

more valued and stressed in the-college environment as opposed-!

to the students in the-Imoipital diplOmaschoo1.72

These were just some. of the.points included in the report.

A series of recommendations were then propoSed which supported

:he previous ndrsing-education studies already discussed. Ulti-

mately, the message of the National Commission was "that nursing

/
/

education sholl2d be structured within the overall pattern of higher

/
.

education,

i

t at is, within the collegiate institdtions..."73

Despite the manyetudies'andithe push for-collegiate nursing

progreMs, there have been relatively minimal increases_in-the

number of progrems.es Veil as in the number of collegiate nursing

_graduates. A good 50 years after the first proposal for change,

nursing preparation is still taking place outside the collegiate

system. At least 145% of all nursing-institutions-still exist

apart from the college syttem.74
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There are many factorswhich are. probably directly responsible

for-, the delayed; movement for change. Among these are: strong oppo-

sition from various groups,. lack of collegiate programs available,

the lack of finances with which to build programs, and perhaps the

feeling of indiiiduals that'they neither have the money nor the .

time to spend in\such a program.

But 'specif1dally, who are the opponelts and what are.they

opposing in regard to nursing education?

k

Dolan stated \that some (no specific identification) opposed

better education for nurses because they didn't think the average

nurse needed it, women with less education functioned satis-

factorily and that intellectual women often made poor nurses.75
a,

Jentien stated ;that many registered nurses feared that because

of the proposed program -they would be demoted to practical nurser
status.% Simons -rioted that some physicians tendeaqo oppose the

upgrading of nursing education because they feared that this would

decrease the supply of nurses:77 Administrators were equally con-

cerned abotit produding enough- nurses.78

According to Bridgman, factors which have helped to retard

the toro&ess of Collegiate schools, have b,;i: 1) the belief that.
nursing is one and the.same, from giving's bed bath to directing a

. ,

school of nursing; ?) the fallacy that college training is en asset,

22



but that training in the local hospital school is just as good,

which has perpetuated the image of nursing as-consisting mainly

of technical skills.79

As 'far es organizational opposition to Change, this has been

evident Since the early-1900's when at that time there vas a funda-

mental split in the ranks of nursing over the proper location of

nursing education.SO However, the opposition seems to have grown

much stronger since that time.*

. .

In 171 the National League for-Nursing Council of Diploma

programs voted non-support-of seven of the twenty-two recommenda-

tions -of the National-Commission,_vhith included all.those which

related to changing the institutional patterns in educating nurses,81

even though'the National Leagues for Nursing Board of Directors had

alreadyendorsed the summary report and recommendations of the

National Commission.92

Beside the division within the National League for Nursing

,/
itself, another strong force-spoke out in opposition to the recommen-

dations of the National Commission. Within the same year. the

American Hospital association Assembly of Hospital Schools of Nursing.

vehemently opposed the call for phasing out. hospital training schools

and as a result adopted'a resolution,
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The'follOwing represents the voice of representatives of 325

hospital schools of nUrsing:-

"Be it resolved: That the Assembly of Hospital
Schools of Nursing (Type VIII membership) of
the American Hospital Association- direct the
Assembly's Governing Council to exert every
possible influence to obLain from-the American.
Hospital Association'an official statement
repudiating` hose groups and indiyidunls who,
are alluding to the phasing out of diploma

programs of nursing educatioU:"83 -

However, the proposition was allowed tojiie quietly since the

"governing council andboard of the 'aericen Hospital Association

lhad already gone on recordlni-supporting' ". the Aiiiroireieot

academitally and organizationally of-all-programs in nursing_

eddcation...ind the establishment_of new programs associated

with the systems of-higher-education...84

.MeanWhile, the-staff of the National Commission tried to

arrange to meet with the-executNe committee of,the'Councilof

- Diploma Programs to discuss- areas' of Mutual interest and-to con-

eider the possibility of joint transitional projects, but in May

of 1972, the 'Director of-the Council of Diploma Programs conveyed

that the-committee was not interested, at least for some period

of time. However, the National Commitsion supplied the hospital

-schools with copies of a position paper, "The _Diploma NUrse, the

Htardtal School, and-the National Commission." This document

2
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, contained reasons for the Commission's recommendations and plans

for implymentation, while emphasizing that these did not repudi-

ate the nursing schools nor their -graduates, but merely were an

Attempt ta develop a comprehensive nursing education program.85

So after many years, nursing is still trying to find itself,

and is slowly and Teinfully trying to fit into the mainstream of

America's higher education system. Upon what philosophy is this

slow, but steady movement based? It seems that it should include

both _a-bRalc-belief about -generaloducAtion and About the-nature

of nursing:

In regard to general education, Reidgerken states that

"all edutatiorr...rests upon an understanding- or the meaning and-
/

-Y
-purpose of life,- =since it must take into account.ihe.netUreond

distilly of man and-his relations -with his fellow men...-"86

Ckioni believes that general education contributes to the

-development of the student as-a person and as.a professional

since its goals are oriented more toward a development of cogni-

tive skills-and a personal philosophy!, and the ability ,to make,

relevant judgements and to communicate ideas effectively.87
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In a study entitled "Liberal Education', Mark Van Doren

concludes that liberal education "should enable its possessor

to recognize what is common to-all men and to be equally- sensi-

tive to their differences".88 Certainly in order to gie some-

thing of herself, the nurse must, first have something tl give.

It is the quality of the person giving the care that is probably

the most important effect. Perhaps liberal education can in

this way affect the quality of patient care.

it was in 1948 that-Studebaker spoke-about the Increased

need for a.general education for nurses for three-reasons:

1) Civilization As becoming ihcreasingly complex; 2) Consequently,

the-interests _and activities-of individuals- tend-to- become highly.

specialized -3 ") This specialization has serious social consequences.89-

So it;siems that general (or- liberal) education is necessary for-.,

,the "professional" nurse; if she -is to-be really-effective in

caring for individUais.

What kind-of education does the nature of nursing itself

demand? Since nursing has long_concerned -itself-with giving care

to _human beings, communication is most liportant-in recognizing

and meeting the needs of persons. This lathe nature_ of nursing,
z-

to-care for individuals. Therefore the-intellectual education

of the nurse must give consideration to the-continued development

of the communication skills of the nursing student.9°

2 ,
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Nursing does not-care forhuman-beings in a-vecuut, there-

fore, it is importanelcir the nur always to-be aware of the

environment in which the person lives. A ;Orson cannot ever be

separated from his environment. Therefore, it Is important that

the student nurse be grounded in concepts from the natural and
a

Social sciences sad the humanities since these relate specifically

to the "mad-and-his-envirommeatoonstruct".91

Since it is the nature of nursing to care for each patient

as a unique person, then the nurse must be able to adapt to differ-
eaces. She may have to apply the routines she has learned with

AoMiHmodifiCitiOkdepending-Uton-the-needs-of the Andtduallotient
.

To be able to-meet these needs, she-will-have-had to develop-an-

inquiring-mind andproblem_solvingitechniques-.92

Where is the nursing student best given the_oppomunity to

become a-critical thinker Who can-adapt and execute good decisions,

while being highly grounded in both technical and general knowledge?

College would seem like o logical answer, particularly for general

knowledge. However, it is questionable.- whether or not college can

offer the nursing student enough practical experience. ,This seems

to be the thinking ot some even today. This was the concern-even

in 1936 - that the college may overemphasize nursing theory, as

opposed to the hospital school of nursing which -may -have exaggerated

the technical.93
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what 'does the nurse learn in a collegiate

program that she can relate:to her professional preparation?

Sociology and social anthropology may provide a foundation

for understanding patientsas social beings;whose attitudes and

reactions have been-conditioned-by their socialeniiironment.

Psychology courses may assist the student in understanding

individuals and their-interrelatiOnship04 The biological and

physical iciencei'may .offer-a=foundation .for nutrition, pharma7

cology, medical principles, and-nursing.95

These subjects are generally taught in the collegiate pro-

-

gram,0 but whether or not they really proyide a foundation--- depends

-upon-the individual student-- wliether or not-he/she As-able-to

integrate and apply the basic principles of the- material presented.

In looking back over their college education, four graduate

nu-men-of 1970 talk about their education and how -it relates to

them as nurses.

1. "A liberal arts.background as opposed to the
scientific- makes-me _personalisenursing. I
have-adequate skills, which I can continue
to develop. The degree-program-gives you-what
is needed in intellectual development, the de-
sire-to learn, to solve problems,- to think
critically,- and to make-choicet in certain
situations."



-

2. "My education prepared me to be the kind of
nurse that I went to be, a aurae actually
and directly-involved in giving-patient care."

3. "The nurse with a baccalaureate degree wants
greater freedom and independence in carrying
out her nursing duties. She wants freedom,'
to use what she has- to give-in terms of edu-
cation, insight, initiative, and ihtelligence..
She is taught this in college; she is denied
this in the hoipital."

4. degree nurse comes with anxieties and
-must accept the fact that she is going to
be criticized by the nursing etaff;-she.
must_feel confident that in time, shefll
be able to develop her potential end-eVen
surpass what the diploma'gradu.itc is doing." X

. The first three nurses sound quite positive about themselves,

while the fourth-one seems to doubt her adequacy. This seems to

reflect both the many different collegiate programs, as well as

the uniqueness of each student.

One author feels that the college offers a-better quality

and quantity of resources and a broad outlook, which is a definite

addition to the practical values obtained in hospital life.97

Also, the addition of .public health, teaching and management skills,

as-well as the development of intellectual skills make a notable

difference tetween the baccalahreate program and-other -programe.93-

What is the significance of all this talk about nursing edu-

cation? - Where will, it all end?. At present, it--appears-- to -be -moving

slowly, but steadily in the direction of a bachelor's degree in

nursing as the minimal- preparation for the professional nurse.
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However, the question is - :will this transition ever be completed?

What -will-ultimately happen to nursing as a "profession"?

234
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0

THE CASE OF TELEVISION VERSUS READING

From the paucity of literature written on televisiOn and reading

by recognized people in the reading field as well as the infrequent

integration of television as part of forMal read4ng inatruction,it

appears-see toinfer that educators tend-to either ignore the-

potential of television for the reading-- classroom or hold it in-low

regard-as a teaching medium. This_ oppostion-to -television in-the

classroom possibly reflects aversion toettle so-called, television

addiction of today's children and/or the fear of usurpation of the

teachet by television instruction and the attendant dehumanization

0
of education. These biases often preclude any consideration of the

advantages offered by television in education and particularly in

remedial reading instruction: It is my contention thedeleterious

effects of televition viewing notwithstanding that television and

namely, The Electric Company is a potentially effective :ool of

remediation for certain reading disabilities.

4.



Statistics and studies attest to the fact that television

represents a pervasive force in the lives of children today. It is

estimated that by the time a child is five years old he will have spent

at least as much time Watching television as a'college student working

towards a bachelor's degree will spend in classes over four years.'

The average number of hours per week of television viewing by children

cited in-studies varies anywhere from twenty to-fifty hours per week.

RegardlesS:of the disparity among the figures, it is generally conceded

that television viewing absorbs more of a child's time than any othei

activity aside from sleeping.----rurthermore, it is generally accepted
. ,

-that-the exhorbitant amount_ of time spent watching -television_-cannot

-but -affect the-behavior"-of its :"mesmerized,-audience."

Dwelling on the impact of television violence on children, research

has not yet reached any conclusive findings On the long-term impact Of

television on the learning process. Observations of apparent. passivity

and anti - social- behavior resulting from television viewing has given

impetus to the theory that television interferer with the development

of thinking in conjunction with the acquisition of complex-language

skills.- For example, in the following description a bleak picture for
.

future educational experiences is intimated for the inveterate watchers

1
Dorothy H. Cohen, "Is TV a Pied Piper?" Young Children,

(November 1974), p. 7.

?Gerald S. Lesser, Children and Television (New York, 1974), P. 19.
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of television:

Hid nursery school teacher reports that he is passive, noncreative,
unresponsive to instruction, bored during play periods ,and possessed
of an almost-nonexistent attention span- -in- short, very much like
his classiates. Next fall, he will officially reach the age of
reason and begin his formal education. His -parents are beginning
to discuss their apprehensions--when they are not too busy watehing
television:3

Implicit in this description is the--view that television is responsible

for diminished creativty, increased paddivity, non-responsiveness to

instruction, and short attention spans, behaviors of concern to all

teachers and particularly readi og speeialists.

These detrimental effects of television on the learning process

are embodied in various hypotheses and 'research findings. According

to -child-development expert -Dorothy -Cohen- at -Newslork -Cityts Bank

-Street -College of Education, "television -has- taken-away -the child's

ability to- form pictures in
Le

his mind, Her contention holds serious

implications for the reading process which is an active, dreative

process involving the translation Of print into visual images, feelings,

and thoughts. The jeopardy to creativity associated with reaciing potential

is reflected in -the findings of a UniVersity of southern= California

research team which determined that after three weeks of intensive

television viewing, creativity dropped among 250 inteimediate grade

children.5 Besides ttndermining creativity, television is suspected of

reducing active interaction with people thereby robbing children of

opportunities to develop language arts skills through speaking. In fact .

3
"What TV Does to Kids," Newsweek, (February 21, 1977), p. 63.

4
p. :65.

5
Cohen, p. 5. 24
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Stanford bniveisity researcher, Paul Kaufsan carries this argument

farther by maintaining that television religates children to the role of

. (here spectators and thtis teaches passivity.5 While the degree of

spectatorshipinfirred by Kaufman.is debatable, his ominous pronoucement

is vaguely reminiscent of 'Ray Bradburys portent of total human passivity

in his book Fahrenheit 451. Bradbuiy depicts a society in which man

regards books as anathema -as opposed to television which is perceived as

being more real than life. In Bradburys society man lives most of his
*

life vicariously through television programs. Many educators fear that,

children subject to the unmitigated influence of television are adopting

life styles approximating -those of characters- -in Fahrenheit -451.

In addition -to diMinished-cveativity-and increased passivity-,

educators bemoan non-responsiveness2to instruction and short-attention

spans as effects of too much television. Many educators feel the

pressure'of competing with television in,providing entertainment far

students. It is difficult if not impossible for a teacher to measure

up= -to The Electric Company= with its flashy shoUbiz techniques made

possible by the,television medium. The argument that televisioe is the

agent responsible for student predilection for learning through

gimmicks (i.e., instruction which is masked, by potential appeal to

students). Todayt childrenis expectation of learning as an enjoyable

experience rather than a tedious, boring, and failure-laden chore can

be attributed to television. Gavriel Salomon's study of a population

of Israeli children whose- access -to television was restricted bat 'who-

5Neusweek, p. 65.
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viewed Sesame Street on a regular basis tends to substantiate this. His

study(1974) showed these children exhibited lessenedpersistence to'

repetitive school-like tasks.
6

Onthe basis of this research, however,
it may be erroneously concluded that television constitutes an impediment
to learning. In the wake of extensive television viewing, students'

needs and expectations with regard to learning have changed. A more.

tenable position would be that television interferes with students' learning
only to the extent that educators fail to adapt their teaching methods

A
_.--and-Materials to meet changes in students' needs and expectations via a vis

learning. It behooves educators to devise "gimmicks" and utilize materials

whieh will evoke student interest and involveMent. Fastjuovement, humor,
color, and diversity which television bombards unrelentlessly at children
may be'- incorporated-in

methods and/or materials When'appropriate. For
example, The Electiic Company employs animated letters which can serve
as cues for students in, reading printed words. The replication of these

letters in-written print is seemingly
impossible, but there exists the

means of communicating
cues in print by employing

different colors,

printing styles, and letter sizes which could provide cues and/or engender
4

interest by suggesting movement. The incorporation of these eleffients is

reflected in the attached selection from The Bank Street/Houghton

Mifflin Reading Series.?'

6
Barbara R. Fowles and Vivian M. Horner, Visual Literacy: Some Lessonsfrom Children's Television Workshop (New York, 1974), p.4.

7lrma Simonton Black (ed.) Wake Sleeping Books (Boston, 1972), pp. 20-22,



, ; 1 ONE DAY a baby frog

was hop
hop

hop ho hop,.,// hop
hop ho hop'" =hopping

tY

t.

FABLE.
of the

FOOLISH FROG

Retold by SEYMOUR REIT

through a meadow.-
A cow came along, .../...k."---

munching the sweet meadow grass.
The little frog had never seen

a cow before.
He became very frightened, so he

hop - hop, hop, hop, *hopped

hop
"-, /

%hop ,,'hop hop' 77 ,,
..

home as fast as he could go. _

When he reached the pond-where he lived, he saw his father
sitting on a lily pad, sunning himself.

"Pop," the baby frog said!.
"I just saw the biggest anima!

in the whole wor!1!"

The old'beillfrog brrupped.
"Bigger than me?"

"Much bigger," the little frog replied. -`

s

A

20 Wr The bullfrog-was very foolish.
Also very vain. He began

7,1 : "ea' 4.; ell 111404511.V404 ".k'

to puff out his chest.

k4' S



He puffed until he was quite
swollen.

"That animal," -he croaked,
"couldn't have been bigger than this!"

"Yes it was, Father. Much bigger." The foolish= frog began to get angry.

He puffed some more. He puffed

mins.

)pped

74f4":./..k .%.
.:./

4`!"

hest.

All that puffing made it bard for him to talk.
"Now I'm the biggest," he squeaked. "Right?"

"Wrong," said the little frog.
This made the foolish bullfrog really angry.
So he puffed and

puffed
ifiliftraied hy.SENTON MAHAN
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t

1

(P°:0°P.-
AI 22 W

/-
into lots

of very
small pieces

Which goes to prove that being foolish and vain isn't
very good for frogs. Or,People, either.
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The apparent need for sensitivity to television's impact on students

lends credibility to the argument that television has created a new

learning process for children. Salomon's assertion that development

of immi technology leads, after a certain period of time to the-development

of a new symbol system-which partly at least, is uniquely suited to that

technolorfAuggesti that students'- adherence to the_symbol system

Peculiar to television may be a factor in their learning process.

Children internalizing the auditory /visual stimuli of television as a

means of processing information may generalize this to classroom learning

including reading. While'television entails a viaual/auditory symbol

system, reading is predicated on a letter-symbol proces. Television

provides visual representations as opposed to reading which necessitates

the creation of-mental representations. THe logical extension of this

reasoning is that a reading disability could arise if i'child fails, to

make the appropriate transition from the television symbol system to

that of the written page. In such a reading_ lisability television could

serve to bridge the gap between the two symbol systems. For example,

television zoom-in techniques could be used to teach visual discrimination,

a skill which students could transfer from the television screen to the

written page. The potential of visual representations of television for

fostering corresponding. mental representations in students exists.9

It seems that televiSion may very well be part of the solution to the

problem which it has created.

8
Barbara R. Powles and Vivian M. Horner, p. 7.

9Lesser,. p. 84.
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Television possesses other advantages which qualify it for serious

consideration as a potential solution to educational problems. Paramount

is television's ability to hold children's attention even at its seemingly

dullest moments. Children regard television as entertaining. Obviously

in the light of the fact they spend so much time watching television, children

are accustomed'to being entertained.a good deal of their lives. The conflict

children experience once they enter school can be anticipated. Traditionally

a distinction has been drawn by educators between play which is supposedto

be fun and learning which should be work. The notion oflearnilig being

enjoyable is perhaps accepted in theory by some educators but not usually
---

incorporated into classroom instruction. Many students complain incessantly of

*being bored by school and become so alienated that their well-developed

escape mechanisms enabld them to avoid learning in school in some

instances. This type of behavior is consistent with Freud's "pleasure

principle" in which Freud claims there exists a universal tendency for

man to avoid pain and find pleasure which accounts for man's tendency to

remember pleasant events while forgetting unpleasant events.
10

Freud's

principle holds significance for the learning process in that lt_suggests

that Yarning as an joyable experience can facilitate the retention of'

the material to be 1 arned. It is also conceivable that :he incorporation

of television in instr ction would supply strong motivation to learn for

some children.
11

Freu 's "pleasure principle" can be apnlied to another

quality peculiar to tele ision--the nonpunitive nature of television.
I

10
Joyce McLellan, The- Question of Play (New York, 1970), p. 16.

11_
Robert L. Hilliard and Hyman H. Field, Television and the Teacher

(New York, 1976), P. 12.
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Television allows children to make mistakes without fear of criticism

which ma, be accompanied-either by humiliation or peiceived-withdrawl

of the teacher's affection, both of which have potential for interfering

with learning. Perhaps the nonpunitive nature of television as well as

its entertainment appeal contribute to Sesame Street's legacy--its success

in attracting and holding, large audiences despite its obvious educational

intentions.
12

Sesame Street as well is The Eledtric Company have proven

that education and entertainment can be effectively combined to obtain

audience favor.

The positive attributes of televidion tempered by its negative

attributes give rise to controversy which surrounds the adoption of television

as a solution to reading problems. The argument raised specifically against

the use of television in reading instruction is as follows:. A child

who spends 201-28 hours per week watching television. and only 7 -hours reading

outside of schooPalready spendd a- disproportionate amount watching

television. Furthermore,- it is argued that television appears to divert

students from reading rather than encouraging them to read, Yet studies

conducted do not draw any signficant correlations between hours of television

Viewing and hours of voluntary reading. It appears that poor readers have

less interest in reading than in television in contrast to -good readers

who watch considerable teleVision but tend to spend more time reading

(H. M. Robinson and Weintraub, 1973).:14 In other words a child who

dislikes reading will be more likely to amuse himself watching television,

12
Less r, p. 234.

13
Albert J. Harris and Edward R. Sipay, How to Increase Reading Ability

IMMOr

(New York, 1976), p. 518.

14
Ibid., P. 519.
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while a child who is an avid reader will watch television but allot

time for reading in his'schedule.4,

Since television is so attractive to poor readers, it stands to
these

reason that it could-be employed to getchildren interested in reading.

Attempting to accomplish ,just that, The Electric 'Company was created in

1971 by the Children's Workshop -as a-supplement to classroom instruction

in reading. The,five -day -a -week, half-hour television show utilizes

animation, music, sound effects, humor, and repetition to reach a target

audience of primarily second, third, and fourth grade children in the

lower half of their class in reading achievement. As described by

David Connell, Vice President of the Workshop, the task facing those

involved in The Electric Company including educators, psychologists and

entertainers was ". . to get print on the screen in a lot of different

ways so people would want to. watch it, and that meant electronic

gadgetry.
"15 Animation pop-up techniques not only amuse but also

effectively depict the left-to-right sequence of print corresponding

to the temporal sequence of speech and depict the representation of

speech sounds by written symbols. In fact this capability of television

has been regarded as television's greatest potential for teachinW *reading.
16

Underlying this potential is the property of visual media to

. . . translate(ing) nonvisual facts into visual ones, and thereby giving

them sensory concreteness."
17

For example, in one of The Electric Company

15Martin Mayer,"The Electric Company! Easy Reader and a Lot of Other

Hip Teachers," The New York-Times Magazine (January 28, 1973), p. 15

16Joan T. Feely, Television and Reading in the Seventies (New York,

1974), p.

17
Fowles and Horner, p. 6.



shows, the word "bee" appears on the screen. The letters are.manipullted

electronically to move in a bee-like manner, and buzzing is heard in the

background. The alstractnegs of the printed word "bee" is thus transformed

into a concrete concept by means of motion and sound which may be more

impressive to children thin-static Materials. To help children to grasp

concepts of.decoding, reading for meaning, using the context clues, and

syntax, The-Electric Company employs various "giminicks" including electronic

gadgetry as well as real -life skits.

lhe-question-Arises how-effective are theSe attehtion-gOttiot

-techniques in teaching children-to-read: An-evaluation of the first-

two.years of the shot,: conducted for the Children's Television Workshop

by-the Educational Testing-Service showed positive effects of the-show-

on the target audience-when-the-program-was'viewed as-i supplement to

classroom reading instruction,18 In light of this study The Electric

Company may be considered of limited value in teaching children to read.

The program, of course, doel not purport to teach children to read but

to serve as supplemental instruction. Television can be categorized With

teaching materials which are rendered worthwhile by virtue of teacher

effectiveness and pupil,preparation. A teacher integrating"The Electric

Company as a part of formal instruction will introduCe Lae skills being

taught before student viewing of the show and after the program will
I

provide-follow-up activities whereby students can apply these skills.

This teacher can realistically expect her students to benefit from the

program, whereas a teacher who turns on the television set for a break

18
Natalie L. Sproull and Others, Reading Behaviors of Young Children

Who Viewed "The Electric Company" A Final Report." (New York, 1976), p. 8.
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from classroom routine cannot expect students to derive much more than

pieaSure from the program. With respect to the need for classroom

integration, the ETS evaluation of The Electric C6mpany points to.an_

oVerriding, limitation -of television- -the inherent lack of feedback-and

two-way. interaction. The lack Of- feedback is manifested by the fact

that the program is7not sequential in which one day's lesson. on the

show is related i..e) the following and previous day's shows. Furthermore,

the pace of The Electric Company is fast to hold childrenfs attention as

_evidenced by short allotment of time for each teaching segments. For

'example, Six'and a half minutes-are set aside for a given consonant or

consonant blend; 140 seconds is allotted for teaching-children that ee and

ea make the same sound
..19

Clearly, the pace of the television show cannot

be adjusted to ingividdal learning rates. Traditional teaching is

markedly differenefrom this approach'-in that it strives to control the

level and pace of teaching material. in a progression of steps which is

appropriately reinforced." On the basis of the ETS evaluation, it

appears that ThelElectric Compagy providing an alternative approach to

learning reading skills may play a role in some students' reading

remediation, O

No amount of derision or criticism of television will result in its

abolishment. At best -it will lead.to better television programming for

children. Because of the pervading and enduring presence of television

in children's lives, there is a need"for educators especiall reading specialists

to determine appropriate irais of contending with the impact of television

r,

19
Martin-Mayer, p. 24

20
Lesser, p. 246. 25a
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on children's learning processes. Is television guilty ofwrongd6ingI

In the case of television versus reading the verdict is as follows:

while television is guilty of contributing to behaviors which may- interfere

with the acquisition of reading skilli, television may also serve.as part

of the solution to certain reading disabilities by-breaking doim the -

barriers between the two symbol systems that of reading and television and

by communicating certain congepts not as effectively described by other

teaching materials. The strong possibility exists that a program such as

The Electric Company= may engender interest in learning which may be

-transferred to_reading. It cannot-be gUaranteed that The Electric Company

will benefit all disabled readers, but the arguments and evidence are

strong that it can. If this television program is combined with

effective teaching, it has the potential to help certain disabled
O a '

readers. Hopefully, The Electric Company will prove to be so successful

that in years to come reading specialists will rely more on television'

in remediation and will have access to- different- programs geared to meet

various reading levels and needs. The case then isn't really television

versus reading. Television and reading are not in diametrical opposition

but rather are intricately interrelated despite all objections. The

question isn't should television be used in reading remediation but

how should television be used in reading remediation.
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